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On March 24, 2009, at 1:43 PM, Branden Joseph wrote to Ulrike and 
Andrea Geyer:

Dear Ulrike and Andrea,

. . . ISSUE Project Room in Brooklyn has approached Grey Room 
about doing some events there. It is all pretty open-ended at this 
point, but we are going to be doing a sort of party/event/whatever 
on May 6. John Miller, Tony Conrad, and Jutta Koether are going to 
perform (they have been playing together) and we are looking into the 
possibility of bringing over Petit Mal (which is Melanie Gilligan +1) to 
perform as well, though it currently seems that the logistics may not 
work out for them. Since we have extended the invitation to two of 
the dossier writers—John and Melanie—I wanted to extend it to you 
as well, in case you wanted to do something. I have absolutely no 
idea if either of you would want to or not (though Ulrike’s connection 
to LTTR makes performance a possibility), and there is absolutely no 
pressure either way. This is not a benefit for GR nor for ISSUE, so 
fees are done as s door split with the other “performers.” (I believe 
it is a 70/30 split with 70 going to performers.) It is not going to be 
thematic; it is not going to be heavy; it is just going to be music/
performance and beer and some relation to GR (the latest issue, with 
the dossier, will likely be sold). I won’t bore you with more, but let 
me know if you have any thoughts or questions or comments in this 
direction . . . 

Best, 
Branden

On March 24, 2009, at 11:59 PM, Ulrike wrote to Emma Hedditch:

Dear Emma, 

so this is not thought through at all, but I wanted to get it out there. I 
got an invitation today to do a performance on May 6th, and thought 
about asking you if you possibly would want to think about doing 
something together. I’m thinking about using the inventory list of the 
Lesbian Herstory Archive’s T-shirt collection for a short dialogical 
reading piece + would be thrilled if you were interested in doing this 
together. I can tell you more. Have a good trip! 

X Ulrike 

On March 24, 2009, at 8:03 PM, Emma Hedditch wrote to Ulrike:

Yes! I would love to.

Actually when you started talking to me about it at the reading, I 
felt a pang. I have been thinking a lot about descriptive prose. I 
have also been thinking about the reading, the reading of plays or 
scripts. I can’t really afford to go to the theatre at the moment so was 
thinking if we could do this together. I love K8’s ways, and perhaps 
Ginger, Megan, Steiner, well there are so many beautiful voices.

Herstory Inventory: Correspondence
2009–2013
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x E

On April 13, 2009, at 3:29 AM, Ulrike wrote to Emma Hedditch:

Dear Emma,

yes, no problem about not speaking on the phone, email works fine 
for me too. Somedays I leave the computer in my studio and have 
no email access at home, which then causes delays. I’m actually 
super tired today after last night and a long walk this afternoon in 
the windy sunny park, so I’m not sure I can write anything tonight. I 
should be back on tomorrow. I’ll send you whatever I come up with, 
or if you have any ideas, that’s great also. I think it’s fine if we get 
the announcement text out by the end of the day on Tuesday, but we 
should send in short bios tomorrow. Do you have anything ready that 
you would want to use? You could send it to me to forward or send 
it to Zach directly. I’ll probably use a standard thing like the one I’m 
pasting below.

It would be hard for me to meet tomorrow at 3pm, let’s see if we can 
get this together via email. If not, I could possibly meet on Tuesday in 
the late morning. . . .

I’m planning to come tomorrow if all goes as planned, and I’m looking 
forward to it. Let me know if there is anything that I can bring!

On April 14, 2009 at 3:28 PM, Ulrike wrote to Emma Hedditch:

Dear Emma,

good morning! It was very nice to be at Jeff’s yesterday, a bit trippy in 
a time-travel kind of way, my personal past and art history all meshed 
up with each other, but enjoyable. A revisiting of sorts! And it was 
great to see you and Megan and Zoe. I really really liked your text 
and your performance of it. Thank you so much for giving the text to 
me at the end of the night, I read it several times on the way home. I 
felt so touched by it when you first read it that I had to swallow a bit 
to accept Mattin’s and the other reader’s distortions. Your reading 
had been so beautiful, but also so volatile, so I wanted to hear it 
again, a wish that was frustrated by the other interpretations of it. 
Which is another thing to consider for our Grey Room performance: 
I’m way more used to thinking in terms of recordings and loops than 
in terms of this kind of momentary fragile presence of a voice.

Anyway, I just typed up a few thoughts for an announcement, just to 
get this process started. Please add or re-write or do whatever you 
deem best + let me know what you think. See below!

I haven’t heard from Celeste about the drawing, I’ll call her later 
today. And we still need a couple more voices . . . 

x Ulrike——

OK more soon but yes to your suggestion and thank you. I am back 
on the 30th.

x E

On April 8, 2009, at 11:52 PM, Ulrike wrote to Branden Joseph and 
Emma Hedditch:

Great Branden, thank you. Emma and I will have five people reading 
(the two of us plus 3). If we can work it out in time for the official 
announcement, it would be nice to list their names. I’ll keep you 
posted! Best, Ulrike

On April 9, 2009, at 8:00 PM, Ulrike wrote to Emma Hedditch:

Dear Emma,

. . . Celeste took on her drawing assignment quite enthusiastically. I 
can’t wait to see what she comes up with!

I don’t know Lois Weaver, but I trust your judgment. Do you want to 
ask them? I am also thinking a man’s voice would be good. What 
do you think? We could ask Tara. And I’ll consult with Zoe about the 
LHA women to see if she thinks if any of them might be interested. I 
emailed Steiner about her availability. . . .

Clouds and head here too, and cigarettes . . . and I have a short text 
due on Monday.

Love, Ulrike

On Apr 11, 2009, at 10:17 AM, Emma Hedditch wrote to Ulrike:

I just took a shower and having all these thoughts about the 
performance. I was thinking about the idea of what these t-shirts 
were communicating by whom, the way you spoke of this. I want to 
talk about what a response could be, what a person might imagine 
a person is communicating to them through these images, shapes, 
words. 

Also thinking about the coded and coding desires, I am literally 
thinking about responding to what a voice describes as the t-shirt, a 
reading. Also how we are drawing the subject of our curiosity closer 
in this performing, that we are making something that explicitly 
involves a level of drawing closer to each other. . . . 

Ulrike I also think about this at a very abstract level, so the 
describing out what a person is trying to tell me for example, could 
be something very abstract, more like the tensions that you produce 
in your drawings or the way I think about the objects that I have been 
using in my performances. I would love to try to take this a bit further, 
perhaps you have some similar impulses. 
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On April 14, 2009 at 5:14 PM, Ulrike wrote to Emma Hedditch:

Dear Emma

. . . I like everything you did with the draft! just made a few edits 
and additions to your version, but then took them all out again. 
Thinking that perhaps this is good enough for the announcement 
text? I mean, I really like it, we can definitely go on writing more, 
collecting thoughts as we go along. I’d like to do that. I like the more 
descriptive line on top, what do you think?

x Ulrike

. . . To wear a T-shirt for others to read. To get the message, or 
ask for it’s meaning. 
A communication, to communicate with strangers. A signal, sent 
out, a call, with or without intention. 
To embrace the confessional. To make and be made by it. 
To embody and intend ones desires, politics, and alliances. 
Declarative. Encounters in your face, so many bodies, women, 
lesbians. A move towards tensions? An attraction and a question. 
How to talk about contentious feminist histories without leveling 
them into all-one, all-the-same? To talk about a movement, and 
be a movement. Be moved. 
What are you trying to tell me, what do I think you are trying to 
tell me?

On April 14, 2009 at 6:06 PM, Ulrike wrote to Emma Hedditch:

I think I understand. It sure is a bit unusual for me to write “bodies, 
women, lesbians,” a narrowing down of identity categories instead of 
breaking them open. I had the archives in mind, so for me this line is 
an homage to identity politics and a reference to the past. I read the 
whole text as about a relationship with history. Do we need to make 
this clearer? I threw something in, which I’m not happy about, but 
perhaps we can push it a little further. I was tempted to write about 
density (all the t-shirt descriptions in one room) and the absence of 
the bodies who once wore them. Perhaps that would help.

I had begun to add more present stuff in—talking about the risk of 
wearing the wrong shirt and alienating others, or about taking the 
shirt off on the dance floor and what that means—but that seemed 
too much for the announcement text.

x Ulrike

. . . To wear a T-shirt for others to read. To get the message, or 
ask for it’s meaning. 
A communication, to communicate with strangers. A signal, sent 
out, a call, with or without intention. 
To embrace the confessional. To make and be made by it. 
To embody and intend ones desires, politics, and alliances. 
Declarative. Encounters in your face, so many bodies, women, 
lesbians. A move towards tensions? An attraction and a question. 
An archive, a collection, a list. Dense absence. To reintroduce the 

To make things public. To embody ones desires, politics, and 
alliances. To communicate with strangers. To embrace the 
confessional. To wear a T-shirt for others to read and react to. 
Declarative in your face. So many encounters, so many bodies, 
women, lesbians. How to make the tensions productive? How to 
talk about contentious feminist histories without leveling them into 
all-one, all-the-same? To gather and talk about a movement, to be 
a movement of bodies in space.

Emma Heddich and Ulrike Müller will use the inventory list of the 
Lesbian Herstory Archives’ expansive T-shirt collection as the 
material for a collaborative reading performance.

On Apr 14, 2009, at 10:27 AM, Emma Hedditch wrote to Ulrike:

Good morning,

. . . Thanks for the description, I really like this, and am excited 
about performing and our communication. I am leaving your first 
draft and putting my first gestures below and you can also do as you 
wish, it was great that you started in this way, open but with all these 
thoughts, lists. . . .

Yours Emma x 

To wear a T-shirt for others to read. To get the message, or ask 
for it’s meaning. 
A communication, to communicate with strangers. A signal, sent 
out, a call, with or without intention. 
To embrace the confessional. To make and be made by it.  
To embody and intend ones desires, politics, and alliances. 
Declarative. Encounters in your face, so many bodies, women, 
lesbians. A move towards tensions? An attraction and a question. 
How to talk about contentious feminist histories without leveling 
them into all-one, all-the-same? To talk about a movement, and 
be a movement. Be moved. 
What are you trying to tell me, what do I think you are trying to 
tell me?

On Apr 14, 2009, at 11:28 AM, Emma Hedditch wrote to Ulrike:

Yes I like it too, I guess the only part that I feel uncertain about is the 
“women and lesbians” and how to make clear that we also include 
other bodies, I am not so skilled in this area, and I have a feeling you 
might be, both to actively choose to say women and lesbians but not 
to create this feeling of uncertainty about using those terms. Because 
it is specifically dealing with this history of the Lesbian Herstory 
Archive, but our relation or this text seems to cross in and out, 
pulling in other bodies, ours. Maybe it’s annoying that I say this? and 
saying just bodies is not acknowledging this specificity. Hmm.

Yes to sending soon, but continuing the exchange of words x E
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ask also, although I haven’t spent so much time, I also think there 
is some shared care and specificity about her work and articulation 
and experience that I am drawn to, continuing conversations. I 
also really like all of these bodies and their warmth and presence. 
Wow, confessional. OK, tell me what you think, or if you have other 
questions or concerns. 

I am also getting very excited about the theater on Sunday!  
x E

On April 15, 2009, at 11:50 PM, Ulrike wrote to Emma Hedditch:

Brody is on as a reader!! XX Ulrike

On April 15, 2009 at 2:53 PM, Branden Joseph wrote to John Miller, 
Melanie Gilligan, Zach Layton and Ulrike:

Dear John, Melanie, and Ulrike,

ISSUE Project Room would rightfully like to begin publicity for the 
event on their web page. At the moment, they have posted only my 
brief save the date message. It would be much better to have the full 
information you all would like to post, including, if possible, an image 
from each of you. (The image need not be of you; it could be a CD 
cover or anything else you think would represent you well.) ISSUE 
usually posts pretty long descriptions, and will also be sending it out 
on their list, so a paragraph from each of you would be ideal. The 
sooner I can receive all this, the sooner I can replace the information 
on the web page. I realize that some of you may not know exactly the 
parameters of your piece (such as who, exactly, will be taking place 
in Ulrike and Emma’s performance), but having what we can now, 
with updates later, will be better than waiting until everything is set 
and it is too late.

Thanks for your help on this, 
Branden

On April 15, 2009 at 9:09 PM, Ulrike wrote to Emma Hedditch:

Dear Emma,

hello. I’m stressing out a bit today, too much going on and not 
enough focus (the latter seems the problem really). I had a meeting 
this morning with Barbara and Kristin from the Dia foundation to talk 
about the audio piece with them. I left wanting to discuss this with 
you, how to handle it in relation to our collaboration. I was wondering 
if we could schedule a work meeting before our theater outing on 
Sunday? Email tends to overwhelm me.

I have Celeste’s drawing, just met her. It’s too large for my scanner, 
so I’ll either have to go to a copy shop and scale it down or find 
out if Aisha perhaps can scan this size. For now, I’ll just send the 

body, our bodies, and feel both difference and affinity. To voice a 
relationship.  
How to talk about contentious feminist histories without leveling 
them into all-one, all-the-same? To talk about a movement, and 
be a movement. Be moved. 
What are you trying to tell me, what do I think you are trying to 
tell me?

On April 15, 2009, Ulrike wrote to Nancy Brooks Brody:

Dear Brody,

. . . I was so very excited by your having picked up on the LHA 
T-Shirt inventory also! It’s amazing when things come together in this 
way, like stars aligning.

So I really hope Emma and I can win you as a collaborator for the 
performance on May 6th. We’re actually counting on you! It’s an 
event at ISSUE project room in Williamsburg, organized by the 
journal Grey Room. It’ll be us followed by two art bands. The idea 
is to have 5-6 of us in the audience, reading the inventory making 
spontaneous decisions in terms of order (we all would have a number 
of entries, but then edit as we go along and negotiate who reads 
when). I have used a similar strategy before, and think it would work 
well here, to keep things alive—a way to both bring out the tensions 
in the material and to act upon our love and appreciation of the 
history it represents. I’m not doing a very good job describing the 
idea here, we would obviously have to talk more. Emma and I are 
thinking about hosting a dinner for the participants later this month, 
as a way to discuss and shape the project with all of you. Would you 
have time for dinner on April 29 or 30? . . .

And thank you so much for the invitation to do something at your 
LHA salon on June 21st. I’m honored and thrilled to be a part of this! 
I will have to talk to Emma, but perhaps we can do a variant of the 
reading piece? I would love that.

Love, Ulrike . . .

On Apr 15, 2009, at 2:01 PM, Emma Hedditch wrote to Ulrike:

Hi Ulrike,

Hope you are good. I just read our text again and thinking about it I 
really like it. . . .

What do you think about other voices? I guess we are not including 
them at this point so no need to decide exactly. I suggest Zoe and 
MPA as a way to continue the sense of inclusion and invitation and 
to respond in some way to their curiosity about us as individuals 
and our work, and that they both have such strong presence, and 
position with their work, I feel like it would be interesting to talk 
with them about this. I like both voices also. Sadie I would like to 
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announcement and to the Grey Room people. The drawing is great, 
I want to give it to them, but wonder if they’ll find it useful as press 
image. I’ll send it to you also as soon as I have a digital version.

Yes to Zoe and Megan. Do you have the time and energy to reach 
out to them? Sadie is a long shot, we could get her to participate 
perhaps if we catch her at the right moment . . . Perhaps there’s a 
way to talk with her after her opening next week. . . .

Yours Ulrike

On April 15, 2009 at 9:15 PM, Ulrike wrote to Brandon Joseph, 
Lawrence Kumpf, Zach Layton and Emma Hedditch:

Dear all,

here’s an announcement for Emma’s and my performance. We will 
send the names of our readers as soon as we have them finalized + 
hope the announcement can be updated then. I have an image here 
also to go with our contribution, it’s a wonderful drawing by Celeste 
Dupuy-Spencer, which unfortunately is too large for my scanner. I’ll 
have to go by a copyshop tomorrow and will send it to you then. 

Best, Ulrike——-

Emma Heddich and Ulrike Müller will use the inventory list of 
the Lesbian Herstory Archives’ expansive T-shirt collection as 
the material for a collaborative reading performance (names of 
participants to be announced).

To wear a T-shirt for others to read. To get the message, or ask 
for it’s meaning. 
A communication, to communicate with strangers. A signal, sent 
out, a call, with or without intention. 
To embrace the confessional. To make and be made by it. 
To embody and intend ones desires, politics, and alliances. 
Declarative. Encounters in your face, so many bodies, women, 
lesbians. A move towards tensions? An attraction and a question. 
An archive, a collection, a list. Dense absence. To reintroduce the 
body, our bodies, and feel both difference and affinity. To voice a 
relationship. 
How to talk about contentious feminist histories without leveling 
them into all-one, all-the-same? To talk about a movement, and 
be a movement. Be moved. 
What are you trying to tell me, what do I think you are trying to 
tell me?

Emma Hedditch is an artist living in New York whilst participating 
in the Whitney Independent Study Program. Recent performances 
include When I Do This, Can You Feel Something? as part of If 
I Can’t Dance . . . Frascati Theater, Amsterdam, March 2009 
and We Are The Signs And The Signal atWorking Documents, La 
Virreina, Barcelona November 2008.

Ulrike Müller is an artist living and working in New York and 
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Vienna, Austria. She has worked with the queer feminist 
collective LTTR, is the editor of Work the Room. A Handbook on 
Performance Strategies (OE/b_books, 2006) and currently serves 
as visiting faculty at VCFA (Vermont College of Fine Arts). 

On April 16, 2009 at 3:19 PM, Emma Hedditch wrote to Ulrike:

Yes 1pm Sunday sounds great. We can decide where nearer the time.

Megan is interested I think it is a yes, I can confirm tomorrow. I am 
going to write to Zoe now.

Take care, going through.

Yours E x

On Apr 17, 2009, at 11:28 AM Emma Hedditch wrote to Ulrike:

. . . I am wondering if there is a way to think about how we are slowly 
building this work with others, from your invitation to me and then 
on. I want to talk about this and think about it as a specific model for 
working and one connected to our ideas of the movement, plurality 
and communication. 

Thanks Ulrike, this just keeps getting better!

x E

On April 17, 2009 at 5:51 PM, Ulrike wrote to Emma Hedditch:

Yes, I’ve been thinking about this also + look forward to talking 
with you about it! This is such an organic way of working but it’s still 
important to consider authorship questions as they inevitably come 
up. X Ulrike

On Apr 20, 2009, at 9:51 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear MPA, Brody, Zoe, and Emma,

it has all been communicated between us individually, but I wanted 
to be a bit official and send you a group email also. I am very excited 
that we’ll all be doing the performance-reading of the LHA T-shirt 
inventory together!! It’s such an honor to have you all on board for 
this collective endeavor! And a great pleasure.

Here are the dates, two Wednesday evenings: 
On April 29th we’ll have dinner to discuss the project at Emma’s 
house in the East Village. 
On May 6th is the event, starting at 8pm at Issue Project Room in on 
3rd and 3rd in Brooklyn.
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The piece pays homage to an activist feminist history and its 
conflicting positions and productive debates, it is a reflection on 
collective and individual movements, bodies present and absent, 
and our present tense.

On Apr 24, 2009, at 10:39 AM, Emma Hedditch wrote:

Dear Ulrike,

Thanks for your email, sorry I was a little out of it yesterday and 
didn’t reply but yes I think the text for Dia reads really well. In 
terms of my name being included, I am good with that and I really 
appreciate your care with this and desire to continue working 
together. I am curious where this will take us. In terms of the time, it 
is starting to look a little difficult to imagine working on something 
after June, but we could talk about this tomorrow.

Hope you are well. I am going to Emily’s bbq later with Malin, hope to 
see you there x x E

On April 28, 2009 at 7:47 PM, Ulrike wrote to Branden Joseph, Zach 
Layton, Lawrence Kumpf and Emma Hedditch:

Dear Branden,

this is actually perfect timing. Emma and I met this morning and 
talked about our contribution. We will use the inventory of the 
Lesbian Herstory Archive’s T-shirt collection for a reading piece with 
several voices, most likely from among the audience. The inventory 
a beautiful iconographical list that adds up to a movement history. 
We’re still working on the details, but figured out the technical needs: 
We need six microphones and maybe microphone stands and a PA. I 
would also like to record the reading, and was wondering if this could 
be done through the PA system at ISSUE. We were also wondering 
about the general setup at ISSUE: will the audience be sitting or 
standing? How formal/informal will the feel of the event be? Also, we 
thought that we would have to go first and open the night since our 
contribution is different from the others (and hopefully a good warm-
up for things to come!)

Please be sure to announce the event as a collaboration between 
myself and Emma Hedditch.

I am cc-ing Lawrence and Zach about the technical questions. 
THANK YOU!

All the best, Ulrike

On May 2, 2009 at 5:18 PM, Ulrike wrote to Emma Hedditch:

Dear Emma,

I’m so looking forward to doing this together!

In sisterhood and struggle, Ulrike

On April 24, 2009 at 12:06 AM, Ulrike wrote to Emma Hedditch:

Dear Emma,

yesterdays work meeting with you was fun, and really productive. 
Editing the list together gives me a much better understanding of the 
text we’re working with and of it’s potential. I’m really enjoying our 
collaborative process and our conversations. I hope you feel the same!

This afternoon, I had a meeting at Dia about the audio piece on 
the plaza of the Hispanic Society this summer (the event will take 
place on one Tuesday evening on or after June 16). I know that we 
never really finished talking about how we want to proceed after 
the performance on May 6th, but it is my hope and my wish that 
you are interested in continuing to explore and expand this project 
together. By tomorrow, Dia needs a short narrative description of 
the project. I just wrote up the paragraph below, drawing from the 
announcement we co-wrote. Please let me know what you think about 
it. How do you feel about the way I listed your name? Does that 
sound right? Do you have any other suggestions? We can talk more 
on Saturday, for now the most urgent question is whether you want 
your name to be included in this first announcement blurb.

In the writing process I also came up with a (working?) title: Herstory 
Inventory. it’s the file name I had given to the word document of the 
list. To me, it seems to work pretty well. What do you think? 

Also, I thought we should go ahead and send the names of our 
collaborators to the Grey Room people, for them to include in all 
future announcements of the event. I might just go ahead and send 
that out.

And I will send out an announcement for our dinner next week.

I hope you are well and staying grounded.

Love, Ulrike

Herstory Inventory is a project initiated by Ulrike Müller in 
collaboration with Emma Hedditch. At Dia at the Hispanic 
Society, we will present an audio piece based on the inventory 
list of the Lesbian Herstory Archives’ expansive collection of 
T-shirts, a list of images and slogans coined from the 1970s 
onward. As messages among the members of a community and 
as declarations to a larger public, the T-shirts embody and intend 
desires, politics, and alliances, they express outrage as well as 
humor. The abstraction of this countercultural iconography into 
a poetically detailed descriptive language opens up space for 
political fantasy and libidinal projection. In the audio recording, 
we intend to voice relationships, to address the body’s connection 
to the archive, to open a space for affinities and differences. 
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On Jun 3, 2009, at 7:42 AM, Ulrike wrote to Branden Joseph:

Thanks for your nice note. Yes, I was happy too that I accepted the 
challenge to do a live-performance at your event. I actually thought of 
it as an experiment leading up to the Dia-piece, but the performance 
came out much more “finished” than I had expected. At Dia, I’ll use 
the same material and strategy for a recorded audio piece. I’m 
curious to further explore the separation of voices and bodies—there 
was some of it already at ISSUE because of the speaker system and 
the crowd. At Dia, we’ll have separate speakers for the individual 
voices, and there might be an added live performance element. I’m 
still thinking about that.

On Jun 3, 2009, at 9:53 AM, Branden Joseph wrote:

I think the Dia context will be a lot different and will attract different 
people. Not that ours wasn’t an art crowd, but I think they were there 
for a concert because of the venue. Which I thought made your piece 
really work well, since it was so quiet and had this really nice tension 
that held the room

On Jun 15, 2009, at 4:45 PM, Ulrike wrote to Neil Benezra:

Dear Neil,

Karen passed on your contact information to me—she might already 
have mentioned that I would be in touch about an audio recording? 
Anyway, I’m an artist and currently working on a new audio piece for 
Dia’s summer series at the Hispanic Society. Conceptually the piece 
is done, but I need to figure out where and how to record it. Karen 
thought that you might be able to help. 

. . . Great that you can come with me on Tuesday. It will be fun to see 
the space together. The event starts at 8, so we could plan on being 
there at 7.

I also heard back about the guest list, and am not sure what to do 
about it. They say yes, but ask us to keep it “on the low side,” which 
is both understandable and against the logic of our project. Hm. . . .

XU

On May 7, 2009, at 11:22 AM, Zoe Leonard wrote:

that was so wonderful.

thank you all so much for doing this/making this wonderful event 
together.

and thank you especially, so much, to ulrike for starting this, making 
it happen, sharing it, and to ulrike and emma for fleshing it out, 
organizing it, and inviting me to be a part of it, inviting all of us to be 
a part of it.

i feel lucky. 
thats my t-shirt today. 
i feel lucky. 
like a prancing unicorn.

xox 
zoe

On May 7, 2009 at 10:11 PM, Ulrike wrote to Zoe Leonard, Megan 
Palaima, Nancy Brooks Brody, and Emma Hedditch:

Dear all,

I also really enjoyed last night, and am very happy that we did this 
together! And I loved drinks and explorations of our reactions and 
those of others afterwards. Thank you to all, no, to every single one 
of you for your contribution, and for being who you are: an amazing 
performer, a strong voice, and smart and brave in all you do. I look 
forward to going on tour together in our lavender school bus!

I just emailed Zach at issue about the audio recording of our reading, 
and I’ll make copies for you as soon as I’ll get it from him.

With love in my heart on this rainy afternoon, 
Ulrike 

On May 11, 2009, at 9:56 AM, Info at Tara Mateik wrote:
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I just thought of a problem that we will have to deal with which is that 
when you have many mics close together you get something called 
phasing. This is when one person speaks and it is picked up by the 
other mics at different times a little later on each one. This starts to 
sound like a bit of a mess with echo or delay. I think that we will have 
to try and record in the bigger main room because we will be able to 
separate the mics a little and maybe try and find a way to reduce the 
amount of sound that moves between each maybe with blankets. . . . 

On June 30, 2009, at 1:41 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear Zoe, Emma, Brody, and MPA,

. . . I spent the last two days listening to two of the three takes we 
recorded over and over again (the first one was too noisy because of 
the thunderstorm). The recording and all our voices and inflections 
came out beautifully. Neil did an amazing job with the recording. I 
finally settled for the second take, which took a while because the 
two takes turned out astonishingly different: the second one is very 
poetic, responsive, and slow. The third one energetic, clear, and 
faster paced. They both seemed to be about different things, or 
bring different things out of the material - the felt relations between 
ourselves and to lesbian-feminist herstory versus a cooler, more 
archival approach. 

I’m very curious now about how the audio will work out spatially in 
the installation, and excited to move ahead and invite people (you!) to 
make drawings from the descriptions.

Let’s do many more things together, please!

Love, Ulrike

On July 1, 2009, at 11:42 AM Ulrike wrote to Neil Benezra:

Dear Neil, here are the images of the recording session in medium 
size - let me know if you want any of them in full resolution. Nice to 
see you yesterday!! Best, Ulrike

It’s a text piece for five voices to be recorded simultaneously but on 
separate tracks so each voice can be played back over a separate 
speaker in the installation. The piece is about 20 minutes long, it 
involves an element of improvisation (the order of things is not scripted 
and is negotiated in the process of reading). We did a live version of 
the piece at ISSUE project room in Brooklyn in May and it worked out 
perfectly. I hope that we can channel the same level of concentration 
for the recording, in which case it all should go smoothly! 

Is this recording something that you can help with and that could be 
done at your studio? . . . 

On Jun 16, 2009, at 9:56 AM, Zoe Leonard wrote:

hi ulrike,

just a note to let you know that i do have the recording, 

listening to it right now.

the range of voices is very good.

overlapping secions are interesting.

i can see where 1/3rd could be cut. 
while attempting to keep balance of humor/sex/abstraction/poetry/
non-sequiturs

On Jun 16, 2009, at 3:44 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear all,

I have been thinking about the recorded version of our Herstory 
Inventory reading. I love our range of voices and personalities, 
and how it all came together in our performance at ISSUE. So I really 
hope we can gather again in the same constellation for the recording! 
The audio piece will be presented at Dia at the Hispanic Society on 
Tuesday, July 14. . .. 

In terms of the piece I would like to cut it down a bit. At ISSUE 
we went over 30 minutes, which I think totally worked, but in the 
recorded version attention spans will be different. I’m thinking about 
cutting a third, so we go for 20 minutes. Each voice will be recorded 
on a separate track and played back over separate loudspeakers in 
the installation at Dia.

I am very much looking forward to reading with you again!

Sincerely, Ulrike

On Jun 16, 2009, at 6:49 PM, Neil Benezra wrote:
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On Jul 15, 2009, at 1:38 AM, MPA wrote:

ulrike, that was a wonderful evening. 

it has been very important for me to share in this with you and 
everyone. to make visits to these expressions of something 
distinguished as past/but present. a guidance visited not for 
directions as in steering but housing. for me, the readings in 
apartments, public, and recording were visits to the home of____
not just to the obvious sisters but to the flooring and walls that 
encourage winded paths and a barrage of colorful markings. 
markings without names and location but imagery that celebrate 
making an impression. and that is the encouragement i am looking 
forward to. making dents and dent doers. water collecting into these 
said crevices later to evaporate. passages of intersections and i am 
thankful again to the floor and walls——the hall we stood amongst 
that felt anything but enclosed, but open. very open.

sleep and rest, 
mpa 

On Jul 15, 2009, at 1:57 PM, Ulrike wrote to Kate Huh:

your drawing assignment!

MERMAID WITH WINGS HOLDING A LABRYS.

size: 8 1/2 x 11 or smaller is ideal, but go bigger if you have to! 
deadline: sliding, but soon would be great. 
motto: let your imagination run wild.

On Jul 15, 2009, at 4:25 PM, Zoe Leonard wrote:

hey ulrike,

On Jul 8, 2009, at 4:40 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear friends,

I am writing to tell you about an upcoming presentation of Herstory 
Inventory, a collaborative project that I initiated earlier this year. A 
new audio piece recorded together with Nancy Brooks Brody, Emma 
Hedditch, Zoe Leonard, and MPA will be part of a program of audio 
works at Dia at the Hispanic Society this coming Tuesday. If the 
weather allows, the event will take place on the terrace outdoors, in 
case of rain we will be inside the museum.

Herstory Inventory uses the inventory list of the Lesbian Herstory 
Archives’ expansive T-shirt collection. I think of it as homage to 
feminist history, but also as a gathering of forces in the present tense.

Please join us!

Ulrike
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On Jul 21, 2009, at 4:35 PM, A.L. Steiner wrote:

got it! thxxx, will be fun ;) get it to you by then 4 sure

On Jul 21, 2009, at 6:06 PM, Lily Benson sent a message using the 
contact form at http://um.encore.at/contact.

hello,

i would like to receive a drawing assignment.

sincerely, 
L.B.

On Jul 21, 2009, at 8:35 PM, R.H. Quaytman wrote:

Dear Ulrike, I have an little idea for this drawing but could you send 
me one other to choose from? Also explain briefly again to me the 
context. I remember it was taken from the phrases you read in that 
Grey Room performance and that it was some kind of lesbian (? i 
think) archive. All the best Rebecca

On Jul 23, 2009, at 3:58 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear Rebecca,

I’m more than happy to explain more and to give you a choice of 
descriptions to pick from. Yes, the descriptions are from the inventory 
of the T-shirt collection at the Lesbian Herstory Archives in Brooklyn. 
They were clearly written by a volunteer, who was very meticulous 
but not a trained archivist, which I think is part of their poetic quality. 
You saw the first experimental staging of the project at the Grey 
Room event, it then became a 5-channel audio installation that was 
presented at Dia at the Hispanic Society last week. I’m pasting a 
short text I wrote about the audio piece below. Now, as a next step, I 
am inviting people (feminists, women, artists, lesbians, . . . ) to make 
drawings from the descriptions as a way to re-translate them into the 
visual realm and to perhaps also update them. I would love it if you 
could be a part of this!!

Below a few possible assignments for you. If you prefer, I can also 
send you the complete list to pick from—just let me know!

Thank you for your interest!! And my very best, Ulrike

WOMAN IN A TANK TOP WEARING A TURBAN, HOLDING A STEAMING 
CUP OF COFFEE AND WITH HER ELBOWS RESTING ON A QUARTER 
MOON (AS IF IT WERE A COUNTER).

TWO WOMEN (STYLIZED DRAWING) IN 30’S STYLE WITH BROAD-
SHOULDER DRESSES, WITH SUNGLASSES, LIPSTICK, GLOVES.

thanks and congratulations again for you beautiful piece last night.
your work really shone.  
it’s a beautiful, thoughtful piece that has only gotten better. love 
the take you chose, and it was so quietly powerful in that context 
outdoors, on the terrace, in interaction with the statues, the carved 
names, the symbols of various histories and the people, milling, 
listening, walking, stopping, laughing, greeting each other, making 
eye contact. very very beautiful.

sincerely,

zoe

On Jul 21, 2009, at 3:53 PM, Ulrike wrote to A.L. Steiner:

your drawing assignment!

INVERTED TRIANGLE WITH FLAMES ON TOP OF IT. 

size: 8 1/2 x 11 or smaller is ideal, but go bigger if you have to! 
deadline: soon would be great, can you do by the end of August? 
motto: let your imagination run wild.

also: if you aren’t inspired by your assignment (too easy? too hard? 
not up your alley?) let me know and I’ll give you another one instead 
(there are hundreds).

On Jul 21, 2009, at 3:56 PM, Ulrike wrote to R.H. Quaytman:

your drawing assignment!

A PICTURE OF A WOMAN SITTING AT A DESK, HOLDING A QUILL PEN, 
IN FRONT OF AN OPEN JOURNAL WITH BOOKS IN THE BACKGROUND.

On Jul 21, 2009, at 4:08 PM, Ulrike wrote to Amy Sillman:

your drawing assignment!

A GROUP OF WOMEN STARTING WITH A CAVE WOMAN AND MOVING 
AHEAD HISTORICALLY STANDING IN A LINE IN A CHRONOLOGICAL 
ORDER WATCHING A WOMAN JUMPING AND STOMPING ON WHAT 
LOOKS TO BE HOUSEHOLD OBJECTS.

On Jul 21, 2009, at 4:12 PM, Ulrike wrote to Barbara Schröder:

your drawing assignment!

DOUBLE AXE, DOUBLE WOMEN’S SYMBOL, JEWISH STAR, QUARTER 
MOON, DOUBLE AXE, WOMEN’S SYMBOL WITH PEACE SYMBOL IN THE 
ROUND PART, ANARCHIST “A” IN WOMEN’S SYMBOL, PLUS LOTS OF 
DOTS.
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representation will arise with the decisions people make for each 
drawing, and there’s definitely room for interpretation. So I picked 
two descriptions for you to get started, I hope you like them! I’ll 
gladly send you more at any point, or different ones, if these don’t 
seem right for any reason. 

Enjoy your last days up in Maine! 
Love, Ulrike

PENTHESILEA ON A HORSE WITH A SHIELD AND ANOTHER RIDER 
NEXT TO HER WHO LOOKS LIKE A MAN.

PURPLE DIAMOND WITH A CIRCULAR DESIGN AT THE CENTER, 
RESEMBLES A QUILT SQUARE.

On Sep 15, 2009, at 1:31 PM, R.H. Quaytman wrote:

Thanks Ulrike, glad you like it. assignments like this give me an 
opportunity to express myself differently. I mean I just have no other 
opportunity to think of the vagina library. xR

On Oct 19, 2009, at 12:04 PM, Mariah Garnett wrote:

Glad you received it! I was/am having a big boob block, and, while i 
tried a number of times to draw two, and even the entire figure of a 
large breasted woman, this i think was my favorite. 

well, have a nice time over there! 
it’s my favorite time of the year in nyc.

xo 
mg

On Nov 18, 2009, at 4:58 PM, Ulrike wrote to Zoe Leonard:

your drawing assignment:

AN IRIS.

. . . size: around letter size or so, but bigger is good too. 
deadline: soon would be great, can you do December 15? 
motto: let your feminist imagination run wild. 
also: don’t forget to sign your drawing somewhere.

PS: . . . Email me when you’re done and we’ll arrange a handover.

On Nov 18, 2009, at 6:21 PM, Zoe Leonard wrote:

oh wow. 
i love it. 
how did you pick something so perfect?

TWO NAKED WOMEN WITH TORCHES LIGHTING A STACK OF LOGS ON 
FIRE, SURROUNDED BY A CIRCLE OF FLAMES.

THE CAPITOL WRAPPED IN A BLACK LEATHER JACKET WITH A PINK 
TRIANGLE ON THE LAPEL.

SAPPHO WITH HARP, HOLDING A WOMEN’S SYMBOL WITH A MOON 
AND A JEWISH STAR ON HER SKIRT.

GOOD VIBRATIONS LOGO: WOMAN LYING BACK IN A CHAIR, HEAD TO 
THE SIDE, HANDS HELD IN FRONT OF HER LOWER BODY.

FACE OF ED KOCH (MAYOR OF NYC) WITH A RED X ACROSS IT AND 
1989 ON BOTTOM.

A WOMAN’S SYMBOL WITH FOUR WOMEN STANDING ON IT IN A 
CIRCLE HOLDING EACH OTHER AROUND THE WAIST AND LOOKING UP.

On Jul 24, 2009, at 6:06 PM, Lee Maida wrote:

a drawing assignment please! 
happy summer. 
lee

On Aug 20, 2009, at 1:47 PM, Ulrike wrote to Nicole Eisenman:

your drawing assignment:

SOFTBALL.

On Aug 20, 2009, at 3:36 PM, Nicole Eisenman wrote to Ulrike:

Hahaha love it. I’ll need a keg of beer to get into the right mind 
frame. 

On Aug 20, 2009, at 4:06 PM, Ulrike wrote to Nicole Eisenman:

Great! I love how seriously you take the task at hand. Can’t wait to 
see the outcome. X

On Aug 23, 2009, at 9:37 AM, Ulrike wrote to Leidy Churchman:

Dear Leidy,

it was really good to talk with you yesterday! I like your suggestion 
that everyone make more than one drawing. And what you had 
to say about the absence of any explicit transgender mention 
in the descriptions from the archives was really helpful. It made 
me understand that my concern was a bit artificial—questions of 
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exclusively like to draw/photograph men. I have no idea why. So my 
work is either very male, or abstract, or both—I’d love to do something 
which actually involves women, whether it’s obvious or not.

Looking forward to hearing from you, 
Maria

On Dec 5, 2009, at 9:39 AM, Julie Evanoff wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

I can do a drawing by Dec 15. 
I would love to get a different assignment, somehow the yoga poses 
are too close to home . . . 

Thanks, 
Julie

On Dec 8, 2009, at 8:55 AM, Julie Evanoff wrote:

Re: A tree with two women’s hands growing from it, one hand holding 
a hammer and the other setting a bird free.

Hi again,

Truthfully, the tree is the one best suited to me.

Alas, I resist the folkish, somehow a little bit cheesy symbolism, but I 
love it too.

I will do that one!

On Jan 10, 2010, at 11:48 PM, Maria Gafarova wrote:

Dear Ulrike,

I’m a little worried that what I’ve done is bit too conceptual! But I 
hope with the title it makes sense. At the beginning I was interested 
in the act of one woman going down on another in terms of being a 
point of contact. I was thinking of it in relation to the point where the 
sea touches air, which is interesting because. it’s hard to define the 
exact place that happens, and I like the idea of lesbian sex in general 
as being quite indefinite and intuitive. And i thought the metaphor 
of the sea was really sensual and feminine. Later on it evolved a bit 
from a drawing to something more sculptural. which kind of took on 
the form of waves. The seascape i drew is a little rocky but i hope it’s 
still clear that it’s water!

Looking forward to your input!

Maria

more later.

xo 
zoe

On Nov 18, 2009, at 7:17 PM, Johanna Gustafsson wrote:

Hi, yes it’s actually been lying here for some time but so many things 
happened and . . . well, you know how it is. I did the assignment 
together with my mother who is in Sweden, we have been sending it 
back and forth via email, my mother is a bit concerned that it’s ugly 
(which it is) but we had the best time doing it so I’m convincing the 
both of us that that’s what counts.  
How can I get it to you? Should I send it? Or maybe we will be in the 
same place at the same time sometime in the near future? Fx - I am 
hopefully going to Roysdons opening on Saturday.

Hope you are well! 
Best, Johanna

On Nov 29, 2009, at 3:06 PM Maria Gafarova sent a message using 
the contact form at http://um.encore.at/contact.

Hi, 
I’d love to participate, could you team me up with a historic feminist 
moment/image?

On Dec 3, 2009, at 8:29 PM, Maria Gafarova wrote:

Hi Ulrike, 

I’m sorry, I don’t know why I didn’t say a little about myself to begin 
with! I thought that maybe the project was more of a lottery—I’m 22 
and just graduated from Central St Martin’s in London, having done 
Graphic Design but hoping to do a Fine Art MA in the coming year. 
I’m originally from Russia and moved to the UK when I was 7. 

I went to Sophie Calle’s ‘‘Take Care of Yourself” show recently, which 
was really incredible—I thought this is a great opportunity to do 
something similar. 

I find it really hard to describe my own work at the moment, I’m doing 
some really strange and new things, but I’m interested in looking at 
life from a point of view outside of western enquiry, in the differences 
of east and west in terms of how both cultures perceive the body 
and physicality in general, ideas of interconnectedness between all 
organic matter, versus a kind of stasis of the west—it’s individualism 
etc. A lot of what I’m doing is based on a book I’m reading called 
Vital Nourishment by Francois Jullien. I’m also really interested 
in the body in relation to Julia Kristeva’s work on the ‘abject’.

I’m a lesbian but strangely enough, aesthetically, in my work, I 
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Two women in tropical dress (no tops) 
sitting in the middle of a clamshell, holding 
tropical fruits with a palm tree behind them

Bart Simpson wearing “Silence=Death” 
T-shirt

Microphone

Designed as logo: dyke has Nike curve

Rat holding a champagne glass

House with trees under a rainbow

A woman with several red lipstick “kiss” 
marks around her

A woman’s hand outlined balancing a round 
object on the back of her hand

A woman on a field with a seed sack around 
her shoulders dropping seeds on the ground

Four women’s heads together making a 
cloud formation with a feather coming down 
from one woman’s hair

Three women sitting in the sun holding 
their left fists to their chests and women’s 
symbols in their right hands

Ronald Reagan with DayGlo shocking pink 
eyes on AQ DayGlo chartreuse background 
and word in pinkPrancing Unicorn

A women’s symbol with a heart-shaped top, 
inside of which is a woman’s fist holding 
paper moneytop, inside of which is a woman’s 
fist holding paper moneyof some kind.

A volcano with fire coming out of the top
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Fox Hysen

 
 

Gabriela Santiago

 
 
 

Georgia Sydney Lassner

On Jan 26, 2010, at 12:14 PM, Marie Therese Escribano wrote:

Liebe Ulrike 
danke für die Einladung. Ich weiss nicht ob ich Zeit haben werde, 
mich mit einer Karikatur zu beschäftigen denn ich habe wenig 
Erfarung und muß viel ausprobieren. 
Aber es würde mir viel Spass machen, natürlich. ich werde schauen. 
Einstweilen hab ganz viele liebe Grüsse 
Marie Th

On Jan 27, 2010, at 12:48 AM, Onya Hogan-Finlay wrote:

Ulrike, 
fantastic! 
i’m very excited to participate. 
i’ll be in touch in a couple weeks as i get my shit together. 
i’ve been spending alot of time at the ONE lgbt archive in LA, 
jamming with the dusty homo documents and ephemera. my favorite.

hope you are well and feeling the power of 2010!!!

Xoxoxonya

On Jan 31, 2010, at 4:30 PM, Shelly Silver sent a message using the 
contact form at http://um.encore.at/contact:

i would redraw people’s memory of things
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On Feb 8, 2010, at 8:01 AM, Linda Bilda wrote:

Dearest U.

da ich ja hauptsächlich zeichne, ist das gar kein Problem auch wenn 
ich das Projekt nicht ganz verstehe . . . .

Beste Grüße 
Linda

On Feb 15, 2010, Ulrike wrote to Elke Krystufek:

Liebe Elke,

wie geht es dir? Es ist inzwischen schon lange her, dass wir in 
deiner Wohnung in Wien gemeinsam Videoarbeiten angesehen 
haben, aber ich denke immer wieder daran zurück. Vor allem deine 
Zusammenarbeit mir Sands Murray-Wassnik hat mich beeindruckt.

Ich wollte dich fragen, ob du Interesse hast, eine Zeichnung zu 
einem Projekt beizutragen, an dem ich gerade arbeite. Es geht 
darum, nach Beschreibungen historischer feministischer Abbildungen 
neue Bilder anzufertigen. Die Beschreibungen habe ich in den 
Lesbian Herstory Archives in Brooklyn gefunden, wo eine freiwillige 
Mitarbeiterin die Abblidungen auf hunderten von T-Shirts in der 
Sammlung katalogisiert hat. Die Motive reichen von Frauensymbolen 
und Regenbogenflaggen bis hin zu verschiedenen feministischen 
Szenen und Aktivitäten. Mein Ziel ist es, ca. 200 Zeichnungen zu 
sammeln, gemeinsam zu zeigen, und idealerweise auch in einer 
Publikation zu veröffentlichen. Neben Beiträgen aus den USA und 
aus meinem queer-feministischen Umfeld, möchte ich unbedingt 
auch in Wien und anderswo lebende KünstlerInnen mit dabei haben. 
Und da habe ich auch an dich gedacht. Es wäre toll, wenn du Lust 
und Zeit hättest, eine Zeichnung beizutragen!!! Bitte gib mir kurz 
Bescheid, ich würde dir dann einen “Zeichenaufgabe” schicken (oder 
mehrere zur Auswahl).

Ich kopiere unten eine kurze Projektbeschreibung ins Mail (leider nur 
auf Englisch). Lass mich wissen, falls du Fragen hast!

Mit herzlichen Grüßen, 
Ulrike

On Februrary 15, 2010 at 11:34 AM, Ulrike wrote to Lisa Ulik: 

Lisa Ulik, FEMININE GODDESS TYPE WOMAN WITH NIPPLES AND 
STOMACH UNCLOTHED, HOLDING A MOON

On Feb 15, 2010, at 5:08 PM, Faith Wilding wrote:

Woah! sounds amazing. Can I use collage if I’m not so good at 
heads? 
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hmmmm. can i have another? this one isn’t singing to me yet . . . .

best, 
shelly

On Apr 7, 2010, at 10:23 AM, Marie Therese Escribano wrote:

Liebe Ulrike,

ich bin nicht 100 Prozent glücklich, aber trotzdem schicke ich dir 
anbei mein künstlerisches Produkt

Liebe Gruesse 
Marie T.

On April 14, 2010 at 1:52 PM, Ulrike wrote to Onya Hogan-Finlay:

Dear Onya, 

I got your image, and I absolutely love it! It is such an amazing 
drawing and perfect for the project!! Your interpretation is so smart - 
true to the words of the description and surprising at the same time. 
I admire all the choices you made, and I am very happy to have this 
drawing as part of the collection. Thank you very much for participating!

And I’m sorry that I didn’t write right away. I hesitated for a moment 
because I have actually been asking people to give me the originals 
of their drawings. I’m not sure if you would be comfortable with 
that at all. One of my plans for this project is to show the drawings 
all together in an exhibition (I have 30 so far but want to gather as 
many as 150). I realize that there are open questions that need to 
be resolved, especially when it comes to where the collection of 
drawings will end up. I envision that they will travel in exhibition and 
book format. The details aren’t worked out yet, but I will certainly 
keep everybody posted about any developments. What do you think?

I’m good at collage. Can’t wait to do this. 

big love, Faith

On Feb 15, 2010, at 6:05 PM, Lisa Ulik wrote:

I’ve recently been looking at the work of Margaret Harrison so this 
assignment sounds fantastic, although (of course) I will let my own 
feminist imagination run wild. Guaranteed. 
The April 1st deadline will not be a problem at all. 
Thanks Ulrike!  
I’ll email you when the drawing is complete.

—Lisa

On Feb 16, 2010, at 8:53 AM, Sonja Draub wrote:

Liebe ulrike, 
hast du einen anderen Auftrag für mich, meine phantasie tut sich 
schwer 
lg 
sonja

On Feb 17, 2010, at 2:21 PM, A.K. Burns wrote:

Re: Contribute to Randy?

I wonder if we should do an index at the end (or beginning) for all the 
text for the shirts. And yes I think a brief intro would be great as well. 
if you want the text in close proximity to all the drawings, then maybe 
they are at the bottom of each page, in collected captions? To have 
all, we’ll need to do multiple images per page. We could do 4-up on 
a page—but I worry they will be rather small. So maybe some are 
4-up across from a single image. This will depend on the amount of 
space we can offer you. I think it’s best for now to just get them all 
scanned. we can tinker with options and we talk about this more as it 
gets pulled together.

As far as my drawing goes. Maybe I want to take a shot at another. I 
think I thought I was up to the challenge of that one. But in the end I 
had some block against the content—and its relationship to ‘design/
advertising’ and the reference to queers as a viable ‘market’ . . . And 
the need for sponsors (as opposed to self advocacy and support) in a 
capitalist structure..ugh.. So heavy. I don’t think I could get past the 
negative.

A

On Mar 6, 2010, at 6:07 PM, Shelly Silver wrote:

hey ulrike:
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fingerling. LACE wants bidding to start at $500 and I wouldn’t want 
you to fork out that kind of cash!

ps, A.K.’s project sounds great.

Onya

On Apr 28, 2010, at 5:13 AM, Linda Bilda wrote:

Liebe Ulrike,

danke für dein positives Feedback auf meine Zeichnung. Ich glaube, 
dass ich in letzter Zeit für mich wirklich auf was gekommen bin, also 
irgendwie besser.

Hoffe auch dass du glücklich bist. 
Linda Bilda

On May 11, 2010, at 3:52 PM, Simone Bader wrote:

liebe ulrike,

vielen dank für deine ausführliche und positive reaktion auf unseren 
film. ich habe deine mail auch an jo weitergeleitet und wir würden 
dich sehr gerne treffen und mit dir über die von dir angesprochenen 
aspekte genauer sprechen. 

die zeichnung mache ich sehr gerne und habe auch schon gleich 
damit angefangen, aber das, was ich vorhabe ist noch nicht 
gelungen. ich habe lange nicht gezeichnet und freue mich wieder mit 
der linie in berührung zu kommen.

herzliche grüße in die ferne 
von jo und simone

On May 13, 2010, at 6:46 PM, Maria Gafarova wrote:

Hi Ulrike!

It’s great to hear from you and to know that you’ve received it in one 
piece :)

The two pages are actually photocopies of a collection of very old 
photographs I have. I got really inspired and began to think about 
this as a real body of work that I could pursue (as opposed to just 
a single drawing) so it’s great to hear that everything seems to fit 
together! The text is actually from a book by my favourite author - 
Helene Cixous, called ‘First days of the year’. I was reading it at the 
time and the entire book is this beautiful, flowing, Virginia Woolf-
esque meditation on her life & past. She also pioneered ’Écriture 
Féminine’—a strain of feminist literary theory/women’s writing which 
is really well reflected in the book, but on a really personal level as 

Yours, XUlrike

On Apr 15, 2010, at 1:09 AM, Onya Hogan-Finlay wrote:

Oh! and one more thing.

A friend here in L.A., Darin Klein, is putting together a zine called the 
“queer pile-up” and i was going to give him a color copy of the same 
image to include in the zine.

Is that a conflict of interest with your project? I am not so concerned 
about copyright and exclusivity of publications but maybe these are 
things that you are concerned with?

O.

On April 15, 2010 at 12:57 PM, Ulrike wrote to Onya Hogan-Finlay:

Dear Onya,

I actually think it’s great if you’re using your drawing in your friend’s 
queer zine! I’m not concerned about exclusivity. And the copyright 
stays with you—whatever you decide to with the image is fine with 
me. I also have a request here from Aisha who wants to reproduce 
some of the drawings people have made for the project in a new zine 
called “Randy” that she’s launching together with Sophie Morner 
this summer. I’m also still looking for more people to contribute, so 
anything that helps spread the word in the right direction is great. 

About the drawing, I would love to have the original if that’s possible 
in any way. However, if you have already decided to give it to the 
LACE benefit, I will have to work with a reproduction instead. I am 
just wondering if any other solution might be possible for the benefit? 
Is there anything that I can do? For a moment I thought I should just 
buy your drawing at the auction, but my funds are limited, and I’m 
not certain such a plot would work. Are you mostly concerned about 
showing the drawing at the LACE benefit or about raising money for 
them? Perhaps we can find a solution.

I’m in New York for all of May and would love to see you and show 
you all the other drawings! Just let me know what day and time is 
best for you. I’m working in my studio most days and my schedule is 
fairly flexible. I’m looking forward to seeing you then!

Ulrike

On Apr 15, 2010, at 4:15 PM, Onya Hogan-Finlay wrote:

Ulrike,

OK! i was asked to donate work for LACE auction and so I think I 
will make them another drawing and give you the original of the 
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heißt Lippenstift auf Arabisch.

Liebe Grüsse nach (nehme ich an), 
Elke aus wieder Wien

On Jun 5, 2010, at 10:32 AM, Guadalupe Rosales wrote:

Question, do you want these drawings on paper only? 

lupe

Am 30.06.2010 um 19:19 schrieb ulrike an Carola Dertnig::

Liebe Carola, viele der Beschreibungen sind figurativ, aber vielleicht 
hast du ja Lust darauf? Hab bei den Yogaposen and dein NY-Buch 
gedacht. Unten ein paar Alternativen zur Auswahl, lass mich wissen, 
ob was für dich dabei ist! Was meinst du, wenn du sagst, dass 
Feminismus in Wien “out” ist?! Würde gerne mehr wissen . . .  
Herzliche Grüße, Ulrikeja das ist gerade so ein bissl peinlich..
altmodisch vielleicht dann wenn schon queer.. nur sind wir alle queer 
und was heisst das..?

so feministisch und wozu denn ist ja eh schon getan.. 
und eben altmodisch..nicht mehr en vogue aktuell..

aber das ist nur eine vermutung eine atmosphäre.. 
kein aktueller diskurs..

Carola

Am 30.06.2010 um 19:57 schrieb ulrike an Carola Dertnig::

Hi Carola, danke. Ja, ich weiss jetzt, was du meinst. Ich finde queer-
feministisch das bessere Wort, damit der politische Anspruch - und 
die Geschichte der fem Bewegung nicht einfach übergangen werden. 
Alles Liebe, ich freue mich auf deine Zeichnung(en!) Ulrike

On Jul 31, 2010, at 3:37 AM, Anni Viinikainen sent a message using 
the contact form at http://um.encore.at/contact.

opposed to a theoretical one.

Oh and the secret website sounds amazing, I’ll look forward to 
seeing it and all the other work! 

Hope to hear from you soon, 
Maria

On Thu, May 13, 2010 at 8:51 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear contributors, friends, feminists, artists, all,

for several months now, and with great excitement and pleasure I 
have been opening boxes, folders, mailing tubes, envelopes and 
other packages containing your amazing drawings for the Herstory 
Inventory project. Thank you so much for the thoughts, time, and 
creativity you put into making your drawing, and especially also for 
your trust in me and this collaborative effort. This project would be 
nothing without your hand contributing.

Herstory Inventory is still in process, but as I continue to hand out 
assignments, I also wanted to share with you the inspiring collection 
of drawings gathered so far. The amazing Chris Castillo, who I met 
earlier this year at Artpace in San Antonio, TX, scanned all the 
drawings I had at the time, and I just set up a hidden website for a 
sneak preview: http://um.encore.at/private/herstory

If your drawing is not online yet, this is only because I don’t have a 
digital image yet. I’m working on it, so please check back later.

With love and admiration, 
Ulrike

On May 21, 2010, Ulrike wrote to MPA:

AVENGER BOMB AS A GLOBE.

On May 21, 2010, at 3:51 PM, MPA wrote:

wow../like all of these images just raced to my head. i can work with 
this! . . .

xx 
m

On May 28, 2010, at 4:53 PM, Elke Krystufek wrote:

Liebe Ulrike,

Anbei die Zeichnung-die Aufgabe sozusagen in arabische Schrift 
übersetzt. Eine Dame umgeben von Lippen und Lippenstift. Der Titel 
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das würde mir gefallen- dann kann ich mir noch überlegen was ich 
mir anhöre während ich die zeichnung mache 
:) vielleicht das rrriotgirl manifesto - radio ragazza - born in flames - 
laura logik - red creola- essential logik - bikini kill -le tigre -das scum 
manifesto . . . because this country has enough dicks—

Pink, black and grey triangles.

best 
ric

On Sep 16, 2010, at 10:53 AM, therese roth wrote:

hallo ulrike, bin fertig mit dem bild.  
nun ist die frage, ob du das als jpg willst. dann hätte ich zwei 
varianten im angebot, oder als papierorginal, dann bräuchte ich eine 
adresse an die ich es schicken kann. ich bin ganz zufrieden.  
schöne grüße 
the rooster 
t

Iris Andraschek 19. Januar 2011 um 22:08

Liebe Ulli,

ich habe gestern Patricia getroffen und sie hat erzählt, daß Dein 
Zeichenprojekt noch läuft. Also ich hätte noch immer Interesse 
mitzumachen . . . . 
lieben Gruß 
Iris

On Jan 19, 2011 at 12:20 PM, ulrike wrote:

Dear Herstory Inventory contributors,

how are you? 

For most of you it has been a while since you last heard from me 
about the drawing you have contributed to the Herstory Inventory 
project, BUT I am writing with exciting news: Herstory Inventory will 
be included in an upcoming group exhibition at the Contemporary 
Museum in Baltimore, ”Agitated Histories,” opening on Friday, 
February 11.

This show will feature a selection of 18 drawings from the growing 
collection (but rest assured that I am working on getting them all 
shown together in the future). Please come out if you are in the area, 
or if you feel like taking a trip to Maryland! I will be there for the 
opening and I would love to see you.

The drawings included in the exhibition are by (in no particular order):

Dear Ulrike,

Fiona Rukschcio recommended to contact you! I asked one of her 
projects for my art history seminar work about “Community Art and 
Feminism”. I asked her also about other contemporary artists working 
in this concept. She told about your drawing project. What kind of 
project is it? Should I send some portfolio? 
Kindly, 
Anni Viinikainen

On Aug 12, 2010, at 3:45 PM, JD Samson wrote:

hey there.

 . . . yeah it did end up kind of dark. i guess i just wanted to show the 
difference between what act up meant at the time when the silence 
equals death logo was first used and what it means now.

how some people have put that specific history and activism on a 
pedestal that seems kind of untouchable nowadays.

and how a lot of people have forgotten that the whole movement ever 
happened.

hope you are doing well.

xo 
jd

On Sep 4, 2010, at 10:01 AM, Rebecca Quaytman wrote:

Hi Ulrike and A.K. . . . omg what an embarrassing drawing. It feels 
like an awkward confession . . . . All the best RQ

On Sep 11, 2010, at 2:01 PM, Simone Bader wrote:

liebe ulrike,

die zeichnung ist fast fertig. nach einigen versuchen, möchte ich 
sie gerne mit jo gemeinsam umsetzen, weil ich 2 fäuste für stärker 
als eine halte. ist das auch in deinem sinne, wenn es eine klub zwei 
zeichnung wird? darf die zeichnung auch A3 groß sein?

alles liebe – simone

On Sep 15, 2010, at 2:49 PM, Ricarda Denzer wrote:

hi ulrike,

Pink, black and grey triangles.
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index cards—and how well i thought it worked to bring that not so 
perfect collective circle into the grey room—and then again with 
speakers in the plaza uptown—that was a beautiful outside evening 
and i love that youre even trying to make those name changes—
always something the way power / ownership goes forth—assumed 
and unquestioned along the traditional patriarchal highway—i 
find your idea of all the names ( works seen and not ) being included 
an interesting and important gesture—particularly with this project—
dont think i will make it down to baltimore but i do look forward to 
seeing all the drawings up at some point 

best of luck with it all ! 
b

On Jan 31, 2011, at 8:29 PM, Zoe Leonard wrote:

i am so happy to know that this project continues, and very, very glad 
to know that the recording will be in baltimore to agitate their history. 
along with a selection of the drawings. (reminding me i still have 
unfinished, an iris)

thank you for telling us about the process and travails regarding 
names and credit, sounds like you’re handling it perfectly—so 
good to know that you are approaching it this way, and following 
through. ironic in a way that so much radical work ends up being the 
correcting, the insisting, the follow through radical clerical! 

just as a thought on that note: 
in many ways, i see you as the author/artist of this work, and 
wouldn’t have a problem with you getting that credit, as in many ways 
it was your piece—your concept, or your orchestration with each of 
us contributing in different ways, adding our voices to, the realization 
of the work (some gave more structural, integral input).

on the other hand, the work is multi-authored beyond even the scope 
of us 5—that is the woman/women who wrote the descriptions, her 
voice/their voices are part of the collective experience or nature of 
the work too . . . and those who designed and wrote the t-shirts, this 
language is so second hand, an oral history unto itself 
so, this piece is complex in terms of authorship and perhaps in that 
way truly resistant to the idea or notion of a single author? . . .

have a great time!! 
and look forward to stories 

xox 
zoe

On Feb 7, 2011, at 10:56 AM, MPA wrote:

hello hello.

writing you all from amsterdam, where i have met an appropriate time 

Samara Davis, Mariah Garnett, Shelly Silver, Moyra Davey, JD 
Samson, Cristina Gomez-Barrio, Lee Maida, Xylor Jane, Amy 
Sillman, Chris Castillo, B.E. Wiest, Celeste Dupuy-Spencer, Lupe 
Rosales, Ginger Brooks Takahashi and Dana Bishop-Root, Onya 
Hogan-Finlay, Leidy Churchman, Nicole Eisenman, and Elke Krystufek.

Also, I wanted to let you know that the growing Herstory Inventory 
collection now holds FIFTY drawings, and I am still giving out 
assignments. If you can think of anyone who likes to draw and who 
you think should be a part of this, please let me know!

With love and my very best wishes, 
Ulrike

On Jan 20, 2011, at 2:17 PM, Chris Clean Castillo wrote:

Ulrike! 
You may not believe this but I had a dream about you two nights ago. 
Then, I posted a link to the Herstory archives on my Facebook in the 
morning, then got your email later in the day. It was like surfing the 
same wavelength. I’m so excited for your project! It’s an honor to 
have my drawing included along with such amazing artists. I won’t 
be able to make it for the opening, but maybe I’ll take a vacation for 
spring break to see it.  
I still want to recommend that Wynne Greenwood contributes a drawing. 

On Jan 25, 2011, at 5:31 PM, Nancy Brody wrote:

hi ulrike

thanks for letting us know  
i am happy the audio piece will be seen / heard again—sounds like 
it will also function well along with the actual drawings as a potential 
stand in and insistence of the numbers that there actually are 
i was recently thinking about working on that piece—about being 
on those couches in emmas room—that first gesture of dividing the 
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On Feb 27, 2011, at 2:57 AM, Sybil Muyllaert wrote:

I am interested in re-drawing an image from the past that you like, 
thank you very much!

Sybil, Belgium

On Mar 3, 2011, at 2:44 PM, Fox Hysen wrote:

Hi Ulrike!

. . . My first response to the cut pomegranate with loaf of bread is . . 

. neutral. who know’s maybe I end up getting totally into it but if it’s 
not to much of a pain could you send over one or two more options? 
. . . 

all the best,  
fox

On Mar 3, 2011, at 2:45 PM, Marget Long wrote:

Scale of justice one is a good possibility but, just in case my feminist 
imagination could be further stimulated, could you send another 
couple my way—at least one without a human figure? April 15th is 
doable.

Thanks! 
-Marget

On Mar 4, 2011, at 2:50 PM, Kathleen Hanna wrote:

Ulrike—Do you have any assignments with a face or people? 

for correspondence.

a pleasure to read everyone’s sentiments. 

ulrike, thanks for your labours in the arena of credit. 
i would chime in that i appreciate this act, and that similar to zoe, i 
do feel content in something for your authorship to this arrangement. 
(voice, readings, recording,). 

also, integrity. yours. thank you. 
thank you for this arrangement. 
there is much pleasure in this project. our participation but also all of 
these extensions (voice+drawings), little lives to the statements from 
other lives which feel like our life, and are our collected life.

love it!

see you all soon, 
mpa

On Feb 14, 2011, at 2:24 PM, Ann Cvetkovich wrote:

Hi Ulrike:

I’m doing a talk at U of Maryland later this week (on Queer 
Ephemerality and Counterarchives) and would like to include some 
images from your LHA T-shirt project . . . . 
Wondering also if you’ve done one yourself? . . . 

Best, Ann

On Feb 15, 2011, at 11:15 AM, Ulrike wrote to Ann Cvetkovich:

I’m calling the whole project Herstory Inventory, the audio component 
is part of it. Attached a handout that I just put together for a show at 
the Contemporary Museum in Baltimore, a group show titled Agitated 
Histories where a selection of 18 of the Herstory drawings is on view. 
Importantly, the handout includes a list of all contributors to the 
drawings project so far.

All the best, Ulrike
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Coming After (old version of proposal http://ici-exhibitions.org/index.
php/ci/twocp/coming_after) and I am very interested in your Herstory 
Inventory work. However, I’m a bit confused as to how the t-shirts that 
are pictured on your website fit within the audio installation of the 
project. Can you get in touch when it’s convenient for you? Thanks 
very much,

Jon Davies

On May 5, 2011, at 11:57 AM, Eugenie Tsai wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

Amy Sillman thought I should know about your work; since I just 
turned in some text and have bit of a breather, I was hoping you’d 
have time for me to come by in the next few weeks.

Look forward to hearing from you.

Regards, 
Eugenie

On May 5, 2011, at 5:11 PM, Ulrike wrote to Eugenie Tsai:

Hi Eugenie,

thanks for your email—how nice of Amy to put us in touch! You are 
very welcome to come visit me in my studio, and this is good timing 
as my schedule is fairly flexible until the end of the month. . . .

Best wishes, Ulrike

On Jun 9, 2011, at 10:33 AM, Jonah Groeneboer wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

So I sat with this assignment for a couple weeks and I think it might 
be too easy for me. I think i would enjoy working with a description 
that is more abstract and metaphoric? 

What do you think?

xo Jonah

On Jun 20, 2011, at 11:12 AM, Ulrike to Jon Davies:

Hi Jon,

The T-shirts on the website where worn by some people in the 
audience at the Dia event, where the piece was first presented 
as part of a one-night audio program. I had handmade a total of 

I am bad at the sky/clouds thing.

xoxokh

On Mar 9, 2011, at 12:21 PM, Keltie Ferris wrote:

Ulrike!

. . . I’d love to draw an amazon on horseback—in some form or 
another. i’ll get on it. . . . 

more soon, 
keltie

On Mar 15, 2011, at 1:52 AM, av linton wrote:

hi ulrike

thanks for the assignment. 
i was in central america for a month so sorry for the late reply.

“looks like piano keys” 
that is it? really? ha! 
thats a tough one. 
what does other than piano keys and bad eighties fashion?

ill do my best. 
im leaving again until the end of month will take my dusty sketch 
book with me. . . . 

linton

On Apr 8, 2011, at 7:35 PM, Zoe Leonard home wrote:

hi ulrike,

 . . . please give me a new deadline!!!

thank you for yr patience with my long drawn out herstories

see ya soon 
xo 
zoe

On Apr 11, 2011, at 4:18 PM, Jon Davies sent a message using the 
contact form at http://um.encore.at/contact.

Dear Ulrike,

I am the Assistant Curator at The Power Plant in Toronto, Canada. 
I’ve been doing some research for a show I am working on called 
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A graphic of the island of Lesbos with 
icons depicting different sites and tourist 
activities

A woman on a horse moving swiftly inside a 
rectangle

Rainbow color burst (like fireworks

Mouth with two large teeth that fits into a 
large diamond shape. Vampire lesbians of 
Sodom

A group of women of different colors, 
several lines of them, some holding hands, 
one with arm around another, double 
women’s symbol 

An apple transformed into a peach

ACT UP logo

A pomegranate cut open and a loaf of bread

A face with tongue hanging out: practice 
saying “sodomy” without f linching

Different types of shoes (sandals, heels, 
boots), all black but two are pink

Female figures juggling moons and dancing

 
Cat

Two hands, one with a glove and pearl 
bracelet, holding up a disco ball

A double axe with a moon above it
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Ginger Brooks 
Takahashi und Dana 

Bishop-Root

Gregg Bordowitz 

Guadalupe Rosales

Hans Scheirl 
 

Iris Andraschek

 
 
 

Jamie Chan

JD Samson

Jennifer Montgomery

Jibz Cameron 

Jocelyn Davis

 
Johanna und Mona 

Gustavsson

Johanna Kirsch

Jonah Groeneboer

 
Joy Episalla

10 T-shirts together with a friend, partly to as thank you gifts for 
people that had participated or otherwise helped with the project 
and partly to add a performative element to the audio piece. As you 
might know the text used in the audio installation is culled from a 
list of descriptions of images on T-shirts at the Lesbian Herstory 
Archives. The audio piece developed from being an experimental life 
performance to a five-channel audio installation, and questions about 
the presence or absence of bodies and the embodiment of ideas, 
affiliations, positions where important. In the audio recording I was 
especially interested in separating the voice from the body and in the 
space this would create.  
I hope this answers your question? 
I should also mention that since the audio piece was first presented 
I have been giving out these same descriptions as drawing 
assignments to artists, feminists, and other interested people. So far I 
have gathered about 50 drawings, my ambition is to collect 100. 

All the best, Ulrike

On Jun 30, 2011, at 12:26 PM, Eugenie Tsai wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

Would you be able to come by sometime next week to chat about the 
possibility of presenting your work at the museum? . . .

Regards, 
Eugenie

On Jul 4, 2011, at 11:09 AM, Ulrike Müller wrote to Jon Davies:: 

Hi Jon, 

I think that for right now I want to hold back on showing the original 
drawings - I thought about it and decided that I would like to premiere 
the physical archive of drawings in NYC somewhere, just because 
here geographically the largest possible number of participants can 
attend and celebrate the collective effort. When and how to release 
it into the world is an important aspect of this project (the other big 
question of course is where the drawings will ultimately find a home). 
But since I also am interested in getting the word about the project 
out, and I thought of this possibility: If you are interested we could 
talk about showing a digital slideshow of the drawings as a work in 
process together with the Herstory Inventory audio piece. Let me 
know what you think.

Best, Ulrike

On Jul 11, 2011, at 9:45 AM, Wynne Greenwood wrote:
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Thanks, Ulrike! Sept. 15 is great. As I read through the new list, 
I’m feeling actually excited by the original description—two faces 
surrounded by TV’s. Funny how inspiration works. Do you need 
to know which one I’ll be drawing now, so you can pass on other 
descriptions to other people?

love, 
Wynne

On Jul 12, 2011, at 6:29 AM, Johanna Kirsch wrote:

liebe Ulrike,

ich hab es nicht vergessen! hab sogar schon einen schlechtes 
gewissen traum diesbezüglich gehabt. 
es gelingt mir nur leider nichts! keine amazonen am pferd möglich . . 
. eine mir neue form der blockade ..  
what can I do?

tut mir leid für die komplikationen

ich hoffe dir gehts gut! 
alles liebe 
johanna

On Aug 26, 2011, at 7:04 AM, Eva Birkenstock wrote:

Liebe Ulrike,

nachdem es im Rahmen von Anfang Gut. Alles Gut. leider nicht zu 
einer Kooperation kam, würden ich und Yilmaz Dziewior Dich (und 
nach Möglichkeit auch “LTTR”) gerne im kommenden Jahr zu einem 
Projekt in die KUB Arena (Erdgeschoß Kunsthaus Bregenz) einladen. 
Es geht bereits um das erste KUB Arena Projekt 2012 (Eröffnung 
Anfang Februar), das parallel zu Yvonne Rainer in den oberen 
Stockwerken stattfinden soll. Die Anfrage ist relativ kurzfristig – 
insbesondere wo Du/Ihr in NY leb(s)t – so dass es zunächst gut wäre 
zu wissen, ob es für Dich/Euch planungsmäßig überhaupt denkbar 
ist, die Einladung anzunehmen. . . .

Wir würden uns sehr freuen, von Dir zu hören und könnten uns 
vorstellen, dass es auch vor dem Hintergrund der Ausstellung von 
Yvonne Rainer in den oberen Stockwerken interessant sein könnte 
mit Dir / Euch etwas für die Arena zu entwickeln. 

Beste Grüße auch von Yilmaz 
Eva

Am 30.08.2011 um 02:09 schrieb Ulrike:

Liebe Eva,
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nicht im Detail besprochen, aber im Oktober kann ich dann gerne 
mehr von meinen diesbezüglichen Plänen berichten. . . .

Herzliche Grüße aus Brooklyn, Ulrike

On Sun, Sep 18, 2011 at 10:44 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear Onya, Brody, and Celeste,

you might have heard about this already, but I still think of it as an 
exciting piece of news: the drawing you contributed to the Herstory 
Inventory project will be published in a book about queer archives 
that One, the National Lesbian and Gay Archives in Los Angeles, are 
putting together. Ann Cvetkovich wrote a text about artists engaging 
lesbian archives for this publication. She mentions the Herstory 
History project, and one of the images that goes with her text is 
YOURS! Attached a pdf with Ann’s text and your images for you to 
see (I think this might not be the final proof but it should still give you 
a good idea). I already asked the editors for complementary copies 
for you, and will follow up with them once the book is out. This book 
will be published in conjunction with an art show ONE is organizing 
in early 2012. 
A quick update: I have collected between 60-70 drawings by now and 
am planning to bring this project to completion sometime next year - 
hopefully this will include a showing of the entire archive in NYC (and 
perhaps other places?). In the meantime I thought it would be nice 
to continue to “leak” groups of drawings when and where it seems 
appropriate.

With love and the very best wishes, Ulrike

On Sep 23, 2011, at 8:22 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Hi Linton! Attached a scan of your drawing. I made a second version 
that includes the envelope the drawing was sent in. I like that one 
quite a bit—for some reason the envelope and fact that it was mailed 
seemed part of this piece. But let me know if you think otherwise! I’m 
trying to decide what image to use to represent your drawing, and 
would love to hear your opinion! X Ulrike

erstmal herzlichen Dank für dein Mail und die Einladung, ein Projekt 
für Bregenz zu entwickeln. Es freut mich besonders, dass ihr in 
Zusammenhang mit der Yvonne Rainer Ausstellung an mich bzw. uns 
gedacht habt!

LTTR hat allerdings schon vor mehreren Jahren beschlossen, keine 
neuen Projekte mehr anzunehmen. Interessanterweise markierte das 
von dir angesprochene Projekt in der Generali jenen Punkt in unserer 
Zusammenarbeit, an dem klar wurde, dass sich unser Projekt, das 
in einer spezifischen queeren Community entstanden und an diese 
gerichtet war, mit der Logik internationaler Ausstellungen unvereinbar 
war. Im Endeffekt haben wir dann eben auch entschieden, uns 
genau dieser Herausforderung als Gruppe nicht zu stellen (in ihrer 
individuellen künstlerischen Tätigkeit tut das jede von uns, und jede 
anders).

So auf die Schnelle habe ich auch keinen anderen Vorschlag parat. 
Ich bin aber voraussichtlich um den 20. Oktober auf Familienbesuch 
in Vorarlberg, wenn du zu der Zeit auch da bist und Zeit hast, 
könnten wir uns vielleicht auf einen Kaffee treffen? Ich würde mich 
freuen, dich persönlich kennenzulernen!

Mit herzlichen Grüßen aus Brooklyn, 
Ulrike 

On Sep 7, 2011, at 1:35 AM, Eva Birkenstock wrote:

Liebe Ulrike,

danke für Deine Mail. Das ist natürlich sehr schade, wenn auch 
verständlich. Sollte jedoch auch unabhängig von LTTR von Deiner 
Seite Zeit und Interesse bestehen, könnten wir gemeinsam über 
alternative Projekte nachdenken, die stärker Deine künstlerische 
und theoretische Praxis, vielleicht  auch die vergangene Arbeit mit 
Archiven (Bildwechsel, Herstory Archive) betrifft. Ein Treffen im 
Oktober fänden wir im jeden Fall sehr gut. Aber wir könnten wie 
gesagt auch vorab über andere Möglichkeiten nachdenken. Was 
meinst Du? 

Beste Grüße auch von Yilmaz 
Eva

Am 12.09.2011 um 16:44 schrieb Ulrike an Eva Birkenstock:

Liebe Eva,

ja, es wäre auf jeden Fall interessant, gemeinsam über ein 
alternatives Projekt für Bregenz nachzudenken. . . .

Das Herstory Inventory Projekt werde ich im Laufe des nächsten 
Jahres zu einem Abschluss zu bringen—geplant ist eine Präsentation 
hier in New York im Juni 2012. Das ist alles noch sehr neu und mit 
der Institution, die mich zu einem Projekt eingeladen hat, auch noch 
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materials from Herstory Inventory where it seems appropriate.  
Right now YOUR DRAWING, along with all the others gathered 
so far, is on view in a group show titled “Living on the Edge of a 
Silver Future” at the Galerie 5020 in Salzburg, a non-commercial 
space with a history of showing critical art works in Austria. For 
this occasion, I put together a digital ‘preview’ version of all the 
drawings so far that will be shown on a monitor as a slide show and 
accompanied by the Herstory Inventory AUDIO PIECE. I’m attaching 
the invite below, where it says that the show examines “possibilities 
for transgression that leave the orderly world of the visible and 
audible behind to approach that which has been pushed to the 
margins or needs to be thought anew: not as the hopeful promise 
of ways out of crisis and uncertainties, but rather as a necessary 
balance for an already ‘interpreted’ world.” Well, I thought that made 
perfect sense! 
With love and my very best wishes, 
Ulrike

PS: Here two links for the online sneak preview, a private and 
hidden link that I set up for program participants - as you’ll see it’s 
incomplete but I’m planning to update it very soon. So check it out, 
and check it out again later!

= = = = 

Begin forwarded message: 
On September 26, 2011 at 4:34 AM, Galerie 5020 wrote: 
Subject: Info | Ausstellung | Exhibition

living on the edge of a silver future 
Ausstellung in 3 Teilen |  
exhibition series in 3 parts 
living on the edge of a silver future, part III

Buero Boehm, Katrina Daschner, Monika Goetz, Gunda Gruber, 
Jochen Hoeller, Stephen Mathewson, Anna Meyer, David Moises 
& Chris Janka, Ulrike Mueller, Nick Oberthaler, Anthony Clair 
Wagner

Eröffnung am Mittwoch 28. September 2011, 19:00

Statement von Kornelia Hahn, Prof. fuer Allgemeine Soziologie 
an der Universitaet Salzburg 
Musik von Mrs. Pilgrimm

Mit dem popkulturell anmutenden Leitmotiv „living on the edge of 
a silver future” sollen Möglichkeiten des Überschreitens geprüft 
werden, die das geordnete Sichtbare und Hörbare hinter sich 
lassen und das An-den-Rand-Gedrängte oder Neu-zu-Denkende 
aufgreifen: nicht unbedingt als hoffnungsfrohe Verheißung von 
Wegen aus Krisen und Ungewissheiten, sondern vielmehr im 
Modus eines notwendigen Ausgleichs zu einer „gedeuteten 
Welt”. Zu den zentralen Potentialen der zeitgenössischen Kunst 
zählt, dass sie nicht lediglich das „Was ist” auslotet, sondern 
immer auch mit Unerwartbarem operiert, und dass sie jenes, 
dessen wir uns sicher wähnen, torpediert; Vertrautes und 

On Sep 24, 2011, at 1:45 AM, Amy Linton wrote:

Hi Ulrike!

I’m just now home. Been traveling since this morning. Epic. Sorry for 
the late response.  
I drew it with the intention of the slender bit pointing up.  
But I like how you see it!  
maybe even prefer it . . .  
looks less immediately like a cartoon skinny legged ass shaved vag 
sky scraper mouse tailed syringe of piano key portal, etc. kinda 
moody this way. as if it could be! but it is still all . . . .

anyway . . . I like it! 
paired with the envelope . . . i dont think otherwise.  
it looks great and if my brain wasnt so fried from cars and planes 
and trains . . . i could . . . ramble on about why, without need to cos i 
think we would just be in agreement. 
all that said, im stoked with either image you choose to use. 
does this help? ha!

nite nite, 
linton

On Sep 28, 2011, at 7:33 AM, Simone Bader wrote:

liebe ulrike,

danke für die tolle nachricht. die zeichnung im layout und mit 
den anderen zusammen hat mir jetzt erst gezeigt, dass sie auch 
als “gefesselte” hände gelesen werden kann und die faust - mein 
eigentlicher auftrag - sehr schwer darin zu sehen ist. interessant! 
wahrscheinlich auch ausdruck dafür, dass ich ja gerne etwas mit 
jo gemeinsam als klub zwei gemacht hätte und ich mich alleine 
viel zu verbunden mit klub zwei fühle und dies einfach sichtbar 
wird. jedenfalls ermutigt mich das zu mehr zeichnungen in meinem 
freisemester (ab 1. oktober)!

alles liebe von simone

Freitag, 30. Septem 2011 16:53 Ulrike wrote:

Dear Herstory Inventory contributors,

how are you? It’s been a while since the last update, and I have 
exciting news to share about your drawing and the Herstory Inventory 
project. 
By now, I have gathered close to SEVENTY drawings made in 
response to image descriptions from the Lesbian Herstory Archives. 
My goal is to gather 100 drawings, and all of a sudden this doesn’t 
seem so far off anymore! With this in mind I’ve started thinking about 
possibilities to exhibit all of our drawings together, and I’ll keep you 
posted on how this develops. In the meantime, I also continue leaking 
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five great constellations of 4-6 objects each. One object, a Native 
American rainbow ornament, I picked blindly, as there was no image 
or description online, and I’d be very curious to find out more. I 
think that the attached document covers all we discussed in our last 
meeting: written proposal, wish list of objects from the museum’s 
collections, and a preliminary checklist of drawings (with thumbnails).

Please let me know if you have any questions. In the meantime I’ll 
have my fingers crossed that everybody in the museum will respond 
favorably to my proposal.

Thanks Eugenie, and have a great weekend,  
Ulrike

Verunsicherndes werden stets in ein neues Zusammenspiel 
gebracht. 

Die Ausstellung arbeitet mit Gegensätzen und Spannungen, mit 
Randgängen und Überschüssen. Sie umkreist bekannte und 
unbekannte Territorien, zulässige und anstößige Bilderwelten, 
konventionelle und gewagte künstlerische Verfahren, 
offensichtliche und unerkennbar bleibende Zusammenhänge.

Die Ausstellungsarchitektur bahnt einen Parcours entlang von 
Themen und Formaten, lässt überraschende Blicke zu, wie sie 
auch eine gewohnte Sicht auf Werke verweigert; sie performt 
eine Passage, die ein Unterwegs-Sein meint, das sich nicht 
notwendigerweise um ein Ankommen kümmert, aber andererseits 
weder Erwartungen verleugnet noch sich mit Hoffnungen auf eine 
goldene Zukunft tröstet. Part III: 29. September - 22. Oktober 
2011 | September 29th - October 22th 2011

Di - Fr 14 - 18, Sa 10 - 13 Uhr 
Tue - Fri 2 - 6 pm, Sat 10 am - 1 pm

Kurator_innen | curators: Hildegard Fraueneder & Erik Hable  
Ausstellungsarchitektur | exhibition design: Friedrich Rücker & 
Erik Hable

On Sep 30, 2011, at 11:47 AM, Ulrike Müller wrote:

Dear Zoe, MPA, Brody, and Emma,

I am writing with an update about the Herstory Inventory project 
and our audio piece. As I continue to gather drawings based on the 
image descriptions we read, I have been ‘leaking’ materials from this 
project in process where it seems appropriate. Right now, a digital 
‘preview’ version of all the drawings so far (about seventy!) is on 
view in a group show titled “Living on the Edge of a Silver Future” 
at the Galerie 5020 in Salzburg, a non-commercial space with a 
history of showing critical art works in Austria. It is shown on a 
monitor as a slide show and accompanied by the Herstory Inventory 
audio piece that you are a part of (a one-channel version played over 
headphones). Your name is listed in the gallery on a label that also 
credits all the other participants. Below the announcement of the 
show, in case you want to forward it to friends in Salzburg, Austria, 
Europe, or the rest of the world.

Hope to see you soon—XX Ulrike

On October 7, 2011 at 6:13 PM, Ulrike wrote to Eugenie Tsai:

Hi Eugenie,

I just finished my project proposal and wanted to send it to you 
right away. As you will see, I had a great time researching in the 
museum’s collection online, and I after much editing I came up with 
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will also have to find a home is part of this project. This whole project 
is totally built on trust and enthusiasm, and I have gathered about 70 
drawings by now. My plan is to collect 100 originals and then show 
them all together and ideally also publish them as a book. I can tell 
you more about plans and possibilities that I’m thinking about, for 
now I hope that this will answer your questions? I’m also pasting a 
short project description . . . below. Please let me know if anything 
else comes up. I’m excited about your participation! All the best, 
Ulrike

Herstory Inventory, 2009 - ongoing 
For the ongoing collaborative project Herstory Inventory, I have 
been inviting artists to re-imagine historical feminist imagery 
in drawings. The project is based on a found list of image 
descriptions. While researching at the Lesbian Herstory Archives 
in Brooklyn I came across an inventory list for their extensive 
collection of T-shirts. Most likely compiled by a volunteer 
archivist, this list describes the images and graphic elements 
on the T-shirts in a meticulous, though inconsistent way (using 
for example “inverted triangle,” “upside-down triangle,” as well 
as a “triangle pointed down”). The resulting text struck me as 
both a historical record and a piece of found poetry. Abstracting 
countercultural iconography into a poetically detailed language 
the text opens up a productive space for political fantasy and 
libidinal projection. It also lends itself to generating an exchange 
between contemporary queer culture and our activist feminist 
history with its conflicting positions and productive debates. 
Since 2009, I have been handing out these descriptions to 
feminists, queer artists, and other interested people in New 
York and elsewhere to translate the verbal descriptions into 
new images. I see this project as a reflection on collective and 
individual movements, bodies present and absent, and our 
current moment. (Ulrike Müller) 
. . .

On Oct 29, 2011, at 10:49 AM, cauleen smith wrote:

Hi Ulrike

PRANCING UNIVORNS—this is the text you gave me for the drawing 
After looking at all of the amazing drawings already collected, I must 
say I am super excited to finlly sit down with this. I hope what I create 
works with the overall vibe of the project. My twisted mind keeps 
gravitating towards a rather baudy image. I’ll send it soon. 
Very Best 
C

On Oct 31, 2011, at 11:06 AM, Fox Hysen wrote:

hey Ulrike,  
i guess i ended up try to take the Buddhist approach. Im into 
Elizabeth Warren’s style of politics and find myself finding some 
hope in her to correct the damage done during the Reagan era i.e. 

On Oct 8, 2011, at 1:46 PM, Robin Hustle wrote:

Still looking for inventory interpreters? I’d love to join in. I’m 
also wondering if you’d like to contribute something to a new 
quarterly journal here in Chicago. It’s a wild collective endeavor, 
a free newspaper with a heavy emphasis on experimental essays, 
interviews, and comics. 
Let me know, 
R

On Oct 9, 2011, at 3:07 PM, Ulrike wrote to Robin Hustle: 

Hi Robin,

I just sent you an assignment, please let me know if you like it. 
Especially let me know if you don’t like it, so I can send you some 
other options.

One thing to consider for your journal might actually be a selection 
of drawings from this project, if this fits in with the direction you’re 
heading? I’m realizing that I’m assuming that it’ll be a queer and 
feminist publication, but then I realize that I should ask. It also would 
be interesting to know if you’re printing in color at all, and what the 
format will be.

All the best, Ulrike

On Oct 12, 2011, at 1:00 AM, Robin Hustle wrote to Ulrike:

Hey Ulrike,

Well . . . if you have some other assignments handy, that’d be 
awesome, if not I’ll figure something out! For now, I’m just fairly 
intimidated by interpreting a woman’s sign in an interesting way. 
I think I first heard about your project from Edie Fake, and then saw 
some of the drawings in Randy. I’m hoping you’d be interested in 
writing something about the project, with accompanying images of 
course. How it got started, the experience of collecting the drawings, 
whatever you’d like. Or you could submit something totally unrelated. 
The journal is a black and white tabloid, with comics and art mixed in 
among the essays. And yes, you are right to assume it is a queer and 
feminist publication. Thanks again, and I’ll keep thinking about that 
assignment!

R

On Oct 24, 2011, at 3:54 PM, Ulrike wrote to Marlene McCarty:

Hi Marlene, thanks for your message, I’m happy to know you’re 
thinking about the drawing. The idea is that you donate the finished 
drawing to the Herstory Inventory collection. Accumulating a physical 
archive of drawings that will then be shown together and ultimately 
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On Nov 15, 2011, at 11:21 PM, Cauleen Smith wrote:

Ulrike!

Oh dear, the drawing is finished—in my head—but I haven’t had a 
chance to actually draw it. . . . 

Cheers 
C

On Nov 21, 2011, at 6:44 PM, Terrilynn Quick wrote:

Ulrike,  
Got it!  
Would rather have the uterus, but I can do with the labia and vagina 
possibly leading into the uterus.  

re-introducing regulation. He is left as a kind of ghost: “reagan with 
glowing eyes” i decided we all kind of have him so strong in our 
imagination, and haunting us now in real life, that a drawing would 
actually rather take away from that.  
for sure it is rather dry and not so sexy but maybe the name drawn in 
pink letters makes it more sexy somehow.  
i know it’s not going to be the easiest drawing in the group but hope 
somehow the subtlety and sincerety can be useful. 
all the best,  
fox

On Nov 7, 2011, at 10:22 AM, Ulrike Müller wrote to Eva Birkenstock::

Liebe Eva,

ich hoffe, eure Eröffnungen sind gut gelaufen, und dass es gute/
interessante Reaktionen auf die beiden aktuellen Ausstellungen gibt!

Ich wollte mich noch einmal bei dir und Yilmaz für eure Zeit und das 
wirklich sehr nette Treffen in Bregenz bedanken. Ich hatte seither 
ein bisschen Zeit, mir das alles durch den Kopf gehen zu lassen und 
denke, dass es in der Tat sehr interessant sein könnte, das Herstory 
Inventory-Projekt für Bregenz zu adaptieren. Sehr interessant fand 
ich auf jeden Fall die Auskunft aus dem Landesarchiv Bregenz auf 
meine Frage zu lesbischer Geschichte in Vbg, die ich glaube ich 
schon bei unserem Treffen erwähnte. Ich schicke dir den Brief im 
Attachment. 

Leider gibt es im Internet keinerlei Details zu den Objekten in der 
Sammlung des Landesmuseums, und es wäre wichtig zu verstehen, 
wie sich die dort gesammelten Objekte zu meinem Unterfangen 
verhalten. Eventuell könnte man zusätzlich ja auch noch andere 
Vorarlberger Sammlungen ins Auge fassen (oder nicht). Toll wäre 
es auch, wenn ihr die für dieses Projekt geplante Publikation in 
irgendeiner Weise unterstützen könntet, aber darüber können wir uns 
dann ja noch einmal in Ruhe unterhalten.

Aber erstmal auch wegen der Abbildung für euer Jahresprogramm. 
Ich hab da ein ganz bestimmtes Bild im Kopf und schicke es dir 
in niedriger Auflösung zur Ansicht. Bilder einzelner Zeichnungen 
möchte ich vorerst noch nicht verwenden, da ich mir das noch etwas 
offen halten möchte, bis ich eine genauere Vorstellung davon habe, 
wie das Projekt in Bregenz funktionieren könnte. 

Herzliche Grüße aus Brooklyn, Ulrike
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It would have affected me for sure. 
This is such an interesting project. Can’t wait to see the whole 
thing—best – mmcc

On Nov 30, 2011 Ulrike Muller wrote to Robin Hustle::

Oh WOW. This is AMAZING. I love the “black and white hands.” You 
totally reinvented this whole concept, I’m so impressed + very happy 
about your contribution. I will confirm the receipt of your drawing as 
soon as it arrives. THANK YOU!!!! X Ulrike

On Dec 1, 2011, at 3:10 PM, Robin Hustle wrote:

Thank you!! so glad you’re into it. Gloved fingers crossed for post 
office luck. 
R

On Fri, Dec 9, 2011 at 2:42 PM, Ulrike Müller wrote:

Dear Anni, Hans, Lee, Marget, Brody, and Xylor,

I have news for you! Your drawing for Herstory Inventory will be 
included in the first issue of The Land Line, a new quarterly journal 
out of Chicago edited by a loose collective of brilliant and friendly 
queers. For further information about this new publication I’m pasting 
their call for submissions below. It clearly is a lovingly conceived and 
produced journal, and one that I’m looking forward to holding in my 
hands. The only drawback is that it will be printed in black and white, 
which for most of your drawings is not perfectly ideal. Still, I very 
much hope that you will consider this good news! Of course you will 
receive a complimentary copy of The Land Line with your drawing it.

With love and my very best wishes, Ulrike

= = = =

Brilliant friends,

The Land Line is a new quarterly journal with wild dreams 
and schemes, and we’re seeking submissions for our first 
issue. We’re looking for work that’s raunchy, flamboyant, 
interdisciplinary, and intellectually rigorous. The journal is a 
kaleidoscope of research-based essays butting up against 
nonlinear comics, cultural criticism leaking into poetry. We 
want to hear about the film you’re working on or the community 
organizing you’re doing, but we also want writing that goes 
beyond your field and expertise. The essay you couldn’t publish 
anywhere else because it’s too sleazy for academia, too long for 
most magazines, too obscure for your local weekly.

Here’s some of what you can expect in our debut issue: 
-Sheridan Lefanu and sleep paralysis 

Thank you for more clarification.  
Mailing? 

On Nov 21, 2011, at 7:03 PM, Ulrike wrote to Eva Birkenstock::

Liebe Eva, ja hat geklappt, danke! In dem Buch sind allerdings 
größtenteils jene Objekte, die ich auch schon online gefunden hatte. 
Mir scheint, dass ich bisher nur die Spitze des Eisberges kenne, 
was aber auch schon interessant ist und zu ersten Einsichten führt. 
Mit wird u.a. klar, dass ich in der Auseinandersetzung mit dieser 
Sammlung eine andere Strategie erfinden muss. Das Erzählen 
zwischen verschiedenen Völkern und Kulturen, das ich für das 
Brooklyn Museum entwickelt habe, scheint für diese viel linearere 
und mono-kulturelle Sammlung nicht geeignet. Wieviele Objekte 
befinden sich denn in der Sammlung des Landesmuseums? Glaubst 
du, dass es möglich sein wird, da noch einen besseren Einblick zu 
bekommen? Es könnte ja auch sein, dass es da Dinge gibt, die nicht 
offiziell zu den Museum Highlights gehören, für uns aber interessant 
sein könnten? Zum anderen könnten konkretere Anfragen vielleicht 
auch ein guter Weg sein, das noch mehr Informationen rauszuholen? 
Basierend auf meinem jetzigen Wissenstand würden mich 
insbesondere die Folterwerkzeuge interessieren. Im Schenkungsbuch 
steht bei der Leibfessel von Seite 54/55: “Als im Jahre 1857 die 
alte Fronfeste in der Bregenzer Oberstadt abgebrochen wurde, 
kamen weitere Rechtsaltertümer ins Museum, wie Streckleiter, 
Schandmantel, Halsgeige, diverse Fesseln, Fußzwingen.” Die würde 
ich gerne sehen! Könntest du vielleicht nachfragen, ob es von diesen 
Dingen auch Bilder gibt? Danke! Herzliche Grüße, deine Ulrike

On Nov 30, 2011, at 4:16 PM, Ulrike wrote to Eva Birkenstock::

Liebe Eva,

ich wollte dir gerade schreiben, dass das alles gar kein Problem 
ist, jetzt aber fällt mir siedend heiß auf, dass wir hier einen 
totalen Terminkonflikt haben: Meine Ausstellung im Brooklyn 
Museum eröffnet am 29. Juni, und dafür brauche ich die Herstory 
Zeichnungen in New York, und zwar früh genug, dass sie gerahmt 
und installiert werden können! In den drei Tagen zwischen eurem 
Ausstellungsende und der Eröffnung hier geht das alles klarer Weise 
nicht. So ein Mist, vor allem weil ich mich jetzt schon total darauf 
eingestellt habe, dieses Projekt auch in Bregenz zu zeigen! Da fällt 
mir so schnell auch keine Lösung ein . . . Was tun????

Ulrike

On Nov 30, 2011, at 6:59 PM, Marlene McCarty wrote:

Hey it was nice you stopped by the studio for a moment. 
THANK YOU for the link.  
It was so fun to look at BUT I am happy I didn’t look at it before I did 
the drawing.  
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U, 
Is there any chance I could do something other than a flower? An 
animal? A piece of furniture? A medical device? I just can’t get with 
flowers. 
Let me know, fraulein. 
Xj

On Dec 14, 2011 at 4:42 PM, Ulrike wrote to Edie Fake:

You can totally show the drawing independent of the project, the only 
thing to consider is that I will ask you to give me the original drawing 
for the collection (donate it to the project that is). But you could make 
two? Let me know. X U

On Dec 14, 2011 at 7:04 PM, Ulrike wrote to Jennifer Montgomery:

It’s up to you! I mean it could be squid ink or period blood, or any 
other medium of your choice. I will ask you to give me the original 
drawing, i.e. to donate it to the project. The plan is to show all 
100 drawings together and to hopefully also make a book, which 
hopefully will be in color. The final home of this collection is also 
TBD - that’s a question I’m running it into on purpose. Hope this 
helps? X U

On Dec 14, 2011, at 7:15 PM, Jennifer Montgomery wrote:

ok, i go draw now.

On Dec 14, 2011, at 7:26 PM, MPA wrote:

i think i just resolved it! 
will bring to dinner next week

On Dec 14, 2011, at 10:41 PM, Robin Hustle wrote:

Hey Ulrike,

Alright, this is tricky. I’m really into what you’re doing with Herstory 
Inventory—it’s an incredible blend of feminism & queerness & art 
& inter-generational dialogue and so many other things that The 
Land Line is all about, and I’m so excited to include it in our first 
issue. I wasn’t initially aware of Bonnie Morris’ project, and although 
I appreciate it on an archival level I don’t feel wholly comfortable 
including it in the paper. Most anything related to Michigan Womyn’s 
Music Festival produces a knee-jerk reaction for me, which is why 
I didn’t write to you about this sooner—I wanted to think about it 
more and try to move past that feeling. Michigan’s trans exclusion 
policy is still incredibly problematic for me (and a lot of other people, 
especially in the Midwest, I think), and although Bonnie’s t-shirt list 

-Independent contractors; labor organizing and performance by 
exotic dancers and televised wrestlers 
-History and new developments of crack vs. powder cocaine 
sentencing disparities 
-Ask a Virg-ho, sex advice from a sex worker 
-First installment of a column about names, self-naming and 
name-sharing

The journal is put together by a loose collective of staunch 
amateurs, distributed for free, and free of ads. We do layout by 
hand and print on newsprint, black and white, tabloid format. 
We’re all feeling giddy about the first issue of The Land Line and 
hope you’ll be a part of the project. Deadline is November 25th, 
but we’d love to hear about what you’re working on as soon as 
possible so we can start piecing things together and, you know, 
get even more excited.

Yours,

Robin Hustle, prose editor 
Edie Fake and Grant Reynolds, comics editors 
Fionnuala Cook, poetry editor 
and all of us at The Land Line

On Dec 12, 2011, at 5:09 PM, Emily Roysdon wrote:

Hello Ulrike, 
I just wanted to check in. 
I did the drawing 2 weeks ago when we were emailing, but I didn’t 
like it, and didn’t trust my hand and haven’t tried again. but I’m 
trying again tonight. 
so- I hope to have something for you very soon. 
best, 
Emily

On Dec 13, 2011, at 9:36 PM, Jason Simon wrote:

That was lovely Ulrike—your studio is great and so is the work. I’m 
going to keep thinking about the Brooklyn Museum project, which is 
fantastic. But I’m sure it will change when you encounter the objects 
directly too. My (very limited) sense of the drawings is that they have 
an immediate and gripping hold on your audience (us!, in effect), and 
the objects will recede just so slightly in to the walls that they emerge 
from, as we expect them to, and as they will eventually be required 
to. Maybe the challenge to you is see if the opposite can happen: 
make the drawings almost too much at home at the museum, while 
the objects start to reach across the park to Herstory . . . 

XO 
Jason

On Dec 14, 2011, at 6:40 PM, Jennifer Montgomery wrote:
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A tree with two women’s hands growing 
from it, one hand holding a hammer and the 
other setting a bird free

A vagina shape

Mermaid with wings holding a labrys

A needle stuck through a piece of fabric

A female figure, arms akimbo

An Amazon on horseback

 Two Amazons together on horseback with 
labryses all around

Nude woman with long braids holding a 
bow (that surrounds her) and arrow (shaped 
like lightning)

An outline of two women’s faces with one 
licking the other’s ear

Penthesilea on a horse with a shield, and 
another rider next to her who looks like a man

A circle with lines going through it to 
suggest motion

Flower that creates a vagina

Two women with guns

An iris (looks like a vagina) with strong 
roots
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Linda Bilda

Linda Stillman

doesn’t directly relate to that issue, I just don’t think it’s possible to 
talk about Michigan without it. We could consider including some 
kind of editorial statement on the subject, but I think that would really 
detract from the Herstory Inventory material and wouldn’t do the 
Michigan project any favors, either. I wish I’d brought this up with you 
right away, and I’m sorry for that. I hope you’ll consider letting the 
images and your explanation of the project stand on their own, and of 
course I’m up for talking this over as much as you’d like. Oof.

Robin

On Thu, Dec 15, 2011 at 12:29 AM, Ulrike wrote Fox Hysen:

Eileen Myles writing on your drawing. With image! X U

On Dec 17, 2011, at 2:30 PM, Alhena Katsof wrote:

Hi Ulrike, 

I just realized that the drawing I made is on paper smaller then letter 
size. Oh no! I am really happy with it though and would love to hand 
it over to you! 
Do you think it will be ok?

With love, Alhena

Am 17.12.2011 um 00:11 schrieb Ulrike an Ricarda Denzer:

Liebe Ricarda,

. . . Ich freue mich sehr darüber, dass du eine Zeichnung zu Herstory 
Inventory beisteuern wirst - es ist mir wichtig, dich mit dabeizuhaben. 
Ich bin dieses Jahr 40 geworden, und obwohl ich gerne so tue, 
als ob mir Alter(n) nichts ausmachen würde (ich glaube ja auch 
grundsätzlich, dass vieles im Lauf der Jahre besser wird), hat mich 
das Thema in den vergangenen Monaten immer wieder beschäftigt. 
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Indirekt ist es mir glaube ich mit diesem Projekt auch ein Anliegen 
all die verschiedenen Teile und Momente in meinem Leben zu 
versammeln, Wien und New York, alte FreundInnen und neue - das 
Projekt mag zwar auf den ersten Blick sehr “konzeptuell” wirken, es 
ist aber auch zutiefst persönlich. Und ich freue mich wie gesagt auf 
deinen Beitrag!!

Von Herzen alles Liebe, deine Ulrike

On Dec 18, 2011, at 3:03 PM, Linda Stillman wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

This sounds interesting. I’m all for inventories and archives—past, 
present and reworked. I also like collaborations as well as drawing 
projects. 
Please let me know what you have in mind for my drawing. 
Thanks for thinking of me.

Best wishes, 
Linda

On Dec 19, 2011, at 10:37 AM, jibz cameron wrote:

I think I would like to do the tongue hanging out, can it be color?

xoxo 
JIbzie 

On Dec 21, 2011, at 9:54 AM, Ricarda Denzer wrote:

Liebe Ulrike,

. . . Ich plane heute Abend die Zeichnung für dein Projekt zu 
machen.. 
(so eine art live-notieren/zeichnen an einem Abend mit lauter 
sehr unterschiedlichen und sehr speziellen Frauen hier in meiner 
Nachbarschaft. Alles Wienerinnen die sich seit der Schulzeit kennen 
. . . und ich werde den Abend über und im Gespräch mit dem 
pink, black und grey triangle beginnen und schauen wo mich das 
doodeling hinführt dachte ich mir . . .  
so in der Art wie ich es die letzen Jahre beim zuhören gemacht habe) 
. . . 

Ich freue mich auf weiteres.

Alles Liebe, 
Ricarda

On Dec 23, 2011, at 6:56 AM, Ricarda Denzer wrote:
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danke für deine tolle Zeichnung! Ich bin ganz begeistert, sowohl von 
deinem Prozess mit den anderen Frauen als auch vom Ergebnis, das 
mir ausnehmend gut gefällt! Wir sollten überlegen, wie wir diesen 
Prozess dokumentieren? Ich frage mich, ob es nicht vielleicht Sinn 
machen würde, einen kurzen Begleittext zu verfassen, der könnte 
das ja eigentlich genauso beschreiben, wie du das in deinem Email 
an mich formulierst . . . 

Deine Ulrike 

On Dec 26, 2011, at 12:27 PM, Linda Stillman wrote:

Hi Ulrike 
Thanks for the explanation – helpful that I don’t have to be too literal 
in re-interpreting the original shirt. Mystery about the showing of the 
work is fine as I do trust you.  
I am going out to the garden now to dig up an iris rhizome. 
Best, 
Linda

On Jan 7, 2012, at 10:22 AM, Zoe at home wrote:

hey ulrike,

i forgot to mention something when i gave you my “drawing” 

i meant to tell you that it is a wild iris,

the common name is blue flag  
or wild blue flag

which i think is nice for this project 
wild blue flag

hope alls well 
and to see you soon

xx 
zoe

On Jan 9, 2012, at 9:39 AM, jocelyn wrote:

you know i love shoes!!! this should be a fun one. 
xo j

Am Dienstag, 10. Januar 2012 00:55

Sehr geehrter Herr Tschaikner,

ich bin Künstlerin, ursprünglich aus Feldkirch, und lebe seit 
inzwischen 10 Jahren in New York. Derzeit bereite ich eine 

Liebe Ulrike,

. . . Es ist jetzt eine Aufzeichnung vom 22.12. (der Längsten Nacht)  
an dem Abend waren 13 weitere Frauen da dann am nächsten Tag 
(die Tage werden jetzt wieder länger!) mit Susanne, Christina, und 
Jakob. 
(Begonnen hatte ich mit der Frage an Christina, was denn “gray 
triangles” bedeuten Pink und Black triangles wussten wir. und dann 
freies doodeling in den Gesprächen mit allen weiteren Frauen mit 
allen möglichen Themen .. 
ich hoffe es passt in deine Sammlung! und freue mich dass die 
Zeichnung zu dir kommt.

Ich wünsche dir alles Liebe und schöne Tage am Jahresende und 
fürs´ neue Jahr, 
deine Ricarda

On December 23, 2011 at 11:24 PM, Ulrike wrote to Bonnie Morris:

Hi Bonnie,

I am writing to tell you about an exchange that I had with the editors 
of the Land Line, the journal for which I proposed to publish your list 
of t-shirt slogans together with a selection of drawings from Herstory 
Inventory. I’m sorry to report that the editors have asked me to not 
include your list, not because of anything immediately to do with your 
archival project or the text, but because they felt that any reference 
to the Michigan Festival brings up the issue of the festival’s trans 
exclusion policy, which concerns many of our friends. I had a phone 
conversation with Robin Hustle, one of the editors, and ended up 
understanding the feelings and complications my proposal produced. 
I wish I would have known/realized earlier that this was not the right 
venue for this collaboration with you, but I didn’t. The editors will 
write to you and explain their decision making process, but I wanted 
to be in touch and say that I’m truly sorry that this did not work 
out as planned. I hope that we can still stay in touch, and perhaps 
there will be another opportunity in the future to have a conversation 
between your archive and my drawings project –

with my very best wishes, Ulrike

On Dec 24, 2011, at 12:57 PM, Bonnie Morris wrote:

UNBELIEVABLE!! I worked pretty hard on that history—this is 
becoming a common experience, no one wants a HISTORY of the 
festival because of their current issues? So any history of this time in 
lesbian culture is consigned to the trash? I will be very protective of 
where I send my work in future.

Am 24.12.2011 um 04:46 schrieb Ulrike an Ricarda Denzer:

Liebe Ricarda,
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you as curator can install the piece variably in whatever configuration 
within the rules, but the viewer cannot touch it.

I think if the work is stored flat for a long period of time the folded-
ness of the top layer may flatten out—to prevent that, you could fold 
the top layer to store it, so the folds get re-established. Also, if artist 
tape seems to be a dicey method for mounting at an exhibition, then 
perhaps some kind of twin tac or museum gel might work (hard to say 
since I haven’t tested it). 

Carrie xo

On Sat, Jan 14, 2012 at 4:11 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear Deb, Teddy, and all Lesbian Herstory Archives coordinators,

. . . it was great to speak with you briefly at the archives last 
Saturday and to hear your enthusiasm about my work. As Deb 
suggested, I wanted to follow up with an email to present my project 
to the larger collective.

First however, I want to thank you for building and maintaining 
such a special and meaningful place. As an artist, a feminist, and 
a lesbian I feel a deep gratitude toward you and all the women who 
helped establish the archives, and who have been putting their time, 
thought, resources, and energy into daily operations and care taking.

I am a visual artist and currently finishing up an art project that 
originated with a visit to the archives several years ago. This year 
the resulting project “Herstory Inventory,” a collaborative feminist 
drawing project, will be exhibited in the Brooklyn museum and at the 
Kunsthaus Bregenz in Austria. But let me tell you how it came about: 
In 2007 I was researching at the archives together with my friend, 
the artist Ginger Brooks Takahashi. When we looked at the t-shirt 
collection, I was fascinated by the inventory list, and particularly by 
its loving and meticulous descriptions of all the images and graphic 
elements. At the time I had no idea where this would eventually 
lead, but knew I wanted to think about this list of image descriptions 
more and asked permission to make a copy. Eventually I brought the 
list to a group of four other friends and artists – Emma Hedditch, 
Nancy Brooks Brody, MPA, and Zoe Leonard – to be activated in a 
collaborative reading performance in 2009. We talked about these 
descriptions as a record of lesbian feminist politics and the images 
this movement generated. Reading them out loud, the abstraction of 
a countercultural iconography into a poetically detailed text seemed 
to open up a space in which our relationship to this history became 
visceral, shared, and present. Out of this collaboration arose the 
idea to invite feminist artists to use these descriptions as a starting 
point for new images, and I started giving out “drawing assignments.” 
By now I have gathered about 80 drawings by as many artists 
(see enclosed list and the internet links for a sneak preview of the 
drawings) that share a relationship to the images on the t-shirts in the 
archive’s collection, reflecting on lesbian feminist struggles and our 
history in the present tense, engaging the politics of image making, 
and connecting generations of lesbian and queer activists and artists.

Ausstellung im Kunsthaus Bregenz vor, die im kommenden April 
eröffnet wird.

Als Teil dieses Projekts bin ich eingeladen, mit Objekten aus 
der Sammlung des Landesmuseums zu arbeiten. Insbesondere 
interessieren mich dabei abweichende, “queere” Körper, bzw. 
Züchtigungs- und Normierungsakte, die auf solche verweisen. Von 
den Foltergerätschaften im Landesmuseum war es nur ein kleiner 
Schritt zur Hexenverfolgung, und zu Ihrer überaus interessanten 
Arbeit auf diesem Gebiet. Ihren Artikel über “Vorstellungen vom 
Teufel im frühneuzeitlichen Vorarlberg und Liechtenstein” aus 
der Zeitschrift ÖGL fand ich besonders prägnant, die Details von 
Beschreibungen des Teufels in seiner Unwiderstehlichkeit - Formen, 
Farben, Texturen - sind für mich produktiv. Nun würde es mich sehr 
interessieren, mehr über ihre historische Arbeit und die von Ihnen 
verwendeten Dokumente zu erfahren. 

Ich plane im Februar eine Recherchereise nach Bregenz, und 
würde mich sehr über ein Gespräch mit Ihnen freuen. Sind Sie in 
der Woche vom 13. Februar im Land, und hätten Sie da Zeit für 
ein Treffen mit mir? Wenn möglich würde ich auch gerne relevante 
Materialien aus dem Landesarchiv sehen, ich weiß aber nicht, was es 
da gibt, und bin für alle Hinweise dankbar!

Mit Dank und freundlichen Grüßen, 
Ulrike Müller

On Jan 12, 2012, at 1:52 PM, Monica Jane Peck wrote:

Hi,

I stumbled across your call for drawings via the One Archive 
announcement of your participation in a panel on queer archive. . . . 
I like your idea of redrawing and would love to participate in this 
project. Send me an image.

Best, Monica Peck

On Jan 14, 2012, at 2:35 PM, Carrie Yamaoka wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

the rules are as follows: the orange layer is attached with velcro to 
the wall, just the two top corners, and remains fixed. The middle dark 
purple mylar layer is attached by velcro to the orange layer at the 
top and can ‘ride’ back and forth across the orange but only within 
the rather strict parameters that the velcro allows (the velcro should 
remain hidden from view)—some leeway side to side in other words. 
The top rubbed/folded/reflective mylar layer is attached with a loop 
of artist tape at each of the top corners and is the most mobile—it 
can sit anywhere as long as it overlaps the purple and the orange, 
even if just slightly. It can travel and sit along the x/y axis, but never 
diagonally. And just a note which is perhaps obvious, but anyway . . . 
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said you had doubts about it because it takes away a multidirectional 
openness in the image). I’ve been thinking how the contentious issue 
about signing on the front has an added intensity for women artists 
and others whose name marks them as not white and not male. I 
scanned your drawing and am sending an image in case you didn’t 
get to take one before giving it to me. 
I hope all is well as you tackle these large canvases in your studio.

All the best, Ulrike

On Jan 16, 2012, at 11:12 AM, Catherine Browning wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

Are you heading into the light? the warmth? LA is sounding really 
good to me right now. Thank you for inviting me to contribute to the 
Herstory project. I feel too out of place contributing a sketch. I think 
it would throw me into a self conscious spin that i can’t handle. BUT! 
i hope that i am able to contribute with the framing. I would feel very 
honored to help you out with the framing/display of this project. 

Have a great trip!!! 
Katy

On Jan 16, 2012, at 3:47 PM, Pamela Lins wrote:

Hi Ulrike 
I think I’m done with my drawing assignment. I think it is a little 
bigger than letter size—it’s on 14 x 17 paper—is that too big??? it 
could prob be trimmed if needed. I’m a little embarrassed by it but I 
also like it. Can I mail it to you or what would be good????? 
Xpam

On Jan 17, 2012, at 7:49 PM, Joy Episalla wrote to Amy Scholder:

Hi Amy,

Wondering if you remember me—we were on the ICP panel together 
about David and Hide & Seek last year. 
I hope this finds you well.  
Perhaps this might be of interest to you and the Feminist Press—I 
want to introduce you to the artist Ulrike Müller, cc’d above, who’s 
been working on a project called Herstory Inventory. 
Here’s a rough description of the project, of course Ulrike can tell 
you much more: 
Müller has commissioned 100 artists to make drawings based on the 
inventory list of written descriptions of the T-shirts in the Lesbian 
Herstory Archive Collection in Brooklyn. The artists’ contributed 
drawings are quite varied and amazing. There will be an exhibition 
of the project at the Brooklyn Museum and also at another venue in 
Germany late this coming spring.  
Ulrike has a very small budget for the 2 shows, and is looking to do a 

When I was invited to propose a project for the Brooklyn museum 
for June 2012, I found myself thinking about this institution and its 
location diagonally across the park from the archives. Confronted 
with the relative absence of lesbian experience and queer bodies in 
the Brooklyn museums ‘encyclopedic’ collection (with the exception 
of a couple of contemporary works of course Judy Chicago’s dinner 
party) I proposed showing 100 “Herstory Inventory” drawings, each of 
them responding to one specific image description from the archives’ 
t-shirt inventory.

My question to you concerns how much the archives would like 
to be present/presented in conjunction with this project. When I 
spoke briefly with Deb Edel last Saturday, she suggested I write 
you an email so you can discuss this collectively. Of course I have 
been crediting the archives when I speak about this project, and 
I would certainly make clear to the museum audience that the 
archives are the origin and reference point for these 100 drawings 
by 100 feminist artists. I am open to a conversation of how exactly 
this should be done, and I would gladly listen to your questions, 
wishes, or concerns. In addition, there might be the possibility 
to collaborate with the Brooklyn museum for education or other 
public programming. I’m not sure if this would be of interest for 
the archives? I much respect your process, and I am open to a 
conversation, or a brainstorming session.

Thank you for your time and attention – please let me know about 
any questions or thoughts that you have!

In gratitude and admiration, Ulrike

On Jan 15, 2012, at 11:51 PM, Sadie Benning wrote:

hey ulrike

hmmm triangle upside down pink 
yes i think i can do that 
thinking gay tantra . . .  
whats up with the signing part? 
can i sign on the back or?? 
xx 
sadie b

On Mon, Jan 16, 2012 at 9:00 AM, Ulrike wrote to Leigh Ruple:

Hi Leigh,

it was really nice to talk with you, too, last weekend! In the meantime 
I got to take a closer look at your drawing and wanted to thank you 
for a great contribution to Herstory Inventory. I especially like how 
the thinner more tentative lines in the background are built into 
your assertive and powerful image. The piece has boldness without 
denying the vulnerability in the process of its making. Along these 
lines I also think that the signature on the front is well placed (you 
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On Jan 21, 2012, at 3:36 PM, Leigh Ruple wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

Thank you so much for the image, I did not have a chance to 
photograph the drawing. Everything you wrote about the image is 
exactly what I tried to accomplish, that is—the use pen & ink to make 
a bold drawing that also shows the vulnerability of process. I’m so 
excited to be included in the Herstory Inventory.

Best of luck with ceramics & happy real first snowfall (if you are in 
NYC today!)

Leigh

On Jan 24, 2012, at 3:56 PM, Jocelyn Davis wrote:

hey ulrike. i’m done with the drawing! . . . 

xo j

ps. i’m dying to go look at the actual t-shirt now

On Jan 26, 2012, at 7:04 AM, Mitra Wakil wrote:

Liebe Ulrike,

Entschuldige, dass ich erst jetzt Antworte.

Die Zeichnung müsste die nächsten Tagen bei deinem Bruder in 
Wien ankommen.

In der Beschäftigung mit dem Thema der Medusa, kamen mir sehr 
viele Gedanken und Aspekte zu Ihr auf, - letzendich habe ich mich 
auf folgendes konzentriert und diese versucht umzusetzen.

Ein Portät der Medus /Der Versuch den Blick in Material und 
Bewegung zu bringen/ Die Zersplitterung ihrer Selbst, ihres Körpers 
und die, die Ihren Blick treffen, kaleidoiskopartig, in kristalliener 
Struktur, fest und spröde, zu zeigen/

—noch einige Angaben zur Zeichnung(Objekt): schwarzer Sprühlack 
auf eingeritzten zweilagigen Leinenpier

Ich komme sehr gerne zu der zu deiner Eröffnung nach Bregenz ! 
Freu mich drauf

Viele Grüsse 
Mitra 

On Sat, Jan 28, 2012 at 9:46 AM, Ulrike wrote:

catalog of the drawings. I thought you all at fp might be interested.

Let me know what you think.

Happy 2012—all best,  
Joy

On Jan 19, 2012, at 2:44 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Hi Linda, 

what a great drawing! Thank you so much for putting your time, 
thought, and love into this project. I’m thrilled that you used iris 
flower pigment, and very excited about your contribution. I can’t wait 
to see the original drawing.  
I saw that you titled your drawing and wanted to say that I’m hoping 
to use the image description I originally sent you as the title for 
your drawing. I should have specified this before: It’s conceptually 
important for this project to translate from text to image, and in my 
thinking, the titles become the conduits for this process. I hope that 
this will work for you.

Best wishes, Ulrike

On Jan 20, 2012, at 1:31 PM, Edie Fake wrote:

hi ulrike! 
it’s almost done - i need a couple of days to figure out how i’m gonna 
handle the color of the trees, but it should be ready super soon—by 
monday i think 
best, 
fakes

On Jan 20, 2012, at 3:25 PM, Jennifer Montgomery wrote:

Hi u, 
Kind of shitty picture, probably showing up sideways, but it’ll give you 
an idea. It’s made with nail polish on black marble tile. Will leave it 
with Moyra. 
Xj
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the drawing for support. If I have your piece by the end of next week 
it’s still fine in terms of deadlines. Thank you! Ulrike

On Feb 6, 2012, at 9:32 PM, Monica Jane Peck wrote:

Ulrike,

I’ll send another one. Yes, very much in my head lately. Not the only 
careless act of late. I’ll send another drawing. 

Best, 
Monica

On Feb 6, 2012, at 9:41 PM, Monica Jane Peck wrote:

. . . I think I was insecure about that drawing. Maybe that’s why I 
packed it so badly.

On Feb 8, 2012, at 8:33 AM, Ulrike wrote to Sadie Benning:

Hi Sadie, 

so nice to see you last night! Thank you again for your painting for 
Herstory Inventory—it is so much more than I expected and I am 
thrilled to have it. I’ve been thinking about the title question you 
raised, and unless you feel very strongly about it, I would leave the 
title as “Inverted Pink Triangle” and let the painting do the job of 
“cropped and misaligned.” I think that viewers will be totally able 
to figure it out, and my tendency is to give them the room to do so 
rather than explaining . . . but let me know if you feel otherwise! Also 
so happy to know what you told me re the process of making it in 
multiple impromtu studios, aka known as kitchens, living rooms, and 
industrial backyards! If you have a moment, would you send me your 
snapshot of the piece?

X Ulrike

On Feb 9, 2012, at 11:23 AM, Nancy Brody wrote:

hi ulrike 
the other night a little group were telling each other about the 
drawings we each made for your project and in my mind i made the 
happy connection that the square root of 10 is 100  
hope its going well with the framing and such . . .  
brody 

On February 10, 2012 at 2:58 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Hi Edie, 

Dear Celeste, Malin, Adriana, and Linda,

how are you? I hope everyone up North is having a nice winter time. 
Adriana, is it summer where you are now? So hard to imagine!

I have news about Herstory Inventory: I’m currently talking about 
an exhibition of this project with the Kunsthaus in Bregenz, Austria, 
this spring. I will soon send out an email to all of the contributors 
to announce this - the opening will be on April 20. In the meantime 
I wanted to let you know that your drawing has been chosen to be 
included in the program folder and to be used for press purposes to 
announce this exhibition. Below the captions that I am forwarding to 
the people in Bregenz (I double checked the spelling of your names 
and hope I got everything right!) 

Please let me know about any questions that you might have - 

all the best, and more soon, Ulrike

On Jan 30, 2012, at 2:29 PM, Amy Scholder wrote:

Hi Ulrike, It sounds like an amazing project. I would be interested 
to hear more about it, especially the book component. Let me know 
when you have materials/sample/proposal together. Best, Amy 

Amy Scholder

On Feb 6, 2012, at 8:56 PM, Monica Jane Peck wrote:

Hi, Ulrike,

I am so sorry about the drawing getting damaged . . . ! I have been 
so careless lately. I do have more drawings I could send, if there’s 
time. I can put them in the mail tomorrow. If you prefer to have the 
damage from the mail be part of the piece, I’m okay w/ that, too. 
Maybe it’s emblematic, somehow, of the risk around this kind of 
activity.  
Should I pack the drawings in the chipboard envelopes they sell at 
the post office? I’ve never had this happen before. Very strange.

Best, Monica

On Mon, Feb 6, 2012 at 6:00 PM, Ulrike wrote to Monica Jane Peck:

Hi, yes, it is very strange. I’ve been receiving many drawings in 
the mail but this hasn’t happened before. I think the problem might 
have been that there was a piece of cardboard in the envelope for 
support, but it was smaller than the drawing which left the edges 
really vulnerable . . . Anyway, I would rather include a non-damaged 
drawing if you would send it to me. Yes, the post office envelopes 
should be fine. It’s probably a good idea to also write “do not bend” 
on it, and/or to add a piece of cardboard that is a little bigger than 
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On Feb 11, 2012, at 2:24 PM, Eva Birkenstock wrote:

Liebe Ulrike,

im Anhang findest Du einen Entwurf für den Pressetext. Ich habe 
zunächst versucht, das Herstory Inventory auf der Grundlage 
unserer Gespräche und der Texte zu beschreiben. Schau sehr gern 
drüber und korrigiere, streiche oder ergänze. Dieser Versuch alles 
“schriftlich” zu fassen und verständlich zu erklären, erscheint nun 
etwas sachlich, aber als Ausgangspunkt ok—so hoffe ich. Ob wir das 
Zitat drin lassen oder nicht, können wir noch entscheiden, mir gefiel 
es erstmal einfach ganz gut.

Danke, dass Du Dir vor Abreise die Zeit nimmt den Text anzusehen. 
Ich kann dann selbstverständlich später / morgen auch noch einmal 
drüber gehen, bevor ich ihn morgen an Yilmaz weiter schicke. 

Hab Du eine gute Reise! 
Lieben Gruß 
Eva

PS: Dein eigener Text über die Arbeit hat mir übrigens extrem gut 
gefallen – gerade in seiner Form und seiner Offenheit, sehr toll.

On February 11, 2012, at 3:32 PM, Saskia Scheffer wrote:

THANK YOU!!!! I’m so totally impressed by your drawing, admiring it 
+ truly honored that you are offering this work as your contribution 
to Herstory Inventory. It’s such a sweet and strong image, and so 
much love clearly went into its every detail. I took your drawing out of 
its travel sleeve, wrapped it in glassine and now it’s resting under a 
couple of heavy books to flatten out.  
I’m very close now to my goal of gathering 100 feminist drawings, 
and will keep you posted about all further developments - 2 
exhibitions are in the works for this spring/summer, and hopefully 
also a publication (more soon).  
Also, could you please tell me what materials you used for your 
drawing? Ballpoint pen, and what else? 

With love, Ulrike

On Feb 10, 2012 at 6:33 PM, Ulrike wrote to Eugenie Tsai and Tessa 
Hite:

Dear Eugenie, dear Tessa,

yesterday I spent the afternoon at the museum, I had a great time 
walking through the galleries and trying to envision the installation 
of Herstory Inventory in the permanent collection rooms. I revisited 
the location options that we discussed during our walkthrough a 
couple of weeks ago, and also discovered a few new ones that I am 
proposing in the attached document. 
Generally, I think that all the vitrines (cases) should be placed in 
the elevator lobby galleries - as previosuly discussed the fifth floor 
elevatory lobby gallery will be the “hub” for my installation with the 
largest group of drawings and the majority of cases (three or four out 
of five). The elevator gallery on the second floor could host another 
case (perhaps two). These decisions will need to be pushed along a 
bit further, but I feel confident to assume that about 50-60 drawings 
will be installed in the four elevator lobby galleries while the rest of 
them, a total of 40-50, will appear in groups of varying sizes in the 
permanent collection galleries. Attached a PDF with locations that I 
am interested in. I included images to help communicate which walls 
I have in mind.  
I also came up with a proposal for a wall painting in the elevator 
galleries to help focus attention on the Herstory Inventory drawings. 
The color for this is yet to be determined, but the general idea is that 
there is one specific color that appears on those portions of the walls 
of the elevator lobby galleries, where Herstory Inventory drawings are 
installed. (I hope the enclosed drawing is not too confusing, I didn’t 
have a cross-section of the museum building and used a (mirrored) 
photograph of the facade instead - the drawing I am envisioning 
would however be on the inside walls of the museum.)

I hope this all makes sense, let me know if you have any questions. 
I’m looking forward to hearing your thoughts!

All the best, Ulrike
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galleries. I doubt this will be possible. Do you have a preference? I 
have a feeling it might come down to one or the other.

On Feb 14, 2012, at 4:29 PM, Eugenie Tsai wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

I’m reporting back from this morning’s meeting with the Exhibitions 
Committee (which includes curators, and representatives from 
other departments) at which I presented your proposed installation 
locations. The committee was excited to learn more about the 
Herstory Inventory. However, it voiced great concern that spreading 
out the drawings from the Herstory Inventory would work directly 
against the Museum’s commitment to presenting exhibitions and 
programs that are “visitor friendly,” an absolute institutional priority. 
The members of the committee felt that a more concentrated and 
focused presentation would have a much greater impact on our 
visitors, and allowing them to get the most out of your project. There 
is concern that if the drawings are hung singly or in groups of two 
or three, visitors would be likely to just walk past without taking 
note. Apparently, we have also been getting feedback that people 
are finding it difficult to put together the separate parts of the R/C 
projects. And although we could do a map, it was reminded The 
Playing House exhibition in several period rooms already has a map 
and that another might prove to be confusing. The conclusion was 
that in order to keep this visitor friendly and in scale with the other 
projects in the R/C series, it would be more effective to install the 
Herstory Inventory in three locations altogether.

I understand that the locations you propose on your list are just that: 
possible locations for some of the drawings and that you would like 
to wait and see how the layout and groupings come together. Here’s 
where working with a large institution comes into play. We don’t 
have the luxury of reserving walls or spaces to see if they might 
work out. Because there are so many things—exhibitions, relocating 
works of art in storage, construction in the building—happening in 
the museum that place great demands on our staff and resources, 
we must commit to and schedule things in advance, unlike a smaller 
institution, perhaps one dedicated to artists’ projects. So you need to 
decide on locations as soon as possible, although once the locations 
have been selected, and a general plan for hanging drawn up, 
changes can certainly be made during installation. As you have seen 
so far, every decision here involves a team of curators, conservators, 
designers, who will all slot your project into their calendars for 
specific days and blocks of time. Although there is a budget for 
installation, labels, etc., it does have limits. For your project, we are 
looking forward to making use of all available resources to bring 
together the large number of drawings, museum objects and frames. 

One additional location suggestion was to hung drawings on a screen 
in LUCE open storage, which could be cleared for that purpose. It is 
also possible that the mezzanine will open up and could be used for 
your project. We will know if this is an option next week. Let me know 
if you would find that location of interest. 

Dear Ulrike

Your project sounds fascinating. It is as always wonderful to see 
how the materials in our collections inspire people. I love how a 
verbal/written description of a graphic can lead to a completely new 
interpretation, and the images I have seen in their turn inspire a wide 
range of emotions, are very evocative and startling at times. 
The archives’ coordinators talked about your email at the last 
meeting, and I said I’d be the liaison for this. And we would love to 
be involved in some way. As you probably know, we are all volunteers 
and time is precious.  
Did you have something in mind? Any suggestions? We can easily 
offer tours of the archives, perhaps even do some with a shared 
focus, perhaps there can be a presentation by you at the Archives, an 
evening or afternoon. 
June is coming fast. Lets talk, or email, and see what we can come 
up with. By the way, one of my questions while reading your email 
is about the title of your show. Of course the word herstory has an 
immediate association with my own organization, but I am curious 
about the missing word: lesbian. Especially since you comment on 
the absence of lesbian experiences in the museum. Did this come up 
in any of your discussions? I understand that this exhibit not about 
our archive, but I do want to ask about your thoughts on this. 
I would like to continue talking about what we can possibly 
contribute. It would be best to do this via this email address. 

Thanks for contacting us! I am looking forward to hearing from you.

Best, 
Saskia Scheffer

On Feb 13, 2012, at 5:23 PM, Eugenie Tsai wrote:

I am a bit concerned that a few drawings hung here and there will 
seem quite random to our visitors and will not have the impact of 
critical mass.

On Feb 13, 2012, at 5:43 PM, Ulrike wrote to Eugenie Tsai:

Thanks for your message! I understand this concern, but ideally 
would like to think it through for each individual location later, when 
we decide about the actual placement of individual drawings. We will 
have to lay them out in groups and in relation to neighboring objects 
on display in the permanent collection. I feel that at least in some 
cases pairings with the collection could be pointed (and perhaps odd) 
enough to be noted even when there isn’s a critical mass at all times. 
Best wishes, Ulrike

On Feb 13, 2012, at 11:04 PM, Eugenie Tsai wrote:

It sounds as though you’d like to keep open both the option of 
using the elevator lobbies and of different locations in the collection 
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I know you’re away; I’m out next week. But of course I’d be happy to 
chat when we’re both back. 

Eugenie

On Feb 14, 2012, at 6:04 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Hi Eugenie,

thank you for brining my proposal for exhibition locations in the 
museum to the exhibitions committee, and for reporting back to 
me. Yes, I am in Austria this week, working out the presentation of 
the Herstory Inventory project here at the Kunsthaus Bregenz. But I 
wanted to get back to you right away, at least with a brief response, 
to avoid any misunderstandings and unnecessary delays. 
First, I am sorry if my proposal did not fit in with museum 
expectations. After our walkthrough a couple of weeks ago I was 
under the impression that this kind of a proposal wasn’t only 
possible but actually expected from me to move the planning of our 
exhibition forward. Now it sounds like I might have overstepped some 
boundaries, for which I apologize. This was not my intention. 
I understand why inserting single drawings or small groups in the 
permanent collection galleries does not appeal to the committee as 
feasible (or as a good idea). The first alternative that comes to my 
mind, and that I would gladly consider, is to restrict the installation of 
the Herstory Inventory drawings to the four elevator galleries, with the 
“hub” on the fifth floor, and then groups of varying sizes (depending 
on the wall spaces available) appearing on the 4th, 3rd, and 2nd 
floors. Do you think this could be an option? I think this would still 
put the Herstory Inventory drawings in touch with the museum’s 
collection, while simultaneously presenting visitors with an easy to 
understand layout (no map necessary). At this point, I not sure about 
the mezzanine gallery – I’m not immediately drawn to this space, 
in my recollection it seems rather separate from the permanent 
collection galleries. But I had not considered it an option at all, and 
if it should become available I would gladly come to the museum at 
some point next week to think about whether or not this might work.

So much for now, please let me know what you think. Or, if time 
allows, I’ll also gladly meet up with you to talk this through in person 
when we’re both back in New York in two weeks.

Also, good news from the Lesbian Herstory Archives! I received a 
very nice and supportive email a couple of days ago and wanted to 
mention that they are generally interested in possible collaborations 
with the museum for public programming.

Best wishes, Ulrike

On Feb 15, 2012, at 11:59 AM, Emily Roysdon wrote:

ULRIKE! 
I’ve thought of writing you so many times but have 
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been embarrassed by my own ineptitude. 
It’s not at all that I haven’t tried. I am somehow afraid! 
but I will swallow my fear and make yet another version! 
and yes. it will be ready! 
thank you for your patience. 
e

On Feb 17, 2012, at 11:52 AM, Louise Fishman wrote:

Re: Here’ three ladies (not nude, sorry)

Anyway they could be said to be dancing . . . Let me know if this fits 
the schema.

xxL.

On Feb 18, 2012, at 11:14 AM, Monica Jane Peck wrote:

Ulrike,

Am mailing out the drawings today w/ a copy of my zine ragtag. The 
package is bright pink.

Thanks for your patience. And thanks for doing this show. 

mjp

On Feb 19, 2012, at 10:42 PM, Eugenie Tsai wrote:

Dear Ulrike,

Forgive me for not responding immediately. Last week was even 
busier than usual. Rest assured that you did not overstep boundaries. 
I think your proposal to use the fifth floor elevator gallery as the hub 
with groups of varying sizes appearing in the elevator galleries on the 
4th, 3rd, and second floors might well be the solution. I’ll look into it 
on this end and get back to you. Also hope to have an update on the 
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whenever it’s a good moment!  
Also, I received a very nice email from Saskia Scheffer at the 
Herstory Archives, they’re interested in collaborating on public 
programming during the exhibition at the Brooklyn Museum. I thought 
that was exciting and really good news. Do you know Saskia? I’ll try 
to meet up with her sometime soon. 

X Ulrike 

Wed, 22 Feb 2012 11:39:01 -0500 Ulrike wrote to Iris Andraschek:

Liebe Iris, danke vielmals für deinen Beitrag zum Herstory Inventory-
Projekt!! Er ist inzwischen wohlbehalten bei mir angekommen. Deine 
Foto-Zeichnung ist eine ganz tolle Übersetzung des ursprünglichen 
“Auftrags”—von einem wohlgemeint-abstrakten Bild hin zu einer 
konkreten Begegnung, was ich sehr spannend finde. Ich nehme an, 
das diese Arbeit sich auf eine größere Auseinandersetzung von dir 
bezieht. Es wäre toll etwas mehr darüber zu erfahren: Gibt es da eine 
Arbeit von dir speziell mit Roma-Frauen? 
Vielleicht schreibst du mir ja ein paar Zeilen. Ich melde mich 
dann demnächst mit einem Update über den weiteren Verlauf 
dieses Projekts, jetzt gerade bin ich damit beschäftigt bis Ende 
dieses Monats alle 100 Zeichnungen einzusammeln und mir 
Präsentationslösungen zu überlegen. Herzliche Grüße aus 
Brooklyn, Ulrike

On Feb 23, 2012, at 2:32 AM, Mitra Wakil wrote:

Liebe Ulrike, 
Hoffe es geht dir gut! 
Die Ausrichtung in der Mail wahr Falsch. 
Die “Zeichnung” ist ein Hochformat. 

Grüsse 
Mitra

On Feb 24, 2012, at 7:23 AM, Mag. Eva Birkenstock wrote to Johanna 
tk and Natalie tk:

Liebe Johanna, liebe Natalie,

entschuldigt, dass wir uns nach unserem Besuch in der 
Studiensammlung noch nicht bei Euch meldeten. Die Woche mit 
Ulrike war intensiv und verging unverhofft schneller als erwartet.

Zunächst einmal ganz herzlichen Dank an Dich und Natalie für Eure 
Hilfe – auch im Namen von Ulrike. Letztere ist nun zurück in New 
York und erarbeitet eine Konzeption für die Ausstellung. Momentan 
besteht noch eine Unklarheit hinsichtlich der Frage ob und was aus 
dem Landesmuseum gezeigt werden könnte – eben weil sie nicht 
allein Repressionsinstrumente inszenieren möchte. Trotzdem war der 
Besuch der Sammlung und die Durchsicht der Inventarbücher sehr 

status of the mezzanine.

All the best, 
Eugenie

On Feb 20, 2012, at 4:23 AM, Mag. Eva Birkenstock wrote:

Ulrike,

wieder gut gelandet? 
Im Anhang findest Du was fürs Puppenhaus.

xx

On Mon, Feb 20, 2012 at 8:01 AM, Ulrike wrote to Nancy Brooks Brody:

Dear Brody, 

what a great realization about your drawing, this made me really 
happy! I already had been thinking about how your drawing holds 
a special place in the collection, and now I know why. I’m not quite 
working on the framing yet, but figuring out how to make it all happen 
. . . thank you for asking. 
This whole project has become quite big. Right now I’m on the plane 
back to NYC from Austria, where a version of Herstory Inventory will 
be shown at the Kunsthaus Bregenz in April. The venue is close to 
where I grew up, a very stylish concrete museum building in a rural 
and deeply catholic area with no queer visibility. I’m only beginning 
to realize the challenge of presenting the project in this particular 
social, institutional, and personal setting. I’m hoping to have all 100 
drawings together by the end of this month, and will then follow up 
with an email to all participants about the upcoming presentations 
and new developments. And I would love to talk more with you 
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I love every single decision and move you made on this sheet of 
paper, what a great piece. Thanks so much for contributing, and for 
the time, effort, and love you put into making this drawing. I have 
gathered almost all 100 feminist drawings now, with only a handful 
still out there waiting to be picked up. Right now I’m cataloging, 
organizing, and trying to figure out how to best show all the drawings 
together. I’ll have more news about this project soon! XX Ulrike

On February 28, 2012, at 12:28 PM, Eugenie Tsai wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

Finally getting back to you: I’m happy to report that we’re good to 
go with your proposed plan of using the four elevator lobbies for the 
Herstory Inventory. I believe you intend to leave in place the works 
of art that currently reside in those galleries. Could you confirm? 
The creation of a graphic identity on each floor was received with 
great enthusiasm, though there was doubt expressed that our visitors 
would actually be able to see it as a question mark. I’m looking 
at your proposal and see that you plan to hang drawings from the 
Inventory on these painted walls. Tessa mentioned that these would 
be hung directly on the wall with the color functioning as a sort of 
frame. Did you have a specific color in mind? Oh yes, and the objects 
in cases would be presented on the fifth floor? 
While some specifics need to be worked out, I think it’s safe to say 
that we’ve got a plan with which to move forward.  
Let me know if I haven’t understood anything correctly. We have a 
couple of other quick meetings in the upcoming days and I’d like to 
make sure I’ve got everything down accurately.  
I’m going to exhale now.

All the best, 
Eugenie 

On March 3, 2012, at 1:29 PM, Erika Vogt wrote:

Hi Ulrike, 

Good morning/afternoon. Thank you for your words here. That’s 
super that the drawing finally arrived in one piece. I know it must be 
weird/strange/fun (!) to receive art in the mail and not really know 
what to expect. I get a lot of objects that way and it’s always really 
something that I look forward to . . . :) Please do keep me posted 
about the project as I am super excited to see it . . . . It would be so 
much fun to gather the Knights/old man group of Brooklyn. Shannon 
and I will both be in NY in April. So yes, see you next month for sure! 
Everything’s going really well with the show at Simone’s. :) I feel like 
a little kid, I kind of can’t wait. 

I thought a lot about the feminist spirit (?, uh, lack of a better word) 
during the process of making the print. It started as a drawing (the 
image that I emailed) and a collage which I ended up thinking was 
a way too literal a response to the assignment of planting a seed in 

wichtig und bereichernd für den Entwicklungsprozess des Projektes – 
und auch für mich war es toll so tief in die “Archivkammern” eintreten 
zu können.

Sobald sich das Konzept fixiert hat, melden wir uns und 
informieren Euch . Vorab möchten wir Euch aber schon mal zur 
Ausstellungseröffnung einladen. Sie findet am Freitag, den 20.April 
2012 statt. Es würde uns sehr freuen, wenn Ihr lust und Zeit hättet zu 
kommen.

Herzlich & bis bald 
Eva

On Feb 24, 2012, at 7:51 AM, Mag. Eva Birkenstock wrote:

Sehr geehrter Prof. Dr. Tschaikner,

ich möchte mich sehr herzlich bei Ihnen für das interessante und 
offene Gespräch über Ihre Forschung bedanken – auch im Namen 
von Ulrike Müller. Es war für die Projektentwicklung sehr wichtig, 
zudem war es für uns extrem bereichternd gar Einsichten in die 
Prozessakten und Fragenkataloge zu erhalten. Frau Müller ist nun 
mit ihren Recherchen nach NYabgereist, um die Konzeption vor dem 
Hintergrund des Gesehenen und Gehörten genauer zu bestimmen.

Momentan sieht es so aus als würde Hexerei und Folter keinen 
Eingang in die Ausstellung finden, da es merkwürdig erscheint die 
Arbeiten aus NY allein mit einer Präsentation von Repressalien 
zu konfrontieren. Ulrike würde sich aber sicher direkt mit Ihnen in 
Verbindung setzen sofern weitere Fragen bestehen.

Im unseren Gespräch berichtete ich Ihnen von dem Buch von Siliva 
Federici “Caliban and the Witch: Women, the Body and Primitive 
Accumulation” – ich wäre gespannt zu erfahren, was Sie davon 
halten, da mich Federicis Fokus sehr interessiert. Das Buch ist 
2004 erschienen, unter folgenden link finden Sie eine ältere Version 
eines der Kapitel aus dem Buch als PDF: http://www.commoner.
org.uk/03federici.pdf/ http://www.commoner.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2008/10/federici_witch-hunt.pdf

Schließlich würden wir Sie gern auf die Ausstellungseröffnung von 
Ulrike MÜller im KUB hinweisen. Sie findet am 20. April statt. Eine 
Einladungskarte wird noch folgen, aber vielleicht möchten Sie den 
Termin bereits im Kalender vormerken. Wir würden uns jedenfalls 
sehr freuen, wenn Sie Lust und Zeit hätten zu kommen.

Beste Grüße auch von Frau Müller 
Eva Birkenstock

On Feb 27, 2012, at 5:38 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Hi Taylor, now I’m back on my computer and wanting to tell you 
that seeing the image of your drawing totally made my day today! 
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stay together?

love love, Ginger and Dana

On tk tk Ulrike wrote to Ginger Brooks Takahashi:

The ownership question is an important one, and I appreciate your 
thoughts. Generally, I feel that I “hold” the collection rather than own 
it. At the same time, I have been putting a lot of time and energy 
into gathering the works and managing them—to the degree that 
I feel like a one person museum these days. On a practical level I 
had to tell the Brooklyn Museum this week that I indeed “own” the 
drawings, otherwise they would have had to issue loan contracts for 
all 100 artists, which is more bureaucracy than I felt I could take on. 
I’m not sure how the question of whether it’s an archive, an inventory, 
a group of assignments or a collection changes the status of the 
thing as a whole. At this point, I have no concrete plans where the 
drawings will go, I would like to keep the drawings together and find 
a good home for them. Not sure if the collection of drawings could 
ever be sold. If there ever were any offers that involve money I would 
definitely report to the participants.

Right now, I am preparing a letter to all the participants about the 
upcoming shows, and I will include some of these thoughts. I am sure 
others have asked questions along the same lines as you two. This 
whole project has been such an amazing process and experience 
for me, I embarked on it without knowing where it would go. Now it’s 
gone pretty far with two shows and a book coming up. My guiding 
principle has a lot to do with feeling the immense trust of all the 
participants that gave me their drawings and wanting to live up to this 
by how I handle things. Somehow I feel confident that this “method” 
can carry this project to ist conclusion, wherever the drawings will 
live in the end. If you have any ideas or suggestions, I would love to 
hear about them!

Sitting in the kitchen on North First Street and literally the biggest 
cockroach (waterbug?) I’ve ever seen just walked across the 
black and white floor. At first I thought it was a (small) mouse. So 
shocking!! It left me all shaky.

Greetings from Brooklyn— 
and much love, Ulrike

On March 9, 2012, 12:26:31 PM EST Ulrike wrote to Patrick Heilman: 

Dear Patrick, 

how are you? I have a question for you regarding my five channel 
audio installation that you installed at the Hispanic society a few 
years back in the audio program curated by Karen and Barbara. For 
an upcoming show in Austria I am trying to recreate this installation, 
but the tech people over there don’t know how to go about this—and 
I realize that I don’t really know how you did it either. Perhaps you 

the ground and wanting to just integrate more what I was making in 
the studio. My initial impulse was to draw a dimensional field with 
a traveler. The drawing is a mono print. It was made using a spirit 
duplicator (drawing directly on a wax sheet that then gets cranked 
through a machine, it’s an old form of copying). The drawing on the 
spirit duplicator sheet is a study of a jackal. I am making a group of 
them right now. There are two drawings printed on top of the spirit 
duplicator image. One is from a study of a wayfarer and the other is 
a study of weathervane. The materials are spirit duplicator print with 
black and white laser prints.

OK- hope this helps. Let me know if you have any more ?’s xo :)

Erika

On March 6, 2012, at 4:19 PM, Iris Andraschek wrote:

Liebe Ulrike,

ja freut mich sehr wenn Dir der Beitrag gefällt. Ich war im Herbst 
2010 von einer ungarischen Künstlerin nach Miskolc, Nordostungarn 
eingeladen worden eine Arbeit zu entwickeln. 
Es ist bekannt, daß in dieser Gegend die meisten Roma Ungarns 
leben, und die rechtsextreme Jobbik Partei sehr stark ist.
Es ist in den letzten Jahren immer wieder zu haarsträubenden 
Zwischenfällen gekommen. Was ich nicht wußte ist, daß es bei 
den aufgeschlosseneren, bzw. sehr aufgeschlossenen Ungarn 
ebenfalls sehr starke Vorurteile und Zuschreibungen gibt, und das 
hat mich schon ziemlich entsetzt. Da beschloß ich eine Arbeit mit 
Roma Frauen zu machen. Ich habe fünf Frauen portraitiert, und 
zu ihrem Alltag interviewt, (das habe ich schon einmal 2002 mit 
einer Wiener Freundin gemacht) und es ist eine Arbeit in Form von 
“Fotobilderbücher mit kurzen Textpassagen” entstanden. Von jeder 
der Frauen gibt es drei unterschiedliche Bücher. 

Ich bin ja schon sehr gespannt auf Dein Projekt, ja schreib wenn es 
Neues gibt, ich freue mich jedenfalls sehr Teil davon zu sein!

Sei lieb gegrüßt

Iris

On March 9, 2012, at 8:18 AM, Ginger Brooks Takahashi wrote:

Ulrike,

This is awesome, congratulations!

Dana and I were talking on a theoretical and practical level about this 
archive and ownership - and it proved to be interesting, in the bigger 
picture. Some questions we had: Who owns the collection? Is this an 
archive? Does ownership change when it is an archive? A collection? 
An inventory? An assignment? Can this be sold? Does it always all 
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On Thu, Mar 15, 2012 at 5:53 PM, Ulrike wrote to Emily Roysdon:

hi! i came across this t-shirt at the lesbian herstory archives 
yesterday, and wanted to share the find with you. x ulrike

On March 16, 2012, at 7:10 PM, Emily Roysdon wrote:

Lady Unique Inclination of the Night ! 
wooo

thanks for sharing! 
xx, Emily

On March 19, 2012, at 9:30 AM, Patrick Heilman wrote:

greetings, u.

contact me if this is unclear:

setup: 
- macbook 
- multitrack audio editing software 
- set outputs of each track to correspond to desired amp/speaker 
- MOTU ultralite mk3 firewire audio interface 
- separate outputs will feed power amps 
- multiple stereo power amplifiers: 
- pairs of JBL Control5 speakers wired to work as one 
- USS speaker stands 
- long heavily-shielded speaker cable runs

i think that’s it. the key is an audio interface with multiple outputs. 
there are many to choose from. USB options are available as well, 
should you have a macbookair, or something without firewire. and 
these interfaces typically include a limited edition version of audio 
editing software that will be completely appropriate in which to 
load your individual tracks. while a hardware mixer is nice to have 

could send me an email describing the setup with which you got the 
five tracks from the computer to five separate speakers . . . Thanks 
so much for your attention and time—I really appreciate it!

All the best, Ulrike

On March 15, 2012, at 5:42 AM, Mag. Eva Birkenstock wrote:

Hallo Bernd und Stefan,

wir lernten uns einst über Sarah Szesny in Köln kennen (silvester 
bei peter und michael im atelier, maybe you remember). Momentan 
bin ich dabei mit Ulrike Müller eine Ausstellung in Bregenz 
vorzubereiten. Den eher kühlen, auratischen Zumthorbau wird Ulrike 
durch Bodenfläche, Wandsegmente und Grünpflanzen mit einem 
anderen Raumkonzept begegnen. Es gibt jedenfalls drei bis vier 
mobile Wandelemente, die auf der einen Seite tapeziert werden 
sollen. Auf die tapezierten Wände kommt dann eine Auswahl von 
Zeichnungen (einfach direkt mit Passepartout hinter Glas, rahmenlos 
an die Wand).

Ulrike hat mal ein pdf zusammengestellt und eine Eurer Tapeten 
eingebaut. Stimmen die Proportionen auf Eurer Webseite im 
Verhältnis zu einer Bahn? Die Blumen wären dann ja recht groß – 
siehe pdf Ulrike.

Da Farbe und Muster “live” immer etwas anders wirken, wollten wir 
erfragen, ob Ihr vielleicht gar noch bessere Tapetenvorschläge hättet?

Würde mich freuen, von Euch zu hören.

Sehr herzlich, 
Eva

Unten noch ein kurzer Text, damit Ihr wisst worum es in dem Projekt 
geht.
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ab 23 Uhr bis 24 Uhr könnte ich skypen. 
Gruß und guten Morgen 
Moritz 
ps ich schaue am 17 Uhr ob du gemailt hast.

On March 23, 2012, at 4:53 PM, Eugenie Tsai wrote:

Dear Ulrike,

I’m very sorry to tell you that we have run into issues around the 
Mayan Lily and the Blue Iris, two pieces on your checklist. 
They will not be able to be a part of your presentation. We were not 
aware that the Lily will be part of an installation of Mayan art in Luce 
open storage beginning in April. Although we have spoken to the 
curator about the possibility of showing the piece as part of your 
project, and then promptly returning it to the Mayan exhibition, she 
feels very strongly about featuring it prominently in Luce at all times.

As for the Blue Iris, the Asian/Islamic curator plans to put it on view 
when the Asian galleries reopen (they will close this fall) in a couple 
of years. Apparently, if the piece goes on view this summer it will 
have to rest for a period of time that will make it impossible for it to 
go on view at that time. 
I am truly sorry and assume full responsibility for not consulting 
sooner with all of the curators. I know this is deeply disappointing but 
feel that your project is so strong that the loss of these two objects 
will not compromise it.  
I’ll be in Monday, if you want to talk.

All the best, 
Eugenie 

On March 24, 2012, at 9:08 PM, Ulrike wrote to Eugenie Tsai:

Dear Eugenie, 

this is tough news for sure—these two are among the objects from 
the museum I was most excited about. The prospect of losing the 
Mayan Lily was already upsetting, but I feel that the loss of the Blue 
Iris will hit my project even harder. That piece had become a real 
cornerstone for the encounter between my drawings collection and 
the objects from the museum. As I think I have mentioned before I’ve 
been planning to install a Zoe Leonard piece with a dried wild blue 
iris next to the Persian watercolor - see the attached image of my 
layout for the East Wall of the fifth floor elevator lobby. On the left is 
a group of images organized around the motif “hand,” on the right 
“lily” with the Blue Iris hung in between the two. The two cases with 
the “hand” and “lily” objects from the museum will be in the vicinity 
of the groupings on the wall, with the Blue Iris making a crucial 
connection. This is the most potent connection, both poetically and 
conceptually, that I could make working with the objects from the 
museum and the Herstory drawings, and there’s no way really to 
substitute the piece.  

immediate control of levels and eq, you can accomplish the same 
thing all within the software/hardware combination of the macbook 
and interface.

i’m happy to hear your piece is getting played again[!]

more later/best, 
/dph

On March 19, 2012, at 6:28 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear Cauleen,

a question about prancing unicorns: I am currently preparing two 
exhibitions of the 100 feminist drawings I gathered: one in Austria 
and one in Brooklyn (I’ll send more information about all of this 
soon). The exhibition times overlap, and in some cases I will be 
working with facsimiles (digital prints), but of course that’s not ideal 
for the loss of materiality. Your drawing is one of the works that I 
would love to show in both places, and I was wondering if you would 
perhaps give me permission to use both versions of the drawing. 
I know that you weren’t quite satisfied with the first version, but I 
think that is is a really strong piece, and the ideas are all there. And 
I don’t know that a facsimile could work at all for your piece . . . So if 
you don’t object I’d love to show the first version in Austria, and the 
second one in Brooklyn. What do you think?

I hope all is well for you – 
X Ulrike

On March 20, 2012, at 2:05 AM, Moritz Mueller wrote:

Liebe Ulli

ja das war der Gedanke sich auf den Raster zu beziehen indem man 
mit den Ecken auf die gedachten Rasterschnittpunkte geht. (Das ist 
am Boden nicht sichtbar nur an der Unterteilung der Glasfassade, 
und in der Betonstruktur auch) So wie es gezeichnet ist, liegt der 
Teppich 45 Grad zum Raster, wie du siehst. Ich habe gefunden es 
folgt der Geometrie vom Raum, aber nicht deinen Regeln, weil der 
Rand unter den Lampen ist, und nicht daneben. Außerdem ist die 
Ecke zur Glasfassade nicht mehr im Raum sondern abgeschnitten; 
Deshalb ist es nicht so gut. 
Ich schicke noch eine Variante, in der du eine Möglichkeit siehst mit 
den Ecken auf dem Raster zu sein, aber dennoch nicht in 45 G. Das 
Problem hier ist, dass das hochgezogene Teppicheck kleiner wird. 
Ich finde deine Position viel besser, du hast eine sehr gute 
Dimension der Ecke erreicht. (Ich habe sie bemaßt.) 
Das was mir am Modellfoto gefallen hat, war der Abstand den das 
Eck zu Glasfassade hatte, im Plan kommt das Eck zum Bodenrand. 
Ich würde gerne mit dir sprechen was deine Vorgaben sind, um den 
Plan dann anzupassen. 
Jetzt gehe ich in zur Arbeit und bin am Abend erst später zuhause, 
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On April 3, 2012, at 3:46 PM, Dana Bishop-Root wrote:

Hello Ulrike!

Thank you for this incredibly thoughtful response. 
I think that the project embodies a set of powerful and important 
questions: and as dialogue, and in practice have the potential to 
confront problematics of art market, authorship and ownership. So 
thank you. I want to be clear: we really feel like the original drawing 
is part of the collection. 
If the frame makes it cumbersome and something that does not 
work with the rest of the collection - lets remove the frame. Both 
installation visions sound awesome. I love the idea of you as a holder. 
And your roll as author and producer of the project is very important. 
The project through a lens and its set of questions are no different 
than those we find ourselves asking when we look through materials 
at many holders of collections. Also, it brings to now, a present that 
makes singular authorship wobbly in the same way that when we look 
back over time at queer producers and or feminist producers and see 
overlaps of language, imagery and certainly ideas. 
I love what your project claims. It claims a muddled authorship. 
It creates a practice for each of us as authors- to share, not only 
amongst each other but also the celebration of the history of 
ideas we come from. It is important that we, who are interested in 
multiplicity and a practice rooted in queer theory find oursleves in 
situation after situation, where we can redefine authorship through 
our actions and choices. Relating to shared language.

Thanks Ulrike, 
Much love! 
Dana

On April 7, 2012, at 1:58 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear Herstory Inventory participants,

I have exciting news about your drawing and our collaborative 
project: A little while ago, at the end of February, Herstory 
Inventory grew to a little over 100 drawings, the goal that I had set for 
this collection of feminist drawings. 100 is many I thought, a crowd 
but not yet anonymous. A good sizeable party. And now this party of 
drawings is hitting the road! 
Herstory Inventory will be presented in two exhibitions this spring: 
the first opening on April 20 at the Kunsthaus Bregenz in Austria, 
the second at the Brooklyn Museum on June 28. Then, over the 
summer, I am planning to put together a publication, in time for a 
book release party in September. Of course each of you will receive 
a complimentary copy of the book. And it would be wonderful to see 
you at one (or ideally both) of these openings, and then again at the 
book party! Attached an image of the poster for the Bregenz show on 
which we included all the contributors names.  
As I have been making plans for the two installations, the relationship 
between this collaborative project and the institutions where the 
drawings will be on view has been informing my decisions. In 
both places I was invited to also use objects and art works from 

The news that both these objects are not available is also especially 
hard since they are both from the same category of objects grouped 
around “lily/flower,” originally perhaps the strongest category that 
now feels rather weak. Is there ANY way to renegotiate this with 
the Asian/Islamic curator, to win him or her over? Knowing that the 
Mayan Lily will be on view elsewhere in the museum during my show 
is actually nice, perhaps there is a possibility to make a link between 
my installation and the piece in Luce, just a few galleries away on the 
fifth floor (perhaps there could be a text that would send interested 
viewers to Luce to see the piece?), but if I understand correctly, the 
Persian Blue Iris would not be on view at all, and that is truly sad, 
and a heartbreaking loss for me.  
It would be great to talk on Monday, I will be in my studio and 
available from 2PM on. 

Best wishes, and have a good weekend, Ulrike

On March 25, 2012, at 3:00 AM, Moritz Mueller wrote:

Hallo Ulrike

ich habe deinen Entwurf noch einmal bemaßt, dass du dem Mann 
genau die position der Ecke und die Drehung angeben kannst.. dann 
wird es stimmen!

liebe Grüsse 
Moritz
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I’ve got to leave early and am running out the door. 
I understand completely the reason you selected the image that you 
did to represent the show. 
We will use it on the Exhibitions page on our website as the 
signature image. 
But for the Raw/Cooked page, where we can show up to three 
images, I hope you will consider letting use your image and the two 
others in the brochure that you gave to Tessa. 
Your exhibition challenges the concept of a “signature” image. 
But we have to work within the structure and want to show images 
that will catch the eyes of people who don’t know anything 
about the project. I know it might sound superficial, but colorful, 
legible images are very useful in this regard.

I’ll give you a call tomorrow. 
Thanks.

Best, 
Eugenie 

On April 12, 2012, at 9:40 AM, Eva Birkenstock wrote:

Pics

On April 12, 2012, at 6:32 AM, Eva Birkenstock wrote:

Ulrike,

Frau Lassnig gab ihrem Gemälde den fantastischen Titel “Einen 
Hund besitzen” (1975) 157x132cm.  
Einen Leuchttisch haben wir, suchen nur noch das Stromkabel. 
Tagebuch suche ich, wenn ich es nicht finde, bestelle ich es.

Bests 
Eva

On April 13, 2012, at 9:49 AM, Eva Birkenstock wrote:

last pics vor abreise 

the collection as part of the installation. In Austria, this will be an 
amazing Maria Lassnig painting from the Seventies (see attached), 
in Brooklyn I chose about 25 objects from the museum’s collection to 
be thematically grouped with the drawings. My working method has 
been experimental and speculative, and I am very curious to see it all 
come together and to hear what others – you! - will think. 
I have taken some liberties along the way: I had facsimiles made of 
about 35 of the drawings in order to be able to show them in Austria 
and Brooklyn simultaneously. For the Bregenz installation I am also 
working with a slide projection of details from individual drawings. I 
haven’t been able to discuss all of this with all of you, but I hope that 
you will be pleased by how your drawing will be presented as part of 
this larger project!

Some of you have asked about what will happen with the original 
drawings and where they will end up. To tell you the truth, I do not 
know yet. Ultimately I want for all 100 feminist drawings to stay 
together and to find a good home, but I have no concrete plans. (And 
yes, if there ever should be any offers for transactions that involve 
money I will of course let you know.) 
Please let me know if you can come to either of the openings! It 
would be lovely to see you. And thank you so much for being a part 
of Herstory Inventory – your contribution, trust, and enthusiasm are 
what makes all of this possible.

Sincerely, Ulrike

On April 10, 2012, at 5:07 PM, Eugenie Tsai wrote:

Hi Ulrike,
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A drawing of Medusa

Two hands with fingers forming a triangle

A vase with dead f lowers

Avenger bomb as a globe

A vagina encircled by a chain and two 
whips plus handcuffs, one part of which 
forms the O in “Outcasts”

Many women’s symbols interlocked in a 
square pattern

A woman in a police uniform holding a 
nightstick with a nail in it and standing over 
a man lying on the ground 

Pile of naked women intertwined in sexual 
poses

Two women’s symbols lying f lat on the 
ground next to one another

Two nude women with legs pointed out 
and holding rings so it looks like a double 
women’s symbol

A picture of a woman sitting at a desk, 
holding a quill pen, in front of an open 
journal with books in the background

Pink, black, and gray triangles

A building

Black & white hands reaching across a pink 
triangle

Upside-down pink triangle
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Mitra Wakil

Monica Jane Peck

Moyra Davey

MPA

Myriam Lanau 
 

Nancy Brooks Brody 

Nicole Eisenman

 
 

Onya Hogan-Finlay

 
Pam Lins

 
Patricia Reschenbach

 
 

R. H. Quaytman

 
 

Ricarda Denzer

Robert Bordo

Robin Hustle 

Sadie Benning

fläche ist fertig, wände auch . . .  
vsieht ziemlich gut aus alles . . . 

On Apr 17, 2012, at 6:17 PM, Ulrike wrote:

HERSTORY INVENTORY // Eröffnung / opening / Bregenz

Dear friends near and far -

the premiere of Herstory Inventory. 100 Feminist Drawings by 100 
Artists is opening at the Kunsthaus Bregenz (Austria) this coming 
Friday. For more detailed Information about the show and the 
program of related events on the weekend of May 5 and 6 please see 
below. It would be lovely to see you at one or both of the two dates 
if you are nearby at all!! And please forward this email to others who 
might be interested. 

My best, Ulrike

Attached: 
Press Release 
Plakat 
Announcement card 
Maria Lassnig: Einen Hund besitzen (1975) - this amazing 
painting will be part of the exhibition  
Ginger Brooks Takahashi and Dana Bishop-Root: A graphic of the 
Island of Lesbos with icons depicting different sites and tourist 
activities. - from Herstory Inventory, 2009-2012. 

= = = =

Ulrike Müller (b. in Vorarlberg, lives and works in New York) 
bases her work on conceptual practices to engage with the 
sociopolitical potential of artistic activity. A central interest is 
her exploration of the ambivalences of contemporary gender 
constructions beyond binary categorizations of identity such as 
man/woman, hetero/homo. In addition to drawing, painting, video, 
sound works, and performance, collaborations with other cultural 
producers are a focus of her practice. 
Her project Herstory Inventory presented for the first time at the 
KUB Arena has its point of departure in the Lesbian Herstory 
Archives, an independently organized archive in Brooklyn, New 
York, which seeks to document lesbian culture and history 
through publications and objects such as t-shirts, buttons, and 
flyers without nailing down the ephemeral nature of sub-cultural 
movements. While researching onsite Müller came across 
an inventory list of t-shirts compiled by an archive volunteer. 
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Originally produced as codes between members of a community, 
these t-shirts express desires and political opinions and alliances, 
sometimes humorously, sometimes angrily. Their translation into 
lines of poetic text that describe in loving detail the images and 
graphic elements of the t-shirts collected since the 1970s is what 
underpins the work Herstory Inventory presented on the ground 
floor of the Kunsthaus. 
The 5-channel audio installation of the same name goes back 
to a performative reading of the texts that Ulrike Müller gave 
together with the artists Nancy Brooks Brody, Emma Hedditch, 
Zoe Leonard, and MPA in 2009. In the exhibition space the 
voices generate new associations among the various slogans. At 
the same time, the work pays homage to a polyphonic range of 
activist positions in feminist history. 
In connection with this audio work Müller invited 100 
internationally known artists to translate the textual descriptions 
into new pictures. Her invitation to rethink images from the 
history of feminism turns the inventory of the Lesbian Herstory 
Archives into a source and reference point for a wealth of artistic 
designs. In a wide range of styles, formats, and approaches, the 
pictorial translations of the texts enact personal attitudes toward 
lesbian feminist imagery, confronting them with their queer 
feminist actualizations. Against the backdrop of the history of 
the movement, drawing becomes an act of political engagement 
with the historical insignia, symbols, and positions of US lesbian 
feminist discourse. 
The drawings are presented as part of an installation Müller 
developed specially for the KUB Arena. Alongside references 
to 1970s interiors, she has incorporated Maria Lassnig’s work 
“Einen Hund besitzen” (1975) from the KUB Collection into the 
exhibition. This self-portrait with German shepherd is an early 
example of Lassnig’s animal pictures that have kept appearing in 
her work since her stay in New York from 1968 to 1980. 
The honey-yellow surface that spreads over the KUB Arena 
architecture opens a space in which individual and collective, 
artistic and curatorial, contemporary and past gestures 
interweave, challenging us to think creative action also in relation 
to sociopolitical issues. In Herstory Inventory, a project that 
impressively breaks down the traditional distinction between 
group and solo exhibitions, Ulrike Müller uses the archive as a 
catalyst for new artistic works. The historical starting points of 
the translations of the objects described in the archive collection 
are not something unambiguous and absolute here, but rather 
are versatile, adaptable points of reference that extend into the 
present. 
The following events will take place in conjunction with the 
exhibition: 

Saturday, May 5th 
6pm film screening “Community Action Center” (A.K. Burns, A.L. 
Steiner)

Sunday, May 6th 
3pm talk Ulrike Müller 
4pm talk Johanna Schaffer 
5pm talk Ann Cvetchovic
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I’m psyched for your show! Good luck!!

I must tell you i really object to one thing i read in this bio about you 
for your show: the first line—“Ulrike Müller (b. in Vorarlberg, lives 
and works in New York) bases her work on conceptual practices to 
engage with the sociopolitical potential of artistic activity. ” 
Do you really describe yourself so?

I find it depressingly normative, and orthodox! I think it should say 
you are a person who makes art—paintings!!!!

Xxxxx lots of love 
A

On April 18, 2012, at 6:49 AM, Linda Bilda wrote:

Liebe Ulrike

danke für Einladung und alles!

Wollte nur sagen: meine Zeichnung ist nicht feministisch.

Als Adjektiv gebraucht wüßte ich auch gar nicht genau, was das 
heißen soll.

Du hast mich damals gefragt für ein feministisches Projekt sammelst 
du Zeichnungen (fem. Projekt ist klar)

Du verstehst was ich meine: das Labeln ivon Kunstwerken st aus 
verschiedenen Gründen problematisch. Und meinen perönlichen 
Ansatz zum Thema Feminismus (siehe Zeichnung attached) kennst 
du ja.

On April 16, 2012, at 7:32 AM, Johanna Schaffer wrote:

Liebe Ulrike, liebe Eva Birkenstock

nun scheint es ja doch zu klappen—herzlichen Dank Dir/Ihnen fürs 
Insistieren, ich freu mich sehr darauf, die Ausstellung und auch den 
Film am abend vorher zu sehen (fangt vielleicht nicht zu früh an mit 
dem screening, ich komm erst gegen 8 am Samstag abend glaub ich 
in B an . . . )

Ich schreibe gerade an einem Text, der nach meinem Buch 
‘Ambivalenzen d S’ ansetzt, und eine Bewegung bezweifelt, die 
‘Unsichtbarkeit’, wie sie z.B. im Zusammenhang mit Theorien der 
Autonomie der Migration gerade propagiert wird, positiv besetzt. 
Um statt dessen ‘Formlosigkeit’ als queere Bewegung ins Spiel zu 
bringen. Den bringe ich nach Bregenz mit, wenn Euch/Ihnen das 
passt—ich vermute, es geht ja um einen kleinen Vortrag, richtig? 
Sind 30 - 40 min ok? 
Schön wär, ich könnte mich genauer auf die Bilder, die Du, Ulrike, 
zusammen gesammelt hast, beziehen (die vielleicht sogar noch mal 
zum Teil kurz an die Wand beamen?)—dazu brauch ich sie allerdings 
größer (auch um sie selbst besser anschauen zu können)—wär das 
möglich? könntest Du mir einen Teil z.B. über Dropbox zur verfügung 
stellen?

Liebe Grüße aus Wien 
Johanna

On April 17, 2012, at 8:35 PM, Yvonne Rainer wrote:

Hi Ulrike: Congratulations on the Kunsthaus Bregenz show. It follows 
mine, which is about to be installed at the Ludwig in Koln. I enjoyed 
Bregenz, especially the huge Marat in the bathtub on the lake.

It looks like I’ll be in Koln for my opening and won’t be able to see 
your show. Break a leg.

Yvonne

On April 17, 2012, at 9:20 PM, Amy Sillman wrote:

Hi!!!
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On May 14, 2012 at 6:41 PM, Ulrike wrote to Lance TK:

Hi Lance, 

Tessa told me that you need to know the color for the wall painting 
this week. 
The two Benjamin Moore hues I have been considering are: 
2116-20 (vintage wine) 
HC-64 (townsend harbor brown)

From what you told me about coverage in the last meeting I 
understand that the “vintage wine” would be too difficult to paint - 
right? What about the other hue? Not sure what “HC” stands for, but 
hoping it might be something like “high coverage” . . . ah no, just 
googled it, and it’s a “historical color.” Anyway, please let me know if 
the “townsend harbor brown” can work, otherwise I need to schedule 
another trip to the paint store before our meeting on Friday. Or do you 
happen to have a set of Benjamin Moore paint chips at the museum?

All the best, Ulrike

On May 18, 2012, at 3:49 PM, Corrine Fitzpatrick wrote:

Hello Lauren and Ulrike,

Here is the draft complete with the lead-in info. I apologize again for 
the slowness with which I write. 

All best, 
Corrine

Ulrike Müller is an Austrian-born, New York–based artist whose work investigates form as a 

mode of critical engagement. In 2007, Müller found an inventory list describing a collection of  

feminist T-shirts at the Lesbian Herstory Archives in Park Slope, Brooklyn. She distributed  

individual image descriptions from this list to 100 artists, inviting them to translate the texts into  

drawings. The result, Herstory Inventory: 100 Feminist Drawings by 100 Artists, is a  

collaborative rethinking of the queer, feminist archive. The project’s debut exhibition is at the  

Kunsthaus Bregenz in Austria through June 24; it will return to New York for a reconfiguration at  

the Brooklyn Museum that opens on June 29. 

IN FEBRUARY I went to Bregenz to see the space, and I realized that this show was going to be 

a challenge architecturally, institutionally, socially, and personally. I had to find my own position 

vis-à-vis my history of the place, my experience returning there, but also my familiarity with it. I  

do translation work and this was the biggest translation job I had ever been confronted with: to 

bring so many people with me, not in person but with their drawings, which are so much a record 

of a hand—of a mind thinking and a body moving, and one’s own subjectivity responding to a 

past that is a history sought out.

I was thinking about queerness, visibility, and absence. I wanted for the space to be a 

queer and social space, but at the same time I couldn’t assume there would be a presence of queer 

bodies or a familiarity with queerness as an idea, or an experience. What is a queer space without 

queer bodies? How could questions of social norms be activated in a space that could also 

possibly address bodies that don’t think of themselves as outside of norms? It was also important 

to consider language. I think for the whole project, making a claim and then using that to propel 

things forward has been an important strategy. The subtitle, “100 Feminist Drawings by 100 

Artists,” intends to produce questions, to provoke. In some ways the whole installation, or my 

work in general, aims to spatialize problems and questions as something that can then be related 

to or talked about. That question of language, of what adjective to use and what to attach the 

adjective to, has so much to do with queerness.

I decided to create a more intimate space within the very cool monumentality of the 

museum, which is built onto a grid. I inscribed into the footprint of the square building a yellow 

rectangular floor that turned out of the grid and pushed up onto the wall creating a triangle, like a 

sheet of paper with one corner folded up. I thought of this 1,500-square-foot yellow floor as a 

painting space that came out of my own formal sensibility and vocabulary. To go really big with 

that was very exciting. There are four freestanding movable walls covered with 1970s-era 

wallpaper, playing with certain feminist tropes of domesticity. There are thirty-five drawings on 

the walls, partly originals and partly facsimiles. There is a table in the space where some are in 

printed reproduction and all one hundred are on an iPad slide show. There is a slide projector with 

details that I photographed and a five-channel audio installation of multiple voices calling out the 

inventory of T-shirt descriptions. The recorded voice is such a particular thing that is of the body 

without the body being present. It makes me think about the T-shirts in the archive as something 

that’s intended for a body but that body’s not there. A body trace.

The institution invited me to make a connection to local histories. I did research around 

the history of homosexuality in the region, but all that produced were records of repression, and I 

was looking for a more celebratory approach. The result of that investigation was one painting by 

Maria Lassnig that I found in the collection of the Kunsthaus, from 1975. It’s one of her first self-

portraits with animals and she made it during her time in New York. That’s the only piece that 

went directly onto the concrete walls of the institution, facing the temporary walls with the 

drawings. It seemed a good way to open up conversation about feminism and imagemaking and 

politics.

On April 18, 2012, at 1:36 PM, Nancy Brody wrote:

congratulations ulrike ! 
its sounds great and i hope its going well there how wonderful that 
ann cvetchovic will be speaking i am wishing i could be there - 
please say hello for me 
i didnt know you were installing the audio piece - its pretty great that 
something we did live could translate so effectively into the recorded 
- i still think about hearing /seeing it that evening installed out on / in 
the plaza at the hispanic society . . .  
reading about the exhibition makes me very excited that i will get to 
see all the drawings up in brooklyn

thanks so much for keeping us posted on the project

see you soon 
b

On Apr 23, 2012, at 7:11 PM, Saskia Scheffer wrote:

Hi Ulrike

I realized that we have not spoken since our meeting at the archives. 
I’d like to talk about picking shirts for the archives’ chapter in the 
book, and perhaps about how to create a new shirt. I talked about the 
project at the meeting, few people were there, and I am fairly sure 
that if we are to do something I am the one doing it. (Everybody is 
enthusiastic but working on their own projects.) 
So lets talk!

best 
Saskia

On May 11, 2012, at 8:50 AM, Corrine Fitzpatrick wrote:

Ulrike! Hello, and welcome back. I was thrilled to be asked to 
interview you for Artforum. I haven’t heard a final Go yet from Lauren 
O’Neill Butler (she had cc’d me on her recent email to you), but I 
wanted to get the ball rolling as this will be coming together fairly fast.

. . . If there is anything on line or email-able about the project that 
you’d like to send me so I can further familiarize myself, please do. I 
can start taking a look later today. . . . 

All best, 
Corrine
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On May 29, 2012, at 7:55 PM, Sam Miller wrote:

yellow colored pencil, white house paint.! 
see you thurs.  
x

On June 5, 2012, at 11:01 AM, Tessa Hite wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

Thanks for the chats. 

I honestly think it will get too confusing to have the museum objects 
on the drawing list as well. The museum objects will have Museum 
tombstones. Perhaps there is another indicator we can use to denote 
the category. Let me look into it with Interpretive Materials and Design.

~Tessa

On June 8, 2012, at 7:29 PM, Saskia Scheffer wrote:

Hi Ulrike

It is really important to me that our statement really reflects the 
archives appropriately. We have a varied set of coordinators with 
complicated politics. 
Lets be in touch about what our statement should say.. okay? 
Thanks 
Saskia

On June 8, 2012, at 8:16 PM, Saskia Scheffer wrote:

Here

On May 23, 2012 at 4:40 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear Robin, dear Brody,

how are you? I’m working away, mounting drawings and making 
decisions for the Herstory Inventory exhibition that opens at the 
Brooklyn Museum on June 28. It’s fun to see it all come together. I 
sure hope that you can come to the opening?!

I wanted to show it to you the collage below, which I made for the 
exhibition announcement using your drawing. The collage is the result 
of a lengthy process with the museum about what images to use to 
announce the show. I’ll spare you the details, but I thought that a 
composite image incorporating images of museum objects that will 
also be in the show would be better than choosing one single drawing 
out of 100. In addition to your two drawings I used a Lucy Martin 
Lewis ceramic, an Alma Thomas water color, and a Fante flag for a 
woman chief. I know that I’m taking liberties here, and I sincerely 
hope that you are ok with this use of your drawing?! Please let me 
know if this doesn’t work for you, or if you have any questions—

from the studio with love, XX Ulrike

Ulrike Müller is an Austrian-born, New York–based artist whose work investigates form as a 

mode of critical engagement. In 2007, Müller found an inventory list describing a collection of  

feminist T-shirts at the Lesbian Herstory Archives in Park Slope, Brooklyn. She distributed  

individual image descriptions from this list to 100 artists, inviting them to translate the texts into  

drawings. The result, Herstory Inventory: 100 Feminist Drawings by 100 Artists, is a  

collaborative rethinking of the queer, feminist archive. The project’s debut exhibition is at the  

Kunsthaus Bregenz in Austria through June 24; it will return to New York for a reconfiguration at  

the Brooklyn Museum that opens on June 29. 

IN FEBRUARY I went to Bregenz to see the space, and I realized that this show was going to be 

a challenge architecturally, institutionally, socially, and personally. I had to find my own position 

vis-à-vis my history of the place, my experience returning there, but also my familiarity with it. I  

do translation work and this was the biggest translation job I had ever been confronted with: to 

bring so many people with me, not in person but with their drawings, which are so much a record 

of a hand—of a mind thinking and a body moving, and one’s own subjectivity responding to a 

past that is a history sought out.

I was thinking about queerness, visibility, and absence. I wanted for the space to be a 

queer and social space, but at the same time I couldn’t assume there would be a presence of queer 

bodies or a familiarity with queerness as an idea, or an experience. What is a queer space without 

queer bodies? How could questions of social norms be activated in a space that could also 

possibly address bodies that don’t think of themselves as outside of norms? It was also important 

to consider language. I think for the whole project, making a claim and then using that to propel 

things forward has been an important strategy. The subtitle, “100 Feminist Drawings by 100 

Artists,” intends to produce questions, to provoke. In some ways the whole installation, or my 

work in general, aims to spatialize problems and questions as something that can then be related 

to or talked about. That question of language, of what adjective to use and what to attach the 

adjective to, has so much to do with queerness.

I decided to create a more intimate space within the very cool monumentality of the 

museum, which is built onto a grid. I inscribed into the footprint of the square building a yellow 

rectangular floor that turned out of the grid and pushed up onto the wall creating a triangle, like a 

sheet of paper with one corner folded up. I thought of this 1,500-square-foot yellow floor as a 

painting space that came out of my own formal sensibility and vocabulary. To go really big with 

that was very exciting. There are four freestanding movable walls covered with 1970s-era 

wallpaper, playing with certain feminist tropes of domesticity. There are thirty-five drawings on 

the walls, partly originals and partly facsimiles. There is a table in the space where some are in 

printed reproduction and all one hundred are on an iPad slide show. There is a slide projector with 

details that I photographed and a five-channel audio installation of multiple voices calling out the 

inventory of T-shirt descriptions. The recorded voice is such a particular thing that is of the body 

without the body being present. It makes me think about the T-shirts in the archive as something 

that’s intended for a body but that body’s not there. A body trace.

The institution invited me to make a connection to local histories. I did research around 

the history of homosexuality in the region, but all that produced were records of repression, and I 

was looking for a more celebratory approach. The result of that investigation was one painting by 

Maria Lassnig that I found in the collection of the Kunsthaus, from 1975. It’s one of her first self-

portraits with animals and she made it during her time in New York. That’s the only piece that 

went directly onto the concrete walls of the institution, facing the temporary walls with the 

drawings. It seemed a good way to open up conversation about feminism and imagemaking and 

politics.
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On June 14, 2012 2:43 PM, Ulrike wrote to Sam Miller::

Hi Sam, I’m super excited that you agreed to contribute a music mix 
for the party after the Brooklyn Museum opening on June 28, and I 
thought I’d follow up with a quick email to make things . . . official, I 
guess. To reiterate: I’ve made party arrangements with Washington 
Commons, a bar with a nice outdoor patio a couple of blocks from 
the Museum. They will be open to their regular patrons but are 
giving us happy hour prices and have agreed to play “our” music that 
night. According to the bar’s manager the only rules are: no house 
or techno beats and no Top 40 hits (which is a little regrettable). The 
task now is to put something together that loosely responds to the 
theme of the night, which could be summed up as lesbian feminism 
and queer lives (and can be taken into many directions from there). 
Same motto as with the drawings: Let run feminist imagination run 
wild!! I am so looking forward to your sonic contribution for this 
special night and will of course also list you in the party invite, which 
I’m planning to send out sometime next week. XX Ulrike

On June 18, 2012, at 10:53 AM, Tessa Hite wrote:

Please see proofs of chats.  
They thought the category title flowers (irises and Lilies) was 
confusing because only mention lily in text. So suggested more clear 
if use only flower as category heading. 

Please confirm ASAP 

On June 11, 2012, at 10:28 PM, Saskia Scheffer wrote:

Hi Ulrike

I forwarded the announcement to three friends for comments. Just 
want to be careful as I feel that some of the archives people feel 
insufficiently informed. Joan (Nestle) had absolutely no concerns, 
loves it, and wishes she could be there . . . 

If we want to have some wine at the archives afterwards, can that be 
budgeted?

I’ll know more about my schedule tomorrow.

Talk soon 
Saskia

On June 12, 2012, at 8:40 PM, Iris Andraschek wrote:

Hi Ulli, 

vielen Dank fuer die Hinweise auf die Einladungen, leider habe ich 
es weder nach Bregenz noch nach Brooklyn geschafft, obwohl ich 
beide Male zumindest am gleichen Kontinent war\bin. Es hat Spass 
gemacht Teil Deines Superprojekts zu sein!! 
Ich hatte sogar mal mit Patrizia telefoniert, wegen einer eventuellen 
gemeinsamen Fahrt nach Bregenz, das hat sich dann aber wegen 
beiderseitigem Zeitmangel zerschlagen. Momentan bin ich in 
Kalifornien auf einer Residency, aber NYC war einfach doch zu weit 
um schnell mal zu kommen. 
Haettest Du mal das eine oder andere Foto von den Ausstellungen, 
wuerde mich sehr interessieren und freuen etwas zu sehen. 
Was den Verbleib meiner Arbeit betrifft, koennte ich mir vorstellen, 
dass sie solange Bei Dir bleibt, solange Dein Projekt laeuft, bzw. 
wenn es in naechster Zeit noch Praesentationen gibt. Dann haette 
ich sie gerne wieder zurueck.

Sei lieb gegruesst 
Iris
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Matthew Lutz-Kinoy, Michaela Mélian, Michele Araujo, Michelle 
Dizon, Mitra Wakil, Monica Jane Peck, Moyra Davey, MPA, 
Myriam Lanau, Nancy Brooks Brody, Nicole Eisenman, Onya 
Hogan-Finlay, Pam Lins, Patricia Reschenbach, R. H. Quaytman, 
Ricarda Denzer, Robert Bordo, Robin Hustle, Sadie Benning, 
Sam Miller, Samara Davis, Shelly Silver, Simone Bader, Sowon 
Kwon, Tara Mateik, Taylor Davis, Terrilynn Quick, Therese Roth, 
Travis Boyer, Ulrike Müller, Wolfgang Mayer, Wynne Greenwood, 
Xylor Jane, and Zoe Leonard.

On June 26, 2012, at 3:29 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear Herstory Inventory participants -

I just finished installing all your drawings at the Brooklyn Museum 
this morning. It’s been an exciting and rewarding process with many 
great conversations among the pieces and some fun surprises. And 
then yesterday, when the museum objects came out of storage to 
meet the drawings in the galleries, the sparks went flying! Installing 
the drawings together with groups of museum objects feels like an 
experimental and speculative move, and I’m very interested in what 
your responses will be: I very much hope that you can come see the 
show!!

The exhibition opening is THURSDAY this week: June 28, from 6:30-
8:30 at the Museum. After that, we’ll go to Washington Commons, a 
bar in easy walking distance to hang out and celebrate. Sam Miller 
and Michael O’Neill have put together great music mixes, and the 
museum will buy a first round of beers. 

I also have a free museum pass for each of you to go see the show 
while it’s up this summer. I’ll bring the passes on Thursday, or, if you 
can’t make it to the opening but would like to go see the show later 
send me your mailing address so I can put one in the mail for you. 
The exhibition will be on view until September 9. Also wanting to let 
you know that I am currently working on a closing weekend event 
together with the Lesbian Herstory Archives on Saturday, September 
8—we’re planning a parade through the park from the Museum to 
the Archives to return to the place where our collaborative project 
originated. 

Also, there are extra posters from the show at the Kunsthaus in 
Bregenz that they are sending to me. I thought you might want to 
have one, especially since everyone’s names are on it in what the 
designer called “emancipation lavender” (yes, there’s also my naked 
self as photographed by AL Steiner in the background). Let me know 
if you want that. Again, I can put one in the mail to you (folded), or if 
you prefer an uncreased poster you could pick one up from me.

So much for now. As always, I welcome your questions and will keep 
you posted on all further developments!

Hoping to see many of you on Thursday—

X Ulrike

On June 25, 2012, at 5:26 PM, Eugenie Tsai wrote:

Hi Ulrike, 
Sorry I missed you this afternoon. 
The fifth floor looks amazing! I see how you have put the drawings 
and objects in the cases in conversation. 
Thanks so much. Like the third floor too. You adjusted the axes. 
Congratulations! 
E

Am 25.06.2012 um 05:29 schrieb ulrike müller:

Hello, 

I’m writing to tell you that Herstory Inventory, the collaborative 
feminist drawing project that I’ve been organizing over the past 
several years, is opening at the Brooklyn Museum this coming 
Thursday, June 28. On view will be all 100 drawings by 100 artists, 
together with groups of objects from the Museum’s collection. You’re 
cordially invited to the opening reception at the Museum, followed 
by an after party in easy walking distance - details below. Feel free 
to forward this invite to others who might be interested, and to bring 
your friends! 

Hope to see you there, Ulrike

= = = = = = =

EXHIBITION OPENING 
Thursday, June 28 
6:30 - 8:30 PM, Brooklyn Museum 
RSVP to special.events@brooklynmuseum.org

PARTY 
Washington Commons, corner of Washington Ave. and Park Pl. 
Music mixes by Sam Miller and Michael O’Neill

HERSTORY INVENTORY ARTISTS: A. K. Burns, A. L. Steiner, 
Adriana Minoliti, Alhena Katsof, Allyson Mitchell, Amy Linton, 
Amy Sillman, Anni Viinikainen, B. E. Wiest, Barbara Eichhorn, 
Carola Dertnig, Carrie Yamaoka, Cauleen Smith, Celeste Dupuy-
Spencer, Chitra Ganesh, Chris Castillo, Cristina Gómez Barrio, 
Dawn Kasper, Dean Daderko, Edie Fake, Elke Krystufek, Emily 
Roysdon, Erika Vogt, Faith Wilding, Fiona Rukschcio, Fox Hysen, 
Gabriela Santiago, Georgia Sydney Lassner, Ginger Brooks 
Takahashi und Dana Bishop-Root, Gregg Bordowitz, Guadalupe 
Rosales, Hans Scheirl, Iris Andraschek, Jamie Chan, JD Samson, 
Jennifer Montgomery, Jibz Cameron, Jocelyn Davis, Johanna 
und Mona Gustavsson, Johanna Kirsch, Jonah Groeneboer, Joy 
Episalla, Julie Evanoff, K8 Hardy, Kate Huh, Katherine Hubbard, 
Kathleen Hanna, Keltie Ferris, Kim Kelly, Lee Maida, Lee Relvas, 
Leidy Churchman, Leigh Ruple, Lily Benson, Linda Bilda, Linda 
Stillman, Lisa Ulik, Louise Fishman, Lovett & Codagnone, 
Lucy Dodd, Malin Arnell, Marget Long, Maria Gafarova, Mariah 
Garnett, Marie-Thérèse Escribano, Marlene McCarty, Math Bass, 
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On July 15, 2012 at 11:16 PM, Ulrike Müller wrote to Jess Wilcox:  

Hi Jess, 

I heard back from Ann Cvetkovich and she’s available to come to 
NYC for an event on September 8. I’m super happy with this plan! 
I told Ann that we still have some time to develop the format for the 
event—a gallery talk? a tour? a dialog with me as you suggest? 
For now, it would be great if you could get in touch with her with an 
official invite from the museum, just to make sure she puts the event 
in her schedule. The date is confirmed with Saskia also, she will put 
the reception at the archives in their event calendar for September 
8—should we say 6-8 PM? Then we could start at the museum at 3:30 
as you suggest and leave enough time for the walk through the park. 

Thanks for the announcement text! I would suggest calling the event a 
“Gallery Talk,” and I like the “off-site excursion.” Here’s my proposal:

On the closing day of the Brooklyn Museum’s exhibition Herstory 
Inventory. 100 Feminist Drawings by 100 Artists join us for a gallery 
talk by scholar, Ann Cvetkovich on the topic of queer archives. Then 
walk with us across Prospect Park to a reception at the Lesbian 
Herstory Archives, where the idea for this show first took form. 

(We should not announce a tour of the archives, this might be more 
than they can take on).

Hope this makes sense!

All the best, Ulrike

On Jun 29, 2012, at 12:40 PM, Eva Birkenstock wrote:

liebe ulrike,

längst wollte ich mich melden, dir meine pläne mitteilen etc, aber es 
ging wieder schlag auf schlag. bin in nairobi bis sonntag, dann schon 
wieder die nächste eröffnung. wild institutions. vor abreise habe 
ich mich noch von unserer ausstellung verabschiedet, weil sie bei 
meiner rückkehr schon abgebaut ist. ich habe auch noch eine gruppe 
von “die grünen andersrum” und der “amazonen” durchgeführt. wir 
hatten vorab mit zweien von denen ein treffen und noch schnell am 
tag vor meiner abreise den gemeinsamen durchgang verabredet. es 
war gut, interessante gespräche, gutes feedback. 

On June 26, 2012, at 3:48 PM, Ulrike wrote to Iris Andraschek:

Liebe Iris, 

danke für dein Mail. Wir haben heute morgen die Ausstellung im 
Brooklyn Museum fertig aufgebaut, jetzt freue ich mich auf eine 
kleine Pause vor der Eröffnung am Donnerstag. Schade, dass du 
nicht mit dabei sein kannst! Deine Arbeit sieht toll aus und liefert 
einen wichtigen Beitrag zu dem Projekt. Ich habe zwei Fotoalben vom 
Aufbau auf Facebook gestellt, mit Installationsansichten wird’s noch 
ein bisschen dauern, aber ich schicke dir dann gerne auch diese. 

Was deine Arbeit betrifft, hatte ich eigentlich gehofft, dass du sie 
mir für das Projekt überlassen würdest: es ist Teil des Vorhabens, 
einen guten permanenten Ort für alle 100 Zeichnungen zu finden, 
auch wenn es bisher diesbezüglich noch keine konkreten Pläne gibt. 
Vielleicht habe ich diesen Aspekt in meinen Emails an dich bisher 
nicht klar dargestellt. Wenn du dem nicht zustimmen möchtest, 
würde ich vorschlagen, dass deine Arbeit direkt aus Bregenz an 
dich zurück geht, wo sie noch diese Woche ausgestellt ist. In 
Brooklyn zeige ich ein digitales Faksimile, wir haben dafür die 
Arbeit abfotografiert und auf Fotopapier gedruckt. Mit freiem Auge 
ist der Druck vom Original kaum zu unterscheiden, vor allem im 
gerahmten Zustand. Lass mich also bitte wissen, ob du mit dieser 
Arbeit weiterhin Teil dieses - zugegebenermaßen experimentellen und 
offenen - Projekts sein möchtest? Ich hoffe es. 

Herzliche Grüße, Ulrike
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Saskia, my collaborator at the archives, set up a Flickr album with 
a first fast and very rough cut that she and I made looking through 
the t-shirt collection, and I wanted to get your opinion to help select 
about 5 shirts for reprinting. Please take a look and pick the 5 shirts 
that you think would be good to put out - if you sign into Flickr you 
can comment there, or you could also just send me a list. I’m hugely 
grateful for your input, and hope that you will find this task enjoyable! 
(as you will see, the photos are not of shirts directly, but of b/w 
xeroxes, just because that’s how they’re documented for easy access 
at the archives.). . . 

Looking forward to hearing from you - - - 

XX Ulrike

insgesamt ist die resonanz eh sehr gut gewesen, der raum war 
sehr einladend und stets hielten sich leute dort auf. und ich bin 
auch immer noch sehr glücklich über das projekt und unsere 
zusammenarbeit. danke!

ganz schön, dass mit dem enden der einen, die andere in brooklyn 
eröffnet, geht immer weiter. sehr sehr gern wäre ich da, aber leider 
ging es sich nicht aus, werde jedoch versuchen während der laufzeit 
zu kommen. wir können ja nach der eröffnung nochmals zeiten und 
pläne austauschen. 

oh wollte noch viel mehr schreiben, jetzt kommen bereits gäste zum 
abschiedsessen. 
morgen mehr, dir aber einen fantastischen abend!!! 
rock it! was ich sah, sah sehr toll aus.

sehr herzlich 
eva

On July 17, 2012, at 10:25 AM, Ginger Brooks Takahashi wrote:

Hi Ulrike

Great catching up with you too! 
Dana and I looked at some of the shirts last night and a few initial 
ideas came to mind. First is a technical note—in using water-based 
inks, the best looking prints we can produce are dark color inks on 
lighter shirts. So for example doing a black tee shirt with a white print 
is not really in our capacity. . . .  
And a thought on the graphics—it is important to us to consider 
reprinting images that are gender inclusive and not only woman-
centric. Clearly this collection is a celebration of lesbian identity and 
I think it is possible to reflect the changes in radical gender politics 
to celebrate the dyke, the lesbian, the queer. 
Maybe we can each pick five favorite graphics to share with one 
another? 
I’m excited to work on this project with you!

Ginger

On July 19, 2012, at 3:05 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear Nicole and K8 -

as I mentioned to both of you a little while ago, I would like to draft 
you and your expertise for a spin-off project from the Herstory 
Inventory drawings: I’m working with the Lesbian Herstory Archives 
on a selection of historical shirts from the collection to be re-editoned 
- and the big question is: WHICH ONES? The shirts are meant to 
also work a fundraising tool for the archives, which means they need 
to be wearable and make sense in terms of politics and sensibilities 
in the contemporary moment. What YOU would want to wear and see 
on others is be a good thing to ask. 
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Coyote heads in a circle, coyote howling

Two hanging plants with the symbol for 
woman between them

Woman in dress with work shoes on 
smoking a cigarette, holding a f lügelhorn 
and wearing a helmet sitting on a cloud

Woman with arm in the air with clenched 
fist

“Don’t Panic” logo

Seahorse

A lightning bolt going through the second 
“A” in Amazon

Labia and vagina

Inverted triangle with rooster

Dancing triangles

Abstract design with clitoris in the center

Profiles of two faces with tongues touching

Two faces surrounded by TV sets

Five cats; four pink, one black

An iris
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Sam Miller

Samara Davis 

Shelly Silver

 
 

Simone Bader 

Sowon Kwon

Tara Mateik

Taylor Davis

 
Terrilynn Quick

Therese Roth

Travis Boyer

Ulrike Müller

Wolfgang Mayer

Wynne Greenwood

Xylor Jane

Zoe Leonard

On July 23, 2012, at 10:38 PM, Saskia Scheffer wrote:

Hi Ulrike

Lets make a plan to talk about how to go about selecting images. I do 
not know who is looking at the set and I do not know if there are no 
comments or if there is no possibility to make comments.

It would be nice to have just a little bit of a conversation about how to 
think about selecting, do we just go for personal taste? do we want to 
point at something? do we want to attract a certain audience? or two 
or three? . . . 

Best 
Saskia 

On July 23, 2012, at 2:32 PM, K8 Hardy wrote:

OK! 
My top nomination for reproduction is the Lavendar Menace T-shirt 
because the act of wearing those t-shirts was so herstorically 
important to the feminist struggle, and women walked into a NOW 
meeting with them on and refused to be left out of the women’s 
movement. so that’s great. #1475 
And I also love the Heresies shirt, but that may be my personal bias.

On August 7, 2012 at 10:06 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear Ginger and Dana,

thanks for checking in with me about the t-shirt project earlier today. 
I just started looking at the images and formulating some thoughts 
toward a decision about which shirts to pick for the re-edition. It’s 
such a profound gesture, and the act of making a selection becomes 
super meaningful. I already asked K8 and Nicole about their five 
faves and added that information to the flickr-album, and Saskia from 
the Archives has been commenting on shirts also. Would you be 
interested in joining and marking shirts that you think would be good 
ones for the re-edition? Picking about five each that you would like to 
see reprinted seems great, but feel free to also add your thoughts in 
other places. . . .  
What you said in your last email about gender inclusive images is a 
super important thing to have in mind. The other thing that strikes 
me is that there is a value judgement in making a decision, as in 
one thing is more noteworthy, more important to remember, or simply 
“better” than others. I don’t think that this sense of making history 
while looking at history should hold us back, it’s just another thing to 
have in mind. 
Looking forward to hearing your thoughts! I’m trying to meet up with 
Saskia later this week and will be in touch about production as soon 
as I know more -

XX Ulrike
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On August 9, 2012 at 12:42 PM, Ulrike wrote to Saskia Scheffer:

Dear Saskia, . . . Perhaps there’s a way to aesthetically indicate that 
this is a re-edition and not historical shirts? I’m thinking of the binders 
at the archives, and how the b/w photocopies indicate a sense of 
both distance and care, but not sure this is the solution. I think all the 
decisions we make have to be deliberate while obviously also being 
affordable. With this in mind, I’m not sure if printing on the discount 
white and lavender shirts is the best way to go about our project. 
Are those the American Apparel shirts with raglan sleeves that 
have a white body and lavender arms, modeled after College sports 
shirts? I’m not sure that would be right for us, an, personally, I would 
not want to wear one of those. With all of these things to discuss, 
I wonder if we should meet a little earlier on Sunday and plan in a 
dinner break? It sounds like we’ll be busy for quite a while. I can also 
work late, but realize that this might not be an option for you.

My best, Ulrike

On August 10, 2012 at 1:25 PM, Ulrike wrote to Saskia Scheffer:

Saskia, I’ve been thinking about t-shirts and making a selection, and 
I’m realizing that I stumble over the question of what our relationship 
to the designs we pick actually is: Do we admire the designs we 
choose for their historical importance (along those lines we could 
pick almost every single shirt)? Or because they productively 
resonate with contemporary feminist concerns and lesbian/queer 
politics (that filter produces a small and rather odd selection)? 
It seems to be a very difficult puzzle to solve, and I find myself 
returning to a completely heretic thought: What if we used a selection 
of images from the Herstory drawings for the t-shirts instead of re-
printing historical designs from the archives? That way, we would 
continue the conversation about history in the making that starts from 
the archives and the t-shirt collection, while also expanding it into the 
present. Along those lines, we could skip a lot of problems, in terms 
of copyright (I know the artists and could get permission) but also 
larger issues around repeating images and politics of the past and 
what that might mean today. I’m a bit worried that you might not like 
this idea at all, but wanted to at least share it . . . obviously we can 
talk more on Sunday. All the best, Ulrike

On August 10, 2012, at 1:33 PM, Saskia Scheffer wrote:

In our first conversation about this we talked about coming up with a 
totally new design. Something fierce, not cute.

On August 11, 2012, at 6:16 PM, yes wrote:

Ulrike: These are my thoughts on the shirt selections and how they 
can be inclusive of now and many. And honor our thierstories. 

XXXXXXXXXDana 
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On August 22, 2012, at 9:05 PM, Ulrike wrote to Jess Wilcox [?]:

Dear Jess,

Thanks for writing, that all sounds great. 

I understand about the Museum’s editing process. Would you pass 
the edits on to me once you have them? I would love to see the text 
before it gets sent out. Saskia and I are also working on an email 
invite to be sent out over the Archives list and came up with some 
additional language that I can provide if need be. 

I think it would be nice to have the entire talk take place in 
the galleries, but I would like to check in with Ann about this. 
Perhaps she would rather start in a more formal lecture setting, 
which would make sense if she wanted to show images or has any 
other ideas that require a setup that we won’t have in the galleries. 
When I spoke with Ann the other day we both liked the idea of a 
walk-though or guided tour. Meeting in the lobby would fit in with 
that, but let’s wait to hear from Ann before making this decision. I’m 
cc-ing her on this email so she can weigh in. 

Saskia and I took an announcement image today at the Archives - 
see attached. It shows one of the t-shirts from the LHA collection that 
will be part of our re-edition. I hope you’ll like this image as much as 
I do! Please include this photo credit: Saskia Scheffer. . . . 

Great to be working with you, and looking forward to making this 
event happen - - 

my best, Ulrike

On August 23, 2012 at 4:13 PM, Ulrike wrote to Emma Hedditch:

Hi Emma,

1490, 1464, - I think these are good because they are signifier s 
that are of a historical but also way before that moment and can be 
redefined again and again for who are the bodies that own it.

1492 - Outcasts - The vagina is still a social outcast and it is still 
political. No matter what kind of body you live in. But then there is 
also this whole other edge to it that is so good. 

IMG_1475 - Lavender Menace: is dated as a historical moment, so 
therefor can be inclusive to a politic of now, encouraging of making a 
choice to become visible. The printing of this one is what could make 
it awesome. Purple on lavender just go for it. 

On August 12, 2012, at 7:15 PM, Ulrike Müller wrote to TK:

Re: six shirts
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xo 
sharon

On August 29, 2012, at 1:17 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Hello! I’m writing to tell you about the upcoming closing event for 
the exhibition of Herstory Inventory on Saturday, September 8. We’ll 
meet at 3:30 p.m. at the Brooklyn Museum for an exhibition tour with 
Ann Cvetkovich to then continue on for a reception at the Lesbian 
Herstory Archives, where this project originated. Details below, 
including the announcement of an exciting re-edition of some of the 
classic t-shirts in the Lesbian Herstory Archives’ collection. I hope to 
see you there!! Ulrike

= = = = = = =

HERSTORY INVENTORY: CLOSING EVENT 
Saturday, September 8, 2012 
Exhibition Tour with Ann Cvetkovich and Ulrike Müller @ Brooklyn 
Museum 3:30-5:00 p.m. 
Reception @ Lesbian Herstory Archives 6:00-8:00 p.m.

This event marks the closing weekend of Ulrike Müller’s 
exhibition Herstory Inventory: 100 Feminist Drawings by 100 
Artists. It begins at the Brooklyn Museum and moves on to the 
Lesbian Herstory Archives in Park Slope, physically engaging 
participants with the institutions that inspired the exhibition.At 
the Museum, women’s and gender studies scholar and writer 
Ann Cvetkovich will discuss the history and current state of LGBT 
counter-archives, including the Lesbian Herstory Archives, where 
the idea for Müller’s project first took form. The ensuing artist-
led tour will critically examine the exhibition in light of questions 
of visibility and representation. As they consider inventive acts 
of looking, image politics, and queer aesthetics, Cvetkovich 
and Müller will discuss some of the challenges to traditional 
notions of the museum, the archive, and the artist’s role posed 
by contemporary art practices engaging LGBT counter-archives.
Following the event at the Museum, attendees are invited to walk 
or take public transportation to the Lesbian Herstory Archives 
for a 6 p.m. reception that will offer a glimpse of the inspiration 
behind Herstory Inventory. During the reception a small selection 
of the original T-shirts will be on display, and there will be an 
opportunity to ask questions and continue the conversation 
about the Archives and the exhibition. Light refreshments will be 
served. 
A newly reprinted edition of T-shirts from the archive’s collection 
will be available at both institutions.

On September 4, 2012, at 10:32 AM, Ulrike wrote to Ann Cvetchovic:

Dear Ann,

it’s nice to hear from you! I’m in Braddock with Ginger and Dana, 

I hope that this message finds you well. Did you have time to 
think about my question about giving a toast at the reception at 
the Lesbian Herstory Archives on September 8? It would be super 
meaningful to have your contribution / voice as a part of this 
celebratory moment. As things stand, there will be one other toast 
by someone from the Archives, and of course we can talk more. I’m 
writing today because we’re putting together an email announcement 
that will go out over the Archives’ mailing list, so I wanted to follow 
up and see if this is something that you would take on, and that we 
could include in the announcement.

Crossing my fingers as I anticipate your response -

X Ulrike

On August 23, 2012, at 3:09 AM, Emma Hedditch wrote:

Hey Ulrike,

Sorry for delays and thanks for inviting me. I think at this point I am 
not sure about giving a speech since I think it would be easier for me 
to join some sort of discussion around the whole project. I would like 
to hear more from different people especially on the struggles and 
understanding of the LHA now, and what this space generates in the 
political imaginary and how people recognise it etc. Perhaps this can 
be a little speech, I am assuming there are going to be others, so in 
that sense maybe a dialogue forms across them, it would be great 
to read or hear Ann’s presentation from Bregenz if you have a copy. 
Thanks again for asking, and I will try to work on something, perhaps 
it’s something shortish and poetic. I am still in Kassel and not really 
online so much but will be more this week. 

Hope things are good x x Emma

On August 25, 2012, at 11:51 AM, Sharon Hayes wrote:

Ulrike,

Hello there. 
hope that you’re doing well and that your summer is restful, 
productive, exciting or however you prefer it! . . . 

I have a quick question about your closing event at the Brooklyn 
Museum. 
Brooke talked to Dana and heard that there will be a parade but we 
weren’t sure the exact date and time. 
I might (not sure!) try to organize a small informal conversation for 
the closing of my show at the Whitney which goes down the same 
day as your show . . . ..and I want to make sure I don’t conflict with 
the parade BECAUSE i am planning to be at the parade!

do you have a date and time for your closing events?
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The image description recognition 
Brings forced excitement, the image of our being near to each other 
Generative, trusting 
Small words, and, of, the 
Not being one place or another 
Defies previous understanding, and question, inclusion, attraction 
Often not knowing, knowing 
Approachable, exciting, complexed 
Thoughtful and not immediately recognised by one demographic 
This is temporal but not a test 
It is the death that keeps alive 
Imagination that we are talking about 
Not this or that person, but the encounter 
Possible histories and capacity in the present 
Changes something in our being, seen together 
Let live night 
Not capitalist relations from fear or scarcity 
Feeling this, the only possibility to go on and change

On September 27, 2012, at 11:55 AM, Taylor Davis wrote:

Hi Ulrike, 
I just took laundry out of the dry and was folding my FAVORITE 
new t-shirt a size small purple lavender menace, and my wife wiped 
a bleachy rag or something across the front. Orsomething. WOE! 
Bereft. 
Is there another I can buy? 
xxxTaylor

On October 9, 2012, at 3:54 PM, Eugenie Tsai wrote:

Hey Ulrike,

I’m back in the office after a brief illness and checked out the most 
recent issue of Artforum. It’s great!! Thanks for passing this along. I 
have to say that I miss seeing the drawings hanging neatly over the 
large colored shape on my way to the office. I miss seeing Dean’s rat 
when I go the third floor rest room. But that’s the way it is. 

All the best, 
Eugenie

On October 16, 2012, at 3:00 PM, Karen Kelly wrote:

Hi Ulrike, 
Just wanted to let you know that it was great to talk about the book 
yesterday. I’m really looking forward to working on it with you! 
Xkk

On December 4, 2012, at 1:21 PM, Tirza T. Latimer wrote:

we’re printing the shirts for the LHA this afternoon. So just briefly 
about the event and meeting at the Museum on Friday: Yes to you 
30 minutes intro lecture and then a conversational walk-through with 
the two of us. That sounds great, and fun! Driving here yesterday I 
listened to the audio recording of your lecture and our conversation 
from Bregenz, as you’ll probably remember you asked mainly about 
acts of drawing. There’s a lot of stuff there that we can pick up and 
expand upon, and I had some additional thoughts. I’ll try to compile a 
list of things that I think could be interesting for us to address. If you 
also think about what would be of particular interest to you, we can 
go over our lists when we see each other on Friday and come up with 
a rough structure of what to address where in the gallery . . . . 

Really looking forward to seeing you and to continuing the 
conversation! And I’m very happy to know that Gretchen will be there, 
too. Having her be a part of this experience makes a difference. Also 
have you decided yet how you’ll want to celebrate your anniversary 
next weekend? 

See you very soon - X ULrike

On September 10, 2012, at 7:32 PM, Saskia Scheffer wrote:

THIS IS A SNAPSHOT OF A DRAWER FULL OF DOLLAR BILLS

On September 10, 2012, at 9:31 PM Emma Hedditch wrote

Subject: for you, resting x
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Archives at the Brooklyn for Art Journal? I really liked working with 
you on the 500 words for Artforum as well as the resulting text, and 
I thought this now could become a complementary piece of sorts 
that reflects on the form the project took the Brooklyn Museum. The 
format could of course be different, a short interview/conversation 
would work, or whatever comes naturally.  
I was approached by Tirza Latimer, who together with Catherine 
Lord is putting together a submission for Art Journal (that’s the 
CAA publication and from what I know generally a good forum) 
about ”Queer Conversations on Affect and Archives.” . . . 
Tirza makes it sound like the deadline is really tight, offering 
something between “now” and “soon,” but I am sure I could negotiate 
something as long as we’re done before the holidays. Which of 
course is still a really tight deadline. Would you possibly be available/
interested in this?  
I haven’t asked yet about writers’ fees and am not to hopeful they’ll 
have any, but thought I could offer you a trade. I could certainly give 
you one of my enamel pendants in exchange, or we can think of 
something else.  
I know that chances are that you are swamped during what already 
is a busy time of year, but I at least wanted to ask. In any case, and 
irrespective of this writing proposal I very much hope that we’ll get to 
have our drink and conversation soon!

Sincerely, Ulrike

On December 14, 2012, at 12:52 AM, Corrine Fitzpatrick wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

In response to your text - yes, I am enjoying this process! I just wish 
there were more hours in the day. 

Re: the images, do you know if they will be in color? I realize now 
that I don’t know if this is print or online only, and if the former then 
it might be only b&w. That would narrow down my image selections!

What I’m figuring out with the text, is how to actualize what we talked 
about structurally . . . using the talk with Ann C. and walk-through 
and walk to the archives as a framework from which we can both dip 
into factual details about the physical installation and zoom out onto 
the more reflective, then speculative, thinking spaces of talking about 
“what have I done?” and “where do we go from here?”

As with the last interview, you are a dream in that very eloquent and 
fully-articulated sentences come out of your mouth constantly! There 
really is very very little work for me to as far as “editing” your speech. 
My work is in building that framework I mentioned above.

Is this making sense in the abstract like this?

We agreed that we’re not going to attempt a comprehensive 
description/explanation of the whole project, and you had mentioned 
“the briefest of explanations.” . . .

Subject: Art Journal project

Dear Ulrike,

I’m writing to you at the suggestion of Catherine Lord, who reminded 
me about the Herstory Inventory exhibition you organized at Brooklyn 
Museum. Catherine is working with me behind the scenes to craft a 
submission for Art Journal focusing on queer archival interventions. 
This Art Journal initiative evolved out of a panel I co-chaired at 
the last College Art Assn conference under the heading “Queer 
Conversations on Affect and Archives.” Catherine, Eve Fowler, 
Jeannine Tang, Thomas Lax, Cheryl Dunye and Julia Bryan Wilson 
(working dialogically in pairs) participated. 
Using their “conversations” as a starting point, I am assembling 
a collection of statements, dialogs, interviews, short writings, and 
images that evoke the constellation of artistic practices engaging 
with archives today, and that also indirectly or directly address the 
particular attraction archives exert on members of non-normative/
queer communities. 
Building on the CAA panel, I’m casting a wider net for components to 
the submission. 
Ann Cvetkovich and Tammy Rae Carland recently dialoged on 
Archive of Feelings at CCA, and I am excerpting their conversation 
for inclusion. 
I have asked EG Crichton to provide me with some material about 
her Lineages project, mining the GLBT Historical Society of San 
Francisco archives. A couple of artists with whom she made 
“matches” to subjects represented in the archives there have also 
agreed to contribute (Tina Takemoto, for one). 
I would love to include some representation of the Herstory Inventory 
project. 
Let me know if this is of interest. I would be delighted to include 
some evidence of the collective undertaking you orchestrated. 
The deadline for submitting the piece to me is quite precipitous: 
now. A curatorial statement and installation shot (s)??? A related 
interview???? 
Word count 750-1000. Image count: 4-6. 
Oh, and one caveat: we have no guarantee that the submission will 
be accepted, but do know that the current editor and editorial board 
members are at the very least receptive.

Thanks for considering this. 
Tirza

On December 6, 2012, at 8:48 AM, Ulrike wrote:

Hi Corrine -

how are you? I just got back from Europe a couple of days ago, and 
wanted to be in touch to finally make a plan to get together with you 
- coffee, a drink, dinner, in the neighborhood, whenever it works for 
you. I’m around, and fairly flexible. 
However, as such things sometimes go, I also have another, more 
directly urgent question for you. Would you be interested/available 
in collaborating with me on a short piece of writing about Herstory 
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So much for now - I hope this all makes sense? I’ll let it all percolate 
and will see if we can get Barbara’s input also. 

Sincerely, U 
PS: I started going over the text with “track changes” but would like 
to do another round on that tomorrow before I send it to you.

On December 25, 2012 at 2:11 PM, Ulrike wrote to Corrine Fitzpatrick:

And oh, I found the Wittig quote, see attached. It’s funny because I 
had copied it from an early 1980s flyer at the Herstory Archives and 
never looked it up in the book before. You’ll see there’s an unmarked 
ellipsis in what I’s found . . . XXU

On December 29, 2012, at 3:35 PM, Corrine Fitzpatrick wrote:

Hi!

I am almost done. Now finishing “my section” (the chunks still in bold 
font).  
I’ve gone through your and Barbara’s edits with a fine comb, and 
worked to smooth the language, bolster it, etc. As you did, I am 
sending one copy with the track changes hidden, and another with all 
the notes (please look for the scattered comments in that version.)

Would you kill me if I cancel our meeting? I am finally on a real roll 
here, and think I can get my section done and to you before I go 
to work. Then you can have time tonight to look at it all, send to 
Barbara, etc. I could meet you or skype, email tomorrow (don’t work 
until 5:30).

Of course, I can meet you if you think talking now in person would 
be helpful. I’m online. If I don’t hear back from you I’ll leave for 
supercore in 15 minutes (it’s 3:35 now)

xo 
C

On December 30, 2012 at 5:28 PM, Ulrike wrote to Corrine Fitzpatrick:

Corrine! You did it. It’s really really good now. I think. Let’s hear from 

Also, I am wondering if I should incorporate a lead-in bio type of 
sentence about you (“the woman artist, Ulrike Müller”, haha), or if the 
editors deal with that information in some way.

As for time frame, I’ve obviously passed my optimistic goal of being 
done by, well, now. Between this sculpture center performance and 
Diner and leaving for CA on Monday, I am swamped. I can have it 
done by early next week. I know that is not what you want to hear, 
and I’m sorry that I couldn’t get it finished by now. 

Would it be appropriate for me to write Tirza directly, both to 
introduce myself, and to speed up the process of working out 
concrete deadlines?. . .

I bet you have looked this up by now as well, but this pleased me:

inventory (n.)  
early 15c., from O.Fr. inventoire “inventory, detailed list of goods, 
catalogue,” from M.L. inventorium (L.L. inventarium) “list of what is 
found,” from L. inventus, pp. of invenire “to find” (see invention). The 
verb is first recorded c.1600, from the noun. 
They share a Latin root!

Goodnight, and I hope this email doesn’t stress you out. 
xCorrine

On December 25, 2012 at 2:04 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Hi C—

. . . I just read your text and I really like your decisions, but I have to 
also admit to being also a bit overwhelmed by it. I think this mainly 
has to do that you are listening so very carefully and spelling things 
out in writing that I have thought (and apparently said) but never 
written down. It’s a strange and quite intense encounter. I’d like to 
sit with it a little longer, and if it’s ok I would also share your draft 
with Barbara, who is an excellent editor and a trusted friend. I think 
her perspective could be helpful in finalizing the text. I’m especially 
wondering about the conversational tone . . . Should it be there 
and mark the verbal quality of the language, or should it rather be 
groomed to be a bit less raw? Perhaps that’s a question for Barbara. 
The image selections are excellent, I really love your thinking there 
and really hope the piece can be laid out as you suggest. 
And finally, one thing seems to be missing: I think it would be great 
if you could find a way to assert yourself a bit more directly in the 
text, eg. by reflecting on your own approach and this writing format, 
perhaps even making a claim for this kind of text production as a 
feminist method; or by more personally reflecting on what writing 
like this means to you. I’m concerned that otherwise your active 
contribution will remain too hidden for the readers and it will look 
like an interview without the questions - which it is not. To me, that 
you employ this kind of writing is important as a place where your 
practice and Herstory Inventory touch. . . I thought this could be a 
couple of sentences toward the end of the introduction, where you 
write about us sitting down to have the conversation.  
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Barbara also, just wanted to say hi! I got it! its great! before heading 
out now for a second coat of paint on the studio floor. I can t provide 
the captions no problem. And depending how the evening goes I’ll 
stop by your workplace later tonight. Thanks for all the hard work. It’s 
excellent, methinks. X U

On December 31, 2012, at 2:43 PM, Corrine Fitzpatrick wrote:

Dear Tirza,

Happy New Year! Thank you so much for the leeway with time for 
this conversation. Ulrike and I have been in the thick of it, and I think 
we’ve really come up with a rich and clear text. I hope you agree! 
. . . 

All best, 
Corrine

(insert Cauleen Smith and Jibz Cameron images side by side)

 “What have I done?”

This project depends on so many contributing minds and hands that it feels provocative for me to
now ask, “What have I done?” Yet, it feels important to say “I” and to be able to think this “I”
differently, in ways that reconfigure the distinction between self and other. What if collectivity led
to an amplification of personality rather than its erasure? After all, one’s personality is always
constituted by other voices, also. 

Herstory Inventory takes root not in a way of working that I have developed but, rather, in the
much larger communal ethics and spirit of collaboration that exists within our artistic scene. Our
way of doing things reconfigures conventional ways of being in the world, which includes being
an artist and putting together a museum show.

 (insert Mariah Garnett image)

At work on the Brooklyn Museum installation, I was intrigued by its geographical proximity to
the Lesbian Herstory Archives and the institutional constellation these two collecting bodies
comprise. Situated within walking distance of one another, both originate in a communal effort
yet relate to cultural power and political hegemony in fundamentally different ways. The Herstory
Archives were founded out of a very immediate need for lesbian visibility and the documentation
of lesbian culture in the early 70s. Importantly, it is a place where lesbian feminist history is
palpable, material, lived. 

When I go to an archive I am looking for something beyond information. Mine is a search for
one’s body, one’s place in the world, and for one’s politics. This is not an easy process; it’s
difficult to arrive at a formulation of self and then it’s painful to let go. Ginger Brooks Takahashi
asked many years ago, “How does a culture that doesn’t reproduce, reproduce itself?” The
intergenerational transmission of queer feminist knowledge is complex and emotional, personal
and political. It triggers a wide range of feelings and responses.responses. What is our
relationship to the history of lesbian feminism? How can one both revere and criticize the archive,
or, how can one be appreciative while simultaneously making room for ambivalence and the
desire for change? 

(insert Faith Wilding image)

“How far can we go?”

People read Herstory Inventory as a queer intervention into the archive, but distance from the
source material was actually crucial in that it created room for imagination. The T-shirt
descriptions I found at the Herstory Archives were textual abstractions of existing images. When I
gave individual descriptions to artists as assignments for new drawings, they neither they nor I
had n’t seen the originals. This was a double movement, both away from and toward the archive
in multiple steps of relating, imagining, translating, and re-inventing.

In culling the online searchable database of the Brooklyn Museum, I thought about how to deal
with an encyclopedia that fails us. Typing in “lesbian”, “gay”, “homosexual”, and other obvious
search terms, not a lot came up. I think “lesbian” results in three entries, which of course doesn’t
seem plausible in a museum with tens of thousands of objects. My strategy turned into a
speculative looking in between the terms of the encyclopedia, working on the assumption that
much more is there than the inventory describes. I ended up grouping museum objects around five
terms: triangles, hands, flowers, axes (labryses), and rainbows. This vocabulary, rife with
connotation and innuendo, greatly expanded the resonance of my search.

(insert MPA image)

Earlier this year I got myself in trouble at a feminist conference when I reacted to being called a
woman artist. “I’m a feminist, but stop calling me a woman artist.” I want to talk not only about
the deconstruction of what it means to be a woman, but also to question the term “lesbian”. Of
course it is difficult and unsettling to re-negotiate the way one understands oneself to be in the
world, the terms in which one operates. It is imperative, however, that language can be examined,
taken apart, and put together differently. Tested for its usefulness, actually.

Even if it’s impossible in theoretical or political terms, the desire not to be marked is real. This
can be experienced and realized to some degree in creative processes. A psychoanalytical theory
of an aesthetic experience would claim that there is an experience of form before there is
language; one might argue this through a movement of regression. Yet I think there are other
ways to consider that desire, not outside of sexuality but before, or outside of, sexual difference.
Where does this desire go and what do we do with it? Why would one be a feminist if not to
make the relations and, generally the world one wants, in a real and applied way? 

(insert wall painting diagram)

PUTTING THE INVENT IN INVENTORY 

Ulrike Müller in conversation with Corrine Fitzpatrick

There was a time when you were not a slave, remember that. You walked alone, full of laughter,
you bathed bare-bellied. You say you have lost all recollection of it, remember. […] You say there
are no words to describe this time, you say it does not exist, but remember, make an effort to

remember. Or failing that, invent. i (Monique Wittig)

(insert Katherine Hubbard image)

In 2007, while conducting research at the Lesbian Herstory Archives in Park Slope, Brooklyn,
Ulrike Müller came across an inventory list describing a collection of feminist T-shirts from the
1970s. She distributed individual image descriptions from this list to 100 fellow artists, inviting
them to translate the texts into drawings. The result, Herstory Inventory: 100 Feminist Drawings
by 100 Artists, a collaborative reimagining of the queer-feminist archive, debuted at the
Kunsthaus Bregenz in Austria before traveling to the Brooklyn Museum in June 2012. For the
latter installation, Müller exhibited the drawings in a visual dialogue with twenty-odd objects
from the permanent collection, having mined the museum’s database using terms from a lesbian,
feminist, and queer lexicon as search criteria.

I sat down with Ulrike mid-December to reflect on the trajectory of Herstory Inventory. A few
months prior, I was among the crowd of collaborators, friends, and strangers to tour the Brooklyn
Museum installation before parading across Prospect Park to the Lesbian Herstory Archives.
Ulrike and I are cohorts in a community of feminist artists and writers; I have interviewed her

once before, about the Bregenz iteration of this project.ii As such, our recent conversation readily
twined logistical details with banter and effusive critique. How to translate two-plus hours of
chewy nuance and gregarious thought? The spine of our discussion regards the conflation of
individual and collective effort, so teased out by this work, and what that configuration does to
critical standards. Were these exhibitions group shows or solo? Were they neither or both? Can
the pushing of such conventions be read as a feminist act? 

What follows is a distillation of our conversation, presented in Ulrike’s voice and organized
around two central questions: What has she, the instigating artist, done in this process? Where do
we, the larger network of queer and feminist practitioners, go from here?
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On February 4, 2013, at 9:59 PM, Tirza T. Latimer wrote:

Dear collaborators,

Just a quick heads up about a message I received earlier today from 
Lane Releya, editor of Art Journal: after reviewing our submission, he 
wrote that he was “really excited to have AJ publish it.” . . .

Applause all around, 
Tirza

On February 6, 2013, at 9:00 PM, Matthew Hyland wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

Thanks again for chatting with me this morning—I very much 
appreciate your willingness to consider including your work in After 
My Own Heart, especially on such short notice. 

Attached are images of the gallery in question. Unfortunately, it 
seems we don’t have up-to-date images of the gallery empty, so I’ve 
given you images from a few shows over the past several years that 
should provide you with an overview of the space. There are more 
detailed images of the nooks and crannies of the space should you 
want them—just let me know. I’ve also attached a floor plan to help 
orient you—you’ll note that the floor plan only shows one L-shaped 
wall bisecting the gallery on the left-hand side. That has now been 
enclosed into a smaller standalone gallery with doorways on both 
walls—the images for the show ‘Where I Lived. . .’ reflect this. 

I hope these are useful in giving you a sense of the space. In terms 
of a site visit, the exhibition budget as it stands could definitely fund 
one trip to Toronto for you, and I could likely figure out two if need 
be (I assume you’d need to be on site for the show’s installation). 
Should you feel there’s potential for Herstory Inventory to be 
exhibited in some way, say the word and I’ll find the funds. 

Following our chat this morning, I thought it might be helpful to put 
a few of my thoughts in writing, since I was a bit all over the place 
when we spoke. In short, the project we’ve been speaking about 
grows out of a question I ask myself every day, which is: how can a 
contemporary art institution make a meaningful, ongoing commitment 
to feminism? This series of exhibitions is just one of the ways we’re 
thinking through that, though its execution prompts much larger 
questions for me about how spaces of feminist engagement are 
created—in museums, generally speaking; in this particular museum 
with the specific context and history of our sites; and in a community 
like Oakville. For me, these shows are an opportunity to consider 
expectations of how a museum—especially one in a non-urban 
context—can or should be, to think about what sorts of commitments 
we can expect it to enact.

After My Own Heart is very much thinking toward how we envision 
a future—a feminist future!—in relation to our current moment and 
those that came before. At its heart is also an effort to engage 

On January 1, 2013, at 6:20 AM, Tirza T. Latimer wrote:

My DEAR collaborators, YES! To the text and choice of images: Yes! 
Brilliant. I love this piece and it makes an important contribution to the 
overall conversation we’re orchestrating for Art Journal. If for some 
weird reason the editorial board isn’t as blown away as I am by the 
cumulative impact of these creative archival projects (and quality of the 
individual submissions), I will pursue other possibilities for publication. 
I’ll update you about all that. AJ’s wheels turn slowly, so it may take 
months before we hear back from them . . .  
Many many thanks for your generosity, solidarity, gameness, AND, 
indeed, wishing you both a 2013 full of creative vigor and cultural 
mischief.

Warmly, 
Tirza

PS Re your Wittig epigram: my favorite quote. I return to it, often. 
And use it as an epigram, myself, every few years.

On January 23, 2013, at 1:17 PM, Matthew Hyland wrote:

Ulrike, 
It’s hard to believe it’s been almost a year since we met! I’ve been 
thinking of you and your work often.  
I’m currently in the process of assembling an exhibition on feminist 
utopias—which I believe I spoke about in passing when we met last 
year. The show has decided it wants to come into being a bit more 
quickly than I initially anticipated—it’ll open in late March of this 
year!—and I’d love nothing more than to include your work should 
you be open to it. I’ll be in New York from Monday to Thursday next 
week and would be happy to meet up with you to chat about this 
further. Otherwise, I’m more than happy to continue this conversation 
by email/Skype/carrier pigeon/however you so wish.

“How far can we go?”

People read Herstory Inventory as a queer intervention into the archive, but distance from the
source material was actually crucial in that it created room for imagination. The T-shirt
descriptions I found at the Herstory Archives were textual abstractions of existing images. When I
gave individual descriptions to artists as assignments for new drawings, they neither they nor I
had n’t seen the originals. This was a double movement, both away from and toward the archive
in multiple steps of relating, imagining, translating, and re-inventing.

In culling the online searchable database of the Brooklyn Museum, I thought about how to deal
with an encyclopedia that fails us. Typing in “lesbian”, “gay”, “homosexual”, and other obvious
search terms, not a lot came up. I think “lesbian” results in three entries, which of course doesn’t
seem plausible in a museum with tens of thousands of objects. My strategy turned into a
speculative looking in between the terms of the encyclopedia, working on the assumption that
much more is there than the inventory describes. I ended up grouping museum objects around five
terms: triangles, hands, flowers, axes (labryses), and rainbows. This vocabulary, rife with
connotation and innuendo, greatly expanded the resonance of my search.

(insert MPA image)

Earlier this year I got myself in trouble at a feminist conference when I reacted to being called a
woman artist. “I’m a feminist, but stop calling me a woman artist.” I want to talk not only about
the deconstruction of what it means to be a woman, but also to question the term “lesbian”. Of
course it is difficult and unsettling to re-negotiate the way one understands oneself to be in the
world, the terms in which one operates. It is imperative, however, that language can be examined,
taken apart, and put together differently. Tested for its usefulness, actually.

Even if it’s impossible in theoretical or political terms, the desire not to be marked is real. This
can be experienced and realized to some degree in creative processes. A psychoanalytical theory
of an aesthetic experience would claim that there is an experience of form before there is
language; one might argue this through a movement of regression. Yet I think there are other
ways to consider that desire, not outside of sexuality but before, or outside of, sexual difference.
Where does this desire go and what do we do with it? Why would one be a feminist if not to
make the relations and, generally the world one wants, in a real and applied way? 

(insert wall painting diagram)
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On February 11, 2013 at 4:00 PM, Ulrike wrote to Matthew Hyland:

Dear Matthew, 

it was nice to talk with you last week! Thanks for sending the images 
of the galleries and your thoughts on the show. I found both really 
helpful. 

I took this as an opportunity to think through the parameters for 
future exhibitions of Herstory Inventory, and hope that this can 
provide guidance as we decide how the project can possibly be 
included in your group show. It’s an exciting context and I would be 
happy if we could work out a good solution!

So, I came up with four elements that have to be included with any 
presentation of the project, and a number of variables (I’m attaching 
the full list), but will focus on the must-haves here:

- original drawings (if showing a selection, make sure to include 
digital access to the full collection) 
- audio piece: in this case this should be the 5-channel audio 
installation (would need all the hardware for that: harddrive/laptop to 
play digital file, splitter, mixer, 5 speakers) 
- spatial paintings installation to create a room in the room for the 
project and to “frame” the drawings. I would have to develop a 
solution for the space in question. Possibly this could happen in 
collaboration with Allyson Mitchell, whose work will be in the same 
gallery and who also has a drawing in HI. I looked at the images 
you sent, but will need to understand the space better in order to 
come up with a plan. Likely, this would require a site visit before the 
installation.  
- archival intervention: I came up with an idea to engage the public 
library’s collection by running its holdings against a list of “most 
life-changing dirty queer books” sourced from HI participants. The 
installation would then include these books either from the library 
(if they have them), or as new acquisitions to the library. I would like 
to mark all new acquisitions so they can be tracked back to HI, the 
Lesbian Herstory Archives, and the bookshelves of the contributors 
(this could be as simple as a stamp on the half-title page). I came 
up with this idea after browsing the online database of the library 
and noticing that lesbian classics are conspicuously absent from the 
collection. If I am getting this right, there doesn’t even seem to be 
a copy of “The Well of Loneliness!” But rather than trying to fill the 
gaps, which seems impossible and unrewarding, I’d like to figure 
out a way to ask people for suggestions that will identify the kind 
of life-changing readings in which young readers first find feelings 
and words for their own queerness, and to plant these seeds in the 
library. 

This is how far I got. I realized that it’s quite a big project, definitely 
more involved that showing a set of drawings. Indeed, it could possibly 
be turned into an exhibition that takes over the entire gallery space 
outside of the group show context. I’m not sure how you’ll feel about 
this, and thought I’d run it by you so an assess whether this will make 
sense and can even be feasible in terms of budgets and organizing. 

audiences with some of the contexts—aesthetic, political and 
otherwise—that feminist practice has created, contexts (as you 
know) that are often absent or inappropriately historicized because 
they’re contradictory or ‘unrealistic’ or elude easy narrativization. 
The works in the show all offer up feminist legacies as a way of 
imagining ourselves and our worlds (and our desires and actions and 
exchanges. . .).

Needless to say, Herstory Inventory tugs at these ideas for me 
in ways that feel exciting. Have a think and let me know if any 
possibilities for showing the piece emerge for you. Should you need 
more details—whether about our space or the premise of the show or 
the library—just say the word. Otherwise, I look forward to chatting 
with you when you’re ready.

Matthew

On February 8, 2013, at 7:44 PM, Mag. Eva Birkenstock wrote:

Dear Herstory Inventory artists, 
liebe Herstory Inventory KünstlerInnen,

unfortunatly so far we only partly met in person, this is Eva writing, 
who last year collaborated with Ulrike Müller on the Herstory 
Inventory show at the KUB Arena of the Kunsthaus Bregenz. With 
this mail I would like to inform you about a great, small self-organised 
publication to be released very soon, which will feature installation 
shots of the walls with your drawings of the exhibition Herstory 
Inventory: 100 feminist drawings by 100 artists in Bregenz.

The publication has been initiated and edited by the artist Katrin 
Mayer. It was developed in continuation of our joint seminar 
“Opulente Figuren - Strategien des künstlerischen Sammelns in 
genderpolitischen Zusammenhängen” (strategies of collecting in 
genderpoliticcontexts) at the Art Academy Hamburg 2010. In close 
dialogue with the art students, Katrin developed a print format that 
conceptually reflects the discussed issues. It somehow works like 
a collection of collections in itself, in so far as it is a collection of 
contributions on DIN A 4 pages, whose parts, without any binding, 
are being loosely layed into one another. Beside the student 
contributions, further invited guests developed parts of it, among 
them Stefanie Seibold, Christine Lemke, Max Hinderer and Henrik 
Olesen. Just so to give you an idea.

The part on Herstory Inventory is accompnied by a small text 
contextualizing the project and full captions of the drawings. As soon 
as it is released we are happy to send you a copy, the texts will be in 
german though. If you are still interested to receive an issue, let me 
know and send me your directions.

It would be great to hear from you,

all the best 
Eva
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The books would be subject to the library’s standard culling policy, 
though she noted this isn’t very aggressive. Decisions about removing 
books from circulation are primarily a matter of condition—when 
the book gets musty or starts falling apart, etc., it’s pulled from the 
collection; otherwise, books aren’t culled very frequently for low use. 
I mentioned you may like to include a stamp or bookplate of some 
description inside the books and Susan noted this could actually help 
extend the circulation life of the books, as they’re a little more hesitant 
to pull books with these kinds of markings. She said donations of 
fiction, in particular, could have a life span of many years. 

Susan also noted the library could potentially be open to some sort 
of display of these—or related—books during the run of the show 
should that be of interest to you. I’m happy to chat further with the 
two of you about what that could look like if that holds any appeal.

Let me know what you think! I’m more than happy to go back to 
Susan with any follow-up questions you may have. 

Talk soon,

Matthew

On February 28, 2013, at 7:16 PM, Ulrike wrote to Thomas Lax:

Dear Thomas,

how are you? As I briefly mentioned to you the other night I have 
news about Herstory Inventory and am hoping to rope you in! I have 
been invited to present the project in the context a group show at 
Oakville Galleries just outside of Toronto, Canada. The exhibition 
“After My Own Heart” (curated by Matthew Hyland) projects feminist 
futures in relation to this current and past moments. Excitingly, 
the gallery space is a white cube located in the building of the 
local public library. In relation to this specific setting I would like to 
activate the logic and energy of Herstory Inventory. To do so, I am 
burning to solicit your participation, and specifically your suggestions 
of favorite books. 
Browsing through the library’s LGBTQ holdings online made me 
think about the assumptions at work in this kind of “general interest” 
collection and especially of what’s missing. To give an example, 
under the key work “lesbian” the library lists mostly self-help books 
on same-sex marriage and lesbian parenting, which feels really 
limiting. With this in mind, I would like to confront the library’s 
collection with some of our favorite readings, and I am writing to 
solicit book suggestions from you as one of ten people who have 
encountered Herstory Inventory in different ways and are familiar with 
its structure and thinking. 
I am addressing you as an ardent and perverse reader, someone who 
knows the transformative power of texts in the making of self and 
world. I have been thinking of my own reading habits, and of how, 
as a teenager and young adult, books were the first places where 
a felt difference encountered a sense of recognition, a mirroring, 
the promise of a language and a sense of belonging. And I’ve 
been looking into Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, who powerfully posits 

Let me know what you think!

All the best, Ulrike

On February 12, 2013, at 2:57 PM, Matthew Hyland wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

Thanks so much for this! I appreciate your willingness to think 
through the parameters for the project on such short notice. The 
details you’ve provided are great, and give me a much clearer sense 
of how the piece can take shape in our space. Happily, I think what 
you’ve detailed may very well be realizable in the context of After My 
Own Heart. We’ll need to chat further, of course, but I can start by 
responding to the four elements you note:

1) Should exhibiting all the original drawings not make sense here 
(space limitations may prohibit it), we can certainly exhibit the full set 
digitally, whether on an iPad or otherwise. 
2) We’ll need to do a quick bit of investigation into equipment, but I 
don’t see any reason why the technical requirements for the audio 
installation would present a problem. Do you have any particular 
technical specifications for the piece beyond what you’ve noted 
below? 
3) I’m happy to talk through the space with you in greater detail so 
you can get a better feeling for what’s possible in terms of framing 
the drawings. Is there anything I can provide you with in the short 
term? More/better images? I did a virtual walkthrough with an artist 
last year that seemed to help orient her in the space. A site visit can 
certainly be arranged, but if there’s anything I can do to help you 
better understand the space prior to that, say the word. 
4) This intervention sounds like it could function really well in the 
context of this show. Would you be OK with me making preliminary 
inquiries with the library to see what sort of collaboration they would 
be open to? Things can be slow-moving there—and the person with 
whom we reliably liaised in the past has recently left—so it wouldn’t 
hurt to start a tentative conversation with them sooner than later.

Should we set up a time to speak by phone or Skype? Let me know 
when you have a bit of time in the coming days, and we can take it 
from there. I’m excited to chat further!

Matthew

On February 22, 2013, at 12:23 PM, Matthew Hyland wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

I just got off the phone with Susan Kun, our contact at the library, 
and she’s very much open to your proposal. 

In short, Susan said the library would welcome the donation of any 
books in good condition that aren’t already held in their collections. 
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On February 28, 2013, at 8:28 PM, Saskia Scheffer wrote:

an ardent and perverse reader? Did you really mean perverse? or 
persevering.

On March 1, 2013, at 10:53 AM, Emma Hedditch wrote:

Hey Ulrike, Sorry to miss you at the opening, and thanks for your 
email. Yes I will spend some time thinking about which texts or 
books, and get back to you. I definitely wasn’t a big reader as a 
young person, and still feel quite intimidated by books, but looking 
forward to sharing with you. Let’s talk more soon, or try to get 
together and go through some of these iterations. Yours Em

On March 1, 2013, at 11:32 AM, Saskia Scheffer wrote:

I wish I would have been more understanding of the books I DID read 
as a teenager. I also wish I would have read less , and be with my 
peers more. And I wish I could have heard the voices of my parents 
and the message that they had. All very much common sense.

I buried myself in books, most of which were way beyond my level of 
understanding. Looking at what kids read now, I mostly wish for them 
to have more “matter of fact” choices about the protagonist, without 
the identity things being the issue itself . . . 

My suggestion is not academic. Or high end literature. (By the way, 
some of those texts are not even available any more . . . a used copy 
of “This Bridge called my Back” will cost $ 100 or more). 
My thinking goes toward contacting the publisher in Bellingham that 
specializes in queer/trans/?/ “paranormal” (yes this is a catagory) 
teen romance and sci fi. Blind Eye Books. 
http://www.blindeyebooks.com/ 
and get whatever you can and intersperse the fiction shelves with it.

My own most influential read: A restricted Country, by Joan Nestle. 
It got me to the Archives. I am not sure I would have read it as a 
teenager.

Saskia

On March 3, 2013, at 11:06 AM, Thomas Lax wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

I’d like to propose to propose the following three books:

Hilton Als, The Women 
Thelma Golden, Black Male 
Glenn Ligon, Yourself in the World

Given the context at Oakville Galleries, I imagine they might not have 

reading as a matter or survival for queer children and adolescents. 
I her words, a queer reader “is reading for important news about 
herself, without knowing what form that news will take; with only the 
patchiest familiarity with its codes; without, even, more than hungrily 
hypothesizing to what questions this news may proffer an answer.” 
I can’t predict how this will resonate with your experience, but I know 
that I want to hear from you in particular. My request is for a listing of 
up to three texts (novels, poems, others) that have been formative for 
you, whether you read them early on in your life or read them later 
and wished you had had access to them in younger years. 
The library has agreed to add any books that we suggest and 
that they don’t already have to their collection, so the books will 
circulate in Oakville beyond the duration of the exhibition. This is all 
happening on pretty short notice, I’m still working on the presentation 
itself, and also thinking about how to mark these books to connect 
them to Herstory Inventory and to your bookshelf. I’ll keep you posted 
on how things develop. 
In terms of dates, I would need your reading suggestions within one 
week, by Friday, March 8. Ideally, you could just hit reply now and 
let me know if you’re interested in participating in this iteration of 
Herstory Inventory. I’ll be on the other end crossing my fingers and 
eagerly awaiting your response.

Sincerely, Ulrike 

On February 28, 2013 at 7:39 PM, Ulrike wrote to Matthew Hyland:

Hi Matthew, 

Just a quick update before I head out: 

1) I wrote emails this afternoon asking 10 people in and around 
Herstory Inventory for their favorite queer readings. I’m very curious 
what will come back.  
2) Ok, you’ll have to excuse the back and forth which usually (when 
there is more time) is part of a more private process on my end. 
Today I was thinking that it could be good after all to include a small 
number of original drawings in the installation. Could I still add to the 
art transport from NYC? I’ll sleep over this idea, but wanted to let you 
know that I’m thinking about this and ask what’s possible. It would 
likely be a selection from the group below, I’m thinking maybe just 3 
or 5 drawings depending on how we end up setting things up in the 
space.  
3) And I looked through the information on the Oakville Galleries 
collection, and was totally blown away by Gathie Falk’s Standard 
Shoes, The Column, 1998-1999. What an amazing piece!! I looked 
her up online, and really need to learn more about her and her work. 
Do you think we could use it as part of the installation?? Not sure yet 
how it would all come together, but I see a connection, and again I’d 
like to know what’s possible. 

Sorry to be throwing all of this at you in no particular order, this 
seems to be how my mind works - -

best wishes, Ulrike
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we’ll have to find the plants in Toronto/Oakville. 
5) SPIDER PLANTS - 4-5 plants, see above. Spider plants for their 
queer mode of propagation, air-cleaning properties (and also as a 
nod to Will Munro via Luis Jacob’s lecture about his work that I heard 
recently)

Some other things are TBD: 
- Where should the iPad with the full set of images go? I’m thinking 
perhaps on one of the stools? 
- And the audio piece? Could be near each of the stools? Or iPod for 
loan from front desk? Or available online only? 
- Do we still want to include publications with selections of drawings 
of Herstory Inventory also, or is that too confusing? Think about 
whether this kind of context would be useful considering the show, 
installation, and audience.

And finally, it’s great to see the display case and table in the library! 
Thanks for those pics, Jon. I certainly could make suggestions for 
topics and or authors to be featured there. But perhaps it’s best to 
wait until I have all the book recommendations together and then 
schedule a conversation with Susan Kun at the library?

I’m attaching a few images of sketches for the installation that

hopefully will help communicate what I’m trying to describe above.

Best wishes, Ulrike

On March 4, 2013, at 9:29 PM, Corrine Fitzpatrick wrote:

Ulrike!

Yes! I love this idea and Yes, Yes! Sorry it took me 4 days to reply. 
Important emails that come in the middle of my weekend Diner work 
sprees tend to get saved for Monday.  
I’d like to take a couple of days to think about which of my many 
precious sacred books will make the cut. Please do not at all hesitate 
to email me a mid week nudge to remind me. The 8th is also a 
deadline for the Lupe essay, so I’m sure to be on my computer 
basically from now until I have to work next this Thursday.

When I was about eight I took the initiative to beat a long-standing 
(and barely acknowledged, save for a small paper “plaque” on the 
elementary school library wall) record for number of pages read by a 
student over the course of a school-year. For an entire year I logged 
in all the page counts of all the books I read in a special notebook 
(and also had the foresight to have one of my parents initial each 
entry for verification) and at the end of the year I presented it to Mrs. 
Sugiyama, the librarian.  
I’ll have to bug my mother to see if she can find the picture of me 
BEAMING under my own paper “plaque” on the library wall.

QUEER YOUTH.

love 

these germinal texts. If you’d like me to go with a more oblique angle, 
I can also come up with a list of more esoteric reading. These three 
have been formative to my thinking and I imagine that if they are not 
in the library, they would be gems for anyone coming across them.

Let me know your thoughts. Best until soon, 
Thomas

On March 4, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear Matthew and Jon,

I came up with a first installation plan and wanted to get it out to 
you so we can discuss and finalize it by the Wednesday deadline. As 
for wall space, I stuck with the outside walls of the media gallery as 
previously discussed, but decided that instead of the reading table 
a number of individual reading “stations” dispersed throughout the 
gallery would be better, because the kind of reading addressed in 
this installation is of a solitary nature. I would love to include the 
Gathie Falk shoes!! I think that the combination of books and shoes 
will come together beautifully around questions of performance, 
gender, and, yes, fetishism. Falk’s stipulation to show her piece as 
a stack of boxes that can be manipulated by the viewers actually 
sounds perfect. Should a different arrangement be necessary for 
conservation reasons I hope that we can work out something else 
that will still be amazing.

OK, let me try and lay the elements of this installation out for you 
a bit more systematically. I’ll put in questions for you where I have 
them:

1) WALL PAINTING: 7ft tall solid color wall painting, in current 
proposal on the outside walls of the media gallery between the two 
doorways with one rectangular and one rounded edge. Depending on 
how we end up laying things out in the space it might make sense to 
take the wall painting up again in the far corner of the gallery or to 
wrap it around further to bracket the space. Color for this is TBD, I 
have some ideas and will look into possibilities tomorrow. 
2) 10 ORIGINAL DRAWINGS: I picked 10 drawings and would plan 
on bringing them with me since I missed the shipping deadline. 
Drawings will go on outside walls of media gallery. Most of the 
drawings are matted, but some I am afraid are not. So we will have to 
think about that. And it would be great if we could have glass cut for 
display. The matted drawings go on the painted wall behind sheets of 
glass (with L-screws). 
3) BOOKSHELF: this needs to be built. I made a rough drawing of 
what I have in mind. Bookshelf will be mounted on wallpainting, in 
between two groups of drawings. It will hold some books, and one 
plant. 
4) READING STATIONS: I’m thinking 3 or 4 dispersed in space, each 
consisting of these elements: 
1 wooden stool (this needs to be built?) painted the same color as 
the wall painting 
1 spider plant in hanging planter—CAN THESE BE SUSPENDED 
FROM THE LIGHTING SYSTEM GRID? I will build these planters, but 
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been translated into english and found just a few books by each. so i 
guess mentioning these are not for this list - but maybe because i’d 
try and introduce them to you anyway: sara lidman, moa martinson. 
for some other time. and just maybe.) (also, while at this peak of 
unclarity, i was thinking of the joy of reading chris kraus for a while 
but i guess it’s not sexy enough for me to choose. so why i mention 
this here i cannot say. just being talkie)

well ok. i hope you can make something of this (or else will respond 
adding some pressure on me to crystallize it), and furthermore that 
your project is coming together nicely. as well as your work in large. 
etc etc. that you’re well, too. and weather.

xj

On March 6, 2013, at 10:19 PM, Corrine Fitzpatrick wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

I’m having a really nice time thinking back to my various books. It’s 
almost like remembering relationships - in calling them up I also 
recall where I was when I read them, what was going on with my life, 
who had recommended it or how/where I had stumbled upon.

Also, it’s an impossible Sophie’s Choice here! I used to rotate the 
shoes, stuffed animals, pencils, and other inanimate objects in my 
childhood bedroom fearing that something relegated to the back of 
the closet would get its feelings hurt. Same anxiety happening here! 
(Books though . . . inanimate? Hmm.)

Ok:

1. The Complete Poems: Anne Sexton. New York: Mariner Books, 
1999. 
I bought this book from Borders in Thousand Oaks, CA when I was 
a junior or senior in high school and it stayed on my night table 
for the rest of my time living at home. At sixteen, it was the most 
“contemporary” poetry I had ever read, and definitely the only 20th 
C. poetry by a woman I had come across. Sexton was exactly the 
permission I needed to write unabashed confessional and lyric 
poems, and I’m sure I parroted her cadence and line breaks and 
other stylistics back then. I left it at my parents’ house when I went 
to college and five years later when I moved to New York I asked 
my mom to ship a box of my high school books (including the 
Collected Ginsberg and The Bell Jar). That box never made it across 
the country, and I imagine it’s still sitting in some Postal Service 
warehouse in middle America.

2. Zippermouth by Laurie Weeks. New York: The Feminist Press, 2011. 
I actually began reading fragments, drafts, and chapters of what 
would become this book in 2003, when Laurie was my creative 
writing professor at UC San Diego. In a burst of generosity/mania/
radical boundary-less pedagogy, she gave me a folder full of these 
excerpts, complete with her hand written edits and notes (yes, I still 
have it). She was trying to show me the importance (and the process 

Corrine

On March 6, 2013, at 10:48 AM, Matthew Hyland wrote:

Gathie Falk 
Standard Shoes, The Column 1998–1999 
12 shoe boxes with painted papier mâché shoes wrapped in tissue 
Dimensions: 139.7 x 21 x 33.6 cm installed, each box: 21 x 33.6 x 
11.5 cm

High Sandal, Green 
Strapped Pump, Pink 
Pump, Light Blue 
Pump, Red Spotted 
Mule, Red & White  
Winged Pump, Flesh 
Wide Strapped Sandal, Black & White 
Narrow Strapped Sandal, Blue 
Sandal, White & Orange 
Wedge, Blue & Yellow 
Oxford, Cinnamon 
Scalloped Pump, Black & White

On March 6, 2013, at 11:05 AM, Josefin Granqvist wrote:

dear u. 
. . . now, books. i am trying and trying to think further than my nose 
reaches but am clearly quite unable. thus, to my list which obviously 
already would have “autobiography of red” on it, i’d probably like to 
add works by tove jansson and eileen myles. not so easy to decide 
which though . . . am feeling a little confused in my trying to think of 
what texts best fit the descriptions you’ve provided, and what each 
text has really done for or meant to me . . . and then thinking of if 
these books would be added to a public library, how easy they’d be to 
access for someone not actively introduced to them. which somehow 
puts novels before poems, now. although, myles’ “the importance 
of being iceland” was the first work i read by her, parallelly with 
“sorry, tree”, and they together made me so excited to read more by 
her. so. um. otherwise “inferno”? which i think is really easy to read 
excitedly. ambivalence shaking my insides. same for t.j. but thinking 
now of “fair play” or maybe, would that be taken, just “the summer 
book”, either way preferably sth written for adults and sth w women 
entangling w women. hm i’m sorry for the diffusion here. maybe you 
can see this as a first try and either just choose from it yourself or 
wait for me to try again in a day or two. 

(actually, as i’ve been trying to think further back into my history of 
reading, there are two other swedish writers that have come to my 
mind, who i remember clearly felt so opening to read in my earlier 
ages. but since i have only read them in swedish and i think that their 
use of language is quite specific, in respectively different but both 
very swedish ways, it might be a bad idea to suggest translations 
that i haven’t even read. i did try to look up which of their works have 
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GayBiGayGay each year, which queers look forward to. Anyhow, 
Austin will thrust with some mix of tourism, corporate weirdness, 
festivity, and oh so many more people (as you know from past 
attendance), which is especially what I like: I like to see the streets 
filled up. I’ll be out and in it, although with no wrist band or duties. I 
hope to see some films.

I look forward to talking to you soon. Tomorrow will hopefully be my 
last in a torrent of consecutive workdays. 

xx, b

On March 10, 2013 at 1:25 PM, Ulrike Müller wrote to B.E. Wiest:

Hi B.— 
I much appreciate your well considered shortlist of readings. 
You’re not the only one recommending three white men (or three 
white women). My instinct is to stick with these choices and gut 
responses, along the lines of another thought of Eve K-S, who calls 
for looking at how we read rather than talking about what we should 
be reading. Not to misrepresent the situation, there is some diversity 
in people’s suggestions, but beyond that I am also really interested 
in the problem of how a project that highlights one archive’s gaps 
produces its own omissions. I know there are problems of power 
and representation that are significant, but there’s also hope that 
a by no means comprehensive and deeply subjective book list 
can be conceived of as just one step in an ongoing open-ended 
engagement.  
So Austin is in big city festival mode! I imagine you surfing the 
crowds and hanging out with visitors and friends, in hopefully a chill 
and altogether enjoyable environment after such a busy time. I’m 
around this week and next weekend if you want to talk. Around the 
20th I’m heading up to Toronto for a few days to install the show 
there. Will send a more official email update about it to you and 
everyone in Herstory Inventory as soon as I’m ready, at this point I’m 
still working on the installation – the big conceptual decisions are in 
place, but important choices still to be made.  
Wishing you a good Sunday - X U.

On March 12, 2013, at 8:17 PM, Suanne McGregor wrote:

Hi Ulrike

Here is a rough drawing—please excuse the askew shelf—but i think 
it reads as the idea and gives something to go from, or of course we 
can make it as your original drawing—I will put the dimensions to it 
and send it to you for confirmation. 
I can make the shelf as long/short as you like. Material can be 3/4” 
good 2side plywood—very smooth, can be painted or stained any 
color. 
Please let me know of any considerations.

Thanks 

of) editing, and how stories and pieces of language might slide 
across various attempts—might change, might be totally necessary 
even if they’re ultimately excised, might behave differently depending 
on what other writing is laid down next to it. It was the most important 
lesson in the mechanics of writing, and in living with an idea and 
letting your language develop over time, that I have ever received. 

3. The Weather by Lisa Robertson. Vancouver: New Star Books, 2001. 
This is the book I have returned to most often over the years, one 
that I repeatedly go to before I sit down to do my own writing to “trip-
start” a sense of music and breadth of language in my (mind’s) ear. 
I bought this after hearing her read when I was in college (I think), 
and it has lasted as a model for me of how a poem can stretch to 
fill the parameters of a book, and how a research subject (for her, 
archives of meteorological writing found during a visiting fellowship 
at Cambridge) might create a the language-object-denotational 
framework for the primary subject matter. With this book, she made 
a feminist lyric, weaving together many females voices and registers 
into an expansive prose-poem form. 

So, there you go. I know you just needed the listings but it felt 
important for me to explain my choices. And also, I learned 
something in writing this email to you—that when thinking about the 
term “formative” with regard to books, I can’t and don’t differentiate 
between texts that I feel formed me as a person and texts that formed 
me as a writer.  
Form = content in more ways than one.

Thanks for including me in this. What a fun distraction!

x 
Corrine

On March 9, 2013, at 12:59 AM, B.E. Wiest wrote:

Ulrike. There is a troubled feeling here, with sending you three books 
all by white men. Yet, I’m going with a gut response: each of these 
books has been at least a little persistent, or very persistently in mind 
since receiving your invitation; and each helped unfold a part of my 
queerness at a certain and distinctly formative time.  
I hope receiving my three won’t send a wave of regret through 
you. If so, we can talk about it. Also, No. 3, could cause you some 
problems. I hope that it won’t. 

1. The Thief’s Journal by Jean Genet 
2. Crowds and Power by Elias Canetti 
3. My Life As a Pornographer and Other Indecent Acts by John 
Preston 

Thank you again for this invitation to contribute. It pushes me toward 
understandings I wouldn’t arrive at otherwise. 

SXSW started today—the film and Interactive portions of the festival. 
Silky comes Sunday and another friend arriving next week. I’ll be 
hosting each of them for a couple or few days. Silky organizes 
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Inventory. In other cases we found good used copies for reasonable 
prices, but not with your first set of recommendations, so we moved 
on to your list of alternative titles. I’ll send a fuller report about the 
project to the group soon, but wanted to send you a quick update 
about your list. Here’s what we did: 

This Bridge Called My Back (Cherrie Moraga and Gloria Anzaldua) 
Out of print, replaced with Cherrie Moraga, Loving in the War Years 
Pleasure and Danger (Carole Vance) Out of print, replaced with 
Amber Hollibaugh, A Queer Girl Dreaming Her Way Home 
The Persistence Desire (Joan Nestle) Out of print, replaced with 
Leslie Feinberg, Stone Butch Blues 
I hope this sounds good to you. Thanks again for participating - 

X Ulrike

On March 20, 2013, at 7:44 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Dear All,

it was such an pleasure and oh so very inspiring to receive your 
recommendations of unforgettable queer reads in these past weeks!! 
Thank you all for the time and thought that you put into making your 
selections. Compiling a joint reading list was a dreamy affair, the 
dream being of an exciting party where one encounters favorite old 
friends while also meeting all these intriguing new people. And now 
I want to push this metaphor and write how I certainly want to check 
out and take home all the books on this list that aren’t already on my 
shelf. Who wouldn’t! I am attaching the list for all of you to see what 
we came up with together. There, you’ll also find the names of all the 
contributors. 
All these amazing books permanently living under one roof at the 
Oakville Public Library is an exciting prospect. Matthew Hyland, the 
curator who is making all of this happen as part of his exhibition After 
My Own Heart, has found (almost) every single title listed that the 
library didn’t already own, a total of 31 books entering the collection. 
Sadly and tellingly, we could not find affordable copies of three 
seminal feminist anthologies, and we substituted these for three 
other titles that are also included in the list (1).  
And oh, one more thing: The working title of this newest iteration of 
Herstory Inventory here in Oakville outside of Toronto is “Shoes and 
Books,” but more about that later when I can show you images of the 
installation. Or you could stop by and see for yourself, the opening is 
this Sunday afternoon –http://www.oakvillegalleries.com/1669.htm

With a smile and a deep bow to you and your books -  
XX Ulrike

(1)  
This Bridge Called My Back (Cherrie Moraga and Gloria 
Anzaldua) Out of print, replaced with Cherrie Moraga, Loving in the 
War Years 
Pleasure and Danger (Carole Vance) Out of print, replaced 
with Amber Hollibaugh, A Queer Girl Dreaming Her Way Home 
The Persistent Desire (Joan Nestle) Out of print, replaced with Leslie 

Suanne

On March 12, 2013 at 10:36 PM, Ulrike wrote:

Suanne! You just made me laugh out loud. A boob shelf, yes?! 
Hilarious. I’m into the idea, and think it can work very well in 
the installation. I especially like that the two side panels are 
asymmetrical, and I hope that’s intentional? Wondering if you have a 
color idea in mind for this design? I’m still debating the color of the 
shelf and stools/chairs and welcome any suggestions that you might 
have. I’ll go over the book list tomorrow morning, at which point we 
should be able to determine a length for the shelf. Thank you!!  
Soon more, Ulrike

On March 13, 2013, at 3:11 PM, Matthew Hyland wrote:

Hi Ulrike,

I spoke to Gathie this afternoon and she was very happy with the 
idea that we’d bring out her work and show it. She’s given us full 
permission to proceed. I’m delighted! I hope you will be, too. We 
can talk more about what this will look like in the space next time we 
chat.

Matthew

On March 17, 2013, at 3:15 PM, Ulrike wrote to Ann Cvetchovic:

Hi Ann,

as you suspected, we were not able to find the anthologies you 
recommended for the Oakland public library iteration of Herstory 
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blue narrow strapped sandal, and the blue and yellow wedge, but 
really, they all are gorgeous and quite fantastic.

In order to activate the library collection I asked ten or so friendly 
queers, people I took to be ardent readers, for their personal 
recommendations of favorite, formative, unforgettable books. About 
30 titles listed on the accumulated communal reading list – all the 
books that the library didn’t already own – will be on a book shelf in 
the gallery during the run of the show and will subsequently enter 
the library’s permanent holdings. I think of these books as a partial 
portrait of a community, an invisible monument to queer survival, and 
a potential offering for local perverts in the making. 
There will be ten original drawings in the show, a selection 
loosely responding to themes of the installation such as shoes, 
books, and non-normative cultural desires. And of course all 100 
feminist drawings will be digitally available on an iPod in the 
installation. Which reminds me that some of you have asked about 
how to handle their participation in Herstory Inventory on their 
artists’ bios and CVs. The answer is, by all means, please include the 
exhibitions as group shows you have participated in, or in whichever 
other way seems most appropriate and useful for you. Working with 
you and your drawings has been such a productive and rewarding 
experience for me, and I sincerely hope that at least some of this can 
be passed on! If you need installation images or have any questions, 
please just hit reply and let me know.  
So much for now! I wish we could all be in Canada together this 
weekend.

Yours, Ulrike

Feinberg, Stone Butch Blues

Am 22.03.2013 um 15:08 schrieb ulrike:

Dear Herstory Inventory participants,

How are you? I have been meaning to write to you with an update 
about a new iteration of our collaborative project. I was invited, on 
rather short notice, to show Herstory Inventory in a group show about 
feminist utopias at Oakville Galleries in Toronto, Canada. After My 
Own Heart is curated by Matthew Hyland, and he is presenting the 
project in a truly exciting context. The opening is this Sunday, March 
25. If you happen to be anywhere near Toronto I would love to see 
you, and if you have friends in this area, please spread the word!! I’m 
pasting a link with more information on the exhibition and opening 
below. 
After the two big museum presentations last year, this invitation offered 
an opportunity to think through the requirements and variables of 
exhibiting Herstory Inventory. Among other things, I realized that the 
interaction with a local collection—along the lines of how museum 
objects entered a dialog with the 100 feminist drawings in Bregenz 
or at the Brooklyn Museum—is in fact integral to the project. Things 
then became really interesting when I heard that besides having 
an art collection, Oakville Galleries’ exhibition space is located in 
the building of the local public library. I worked with both the art 
institution’s and the library’s holdings to develop an installation with 
the working title Herstory Inventory: Shoes and Books. 
From Oakville Galleries’ collection of contemporary Canadian art, 
the installation includes Gathie Falk’s Standard Shoes: The Column, 
1998-1999, a sculpture of 12 stacked shoe boxes each containing a 
pair of heartbreakingly beautiful paper mâché women’s footwear. The 
top box is open and will be rotated daily to reveal a different pair of 
shoes. Some of my favorites are the flesh colored winged pump, the 
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On May 29, 2013 12:16 PM, Ulrike wrote to Matthew Hyland:

Hi Matthew!! 
. . . First, I am working on the bookplate together with my new-found 
intern Simone. We’ve been having good conversations about it and 
I hope to have a design and production idea soon. I would still need 
to measurements of the smallest book from the boob shelf from you 
to determine the size of the plate itself. And would you please also 
tell me the exact number of books we’re adding to the library? As you 
might have seen in my previous email I’m planning to include this 
information on the plate.

And then I was hoping to also pick your brain about any funding 
ideas that you might have for the Herstory Inventory book. As I think 
I mentioned, I am workign with Karen Kelly and Barbara Schroeder 
of DF Press here in Brooklyn, and we are planning to have it out 
in time for the Art Book Fair at PS1 this September. At this point, 
the publication is partially funded, and we’re in the process of 
fundraising to cover for the printing costs. I would love to tell you 
more about this newest iteration of the Herstory project - which is a 
conceptual translation of the exhibition into a printed format - and 
to also ask you about any funding ideas that you might have. Could 
we perhaps talk on the phone or via Skype sometime in the coming 
weeks? I’m in New York until June 20, then leaving to teach at Bard.

Thank you!!

XX Ulrike 

On June 7, 2013, at 12:50 PM, Matthew Hyland wrote:

Ulrike! Hello! 
. . . There were 32 titles on the shelf for the run of the show, though 
we now find ourselves with 31—Jean Genet’s Querelle seems to have 
found its way home with one of our visitors! We’re happy to replace 
it, of course. Those 32 titles also includes the Free 2 Fight record. 
The library doesn’t circulate LPs, though I’m certainly happy to talk 
to them about what, if any life, the record/book could have in their 
system. I’m also happy to return it to you if that makes more sense 
(and it very well may). Let me know what you think. If we were to 
send it back to you, that would leave us with 31 titles to donate once 
we replace Querelle.

As for smallest book, that honour goes to Laurie Weeks’s Zipper 
Mouth, which measures 5 3/8” x 7 1/2”.

In any case, yes, let’s chat on Skype next week—about both this and 
funding for the Herstory Inventory book. So glad to hear it’s coming 
together!! . . .

xx 
Matthew

On April 3, 2013, at 5:26 PM, Matthew Hyland wrote:

Ulrike! Hello!

It has felt very strange these past ten days not to have your name 
appear in my inbox on a regular basis! I trust all’s been well in New 
York since your return? 

Things with the show are going swimmingly. Most of the books have 
arrived now. The Blind Eye Books titles showed up this morning, 
which leaves just three titles outstanding and we expect those to 
trickle in over the next week. 

Response to the show—and your work, in particular—has been really 
great. Visitors are hanging out in your space and rifling through the 
books, which has been so nice to watch. I spent some time hanging 
out there the other day and got lost in it for a couple of hours. I’m 
looking forward to coming in with some friends on the weekend and 
hunkering down in your installation for the afternoon. Critics are 
poking around, too—we know of one review (in an alt-weekly) coming 
out shortly, with a couple of others potentially in the works. I’ll keep 
you posted as they’re published. 

I realized yesterday that we never did chat about a budget for the 
plates for the books. I’m sorry about that. We’re still crunching 
numbers for the show, so I’m not precisely sure what sort of wiggle 
room we have just yet, but did you have a sense of what sort of 
budget would be workable for you? I have no idea if we’re talking 
$100 or $500, so if you could give me a ballpark, that would be 
helpful. I can get you an answer in short order. . . .

Talk soon, 
Matthew
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On June 22, 2013, at 7:42 PM, Ulrike wrote to Matthew Hyland:

Dear Matthew, Simone and I printed the book plates this afternoon, 
and I think they came out really well! Attached a photograph for you 
to see. I picked a Japanese off-white paper that is a tad pinkish. 
Ideally you could use a wheat-paste style glue to mount the plates 
inside the books going into the library. In any event, I hope you’ll like 
the fruit of our labor as much as I do! For the entire project I spent 
$77.63 on materials, please let me know if this is an amount you can 
easily reimburse (otherwise it’s not a big deal). So much for now! 
Just wanted to share the news that this project is finally near 
completion. I’m packing the plates up now and will send them out to 
you as soon as I know whether I should also include the receipts. 
Have a great weekend! XX

On July 6, 2013 8:55 PM, Ulrike wrote to Emma Hedditch:

Dear Emma,

I hope this finds you well! I have a somewhat out of the blue 
question for you: Do you, by any chance, still have the emails I sent 
you between March 1 - May 31, 2009? I am working on an email 
exchange text collage that documents the conceptual decisions made 
around Herstory Inventory. The exchange with you during that time 
– when we were figuring out the reading performance – is crucial to 
this account. I have the emails you sent me, but seem to have lost 
my emails to you, so wanting to check in whether you might still 
have them. As this text takes on a clearer formI’d like to also show 
you where it is going and how your words appear, hopefully in a few 
weeks. In the meantime I’m crossing my fingers and looking forward 
to hearing from you -

X Ulrike
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